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Since the work of Milman Parry, the analysis of Homeric language 
has devoted considerable effort to analyzing conceptions and applications 
of “the formula.”  Defined by Parry as “a group of words which is 
regularly employed under the same metrical conditions to express a given 
essential idea,” the formula was often connected to theories of origin and 
composition.  In this study, however, I have identified five parameters for 
the analysis of that formularity, without relying on any single definition of 
the term.  The parameters are metrical position, metrical size, metrical 
shape, lexical content, and syntactic behavior.  They are to be applied to 
individual verse segments, defined as verse units constrained by regularly 
occurring caesurae and verse-end.  Any segment may be compared by 
means of the parameters, without adducing a concept of the formula, 
much less a hypothesis of origin.  When samples are subjected to this 
method, a number of features emerge.  First, verse segments turn out to 
have internal syntactic schemata localized within them, which generate 
and regulate morphological content internal to that segment.  Abstract 
syntactic patterns can generate surface outputs that are related 
syntactically but with no lexical item in common; we call this a template.  
Multiple templates can localize within the same segment, sometimes 
interacting with one another, for which a term is needed.  I have suggested 
 ‘module.’  Finally, these localized templates and modules can combine 
with adjacent verse segments to form higher level syntactic schemata, 
which themselves can behave independently of their smaller, constitutive 
templates and modules.  This ability for segments to maintain internal 
syntactic regularity, while simultaneously binding with adjacent segments 
to create larger syntactic units, and even whole blocks of verses, is further 
justification for the term ‘module’—verse segments in this poetry behave 
in a modular fashion, since internally stable segments can freely combine 
with each other in order to create a flexible, idiomatic language.  The 
conclusion to be drawn is that we have in the Homeric corpus a spectrum 
of formularity, with no single isolable item at its core, and that the 
parametric method can be profitably used for literary and linguistic 
analysis. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
To say that formular or oral-formulaic studies of Homeric diction 
have neglected the role played by syntax in the behavior of Homeric 
diction would be to understate matters significantly.  Though Düntzer, 
Ellendt, and Witte broached the question of syntax, especially in relation 
to the role played by the bucolic diaeresis, hepthemimeral caesura, and 
third foot caesurae in the creation of particular linguistic forms, it was not 
until Milman Parry that an analysis attempted to provide a comprehensive 
framework for explaining verse segments, and the caesurae that 
constrained them, as the result of a tradition of composition.  Parry was 
clear in identifying those particular scholars’ work as fundamental to his 
own investigation, and also made clear that he considered their work to be 
an unfinished undertaking—“unfinished” because they had isolated the 
“special” nature of Homeric language’s metrical constraints without 
having provided an explanation for what that verse actually “was,” or how 
it came to be: “The theory of Witte, even with the further work done on it 
by Meister,” Parry writes, “is unfinished: they have logically proved that 
the language of Homer is the work of the Homeric verse, but they have 
not at all shown how the verse in this case could have such power . . . [T]o 
say that the Homeric language was the work of the Homeric verse thus 
implies a poetry which is, at least to our way of thinking, of a very special 
kind, so that while the theory may be proved it cannot really be 
understood until we know just what this poetry was” (emphasis mine).1  
                                                
1 Parry 1971: 329. 
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Parry’s stated desideratum both to explain the “special” nature of 
Homeric language and to provide an account of what the poetry actually 
“was” exemplifies a longstanding tendency in Homeric criticism to 
combine two separable levels of explanation: (1) the analytic level 
addressing the outwardly observable formal features or parameters of the 
Homeric poetic language itself (e.g., the metrical, dictional, and linguistic 
aspects comprising its ‘special’ kind or status), and (2) the explanation for 
the origin of that form, namely, the mechanisms or causes by which that 
language arose in the first place (in Parry’s words, what the language 
actually “was”).  One might call this a mixture of the descriptive level of 
formal analysis on the one hand, upon which analytic method operates, 
and the purely speculative level on the other, for which hypothetical 
accounts relying on theories of performance, tradition, authorial 
excellence, editorial intervention, oral composition, and the like have been 
offered since the beginning of modern scholarship (and earlier).  It is the 
intrusion of the latter level into the former that causes, as we will see, 
interminable problems for the analysis of Homeric diction; for the 
moment, we would like also to point out that Parry himself was prone to 
the same blending, or contamination, of method and speculation, as 
demonstrated by the fact that he called for a single explanation to answer 
both questions.   
Among the many reasons why Homeric language appears to be 
peculiar, of course, is the fundamental fact that it is impossible to discuss 
linguistic matters within the corpus without immediately encountering 
considerations of diction as well.  In fact, as is well known, the two 
aspects are co-constitutive, and inseparable, in this corpus, no matter what 
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one’s conception of its origin may be.  Unlike the case with later Greek 
poetry, considerations of diction do not count merely as one among other 
formal criteria to be added to the discussion of Homeric verse, but are in 
fact constitutive of the linguistic status of the corpus as such.  For this 
reason, the study of diction in the Homeric poems has never been simply 
one among many possible topics for analysis, but has always been a 
fundamental part of any linguistic analysis.  Another way of making the 
point is to remind readers that the language of Homer shows a complexity 
along two axes simultaneously: (1) historical Greek grammar, and (2) 
developments internal to the Homeric language itself, according to 
prosodic rules that obtained within that poetic tradition or technique.   As 
a result of this peculiar situation, whereby linguistic history and corpus-
internal diction influence each other reciprocally and inextricably, 
analytic tasks of a very special kind arise.  An appropriate response to 
those special tasks, this study will argue, is to develop a formal method 
for describing the Homeric language in terms of its formal prosodic 
structure (i.e., an appropriate method for characterizing the first level), but 
to do so in a way that allows for the diagnosis of questions concerning 
Greek grammar and historical Greek linguistics without appealing to 
external hypotheses of origin or tradition (i.e., various hypotheses 
regarding written or oral composition, or, the second level). 
In pursuit of that task, our immediate point of departure will be the 
question of syntactic productivity and its role within Homeric diction, 
since one feature that has been consistently avoided, if not entirely 
neglected, in the history of Homeric scholarship is that of syntax and its 
analogical effects upon and within Homeric diction.  In fact, as this study 
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will show, considerations of a syntactic nature in Homeric studies, 
especially in the 20th century, have repeatedly veered from the possibility 
of a systematic analysis in pursuit of another analytic allure, namely, the 
temptation to speculate on the meaning of syntactic patterning for some 
version of the oral hypothesis.  The frequency with which this occurs in 
the secondary literature is easy to underestimate until one looks at the 
writings on the formula from the 1960s to the 1980s generally, or, more 
specifically, from the period surrounding work on the structural formula 
(associated especially with Russo)—especially when considered from the 
methodological perspective that we have established and set forth in what 
follows.  To make the point, we refer to what Mark Edwards had to say, in 
a well regarded survey of Homeric scholarship written for the journal 
Oral Tradition in 1986, when he summarized work done on the question 
of analogy and structural formulae from the time of Parry until the 
article’s writing.   In a two-page section entitled “Analogy, 
‘Schematizations,’ and ‘Structural Formulae,’” Edwards surveys the 
period in which syntactic formulae, or structural formulae as the 
phenomenon is typically named, began to emerge as serious proposals for 
the explanation of certain conspicuous dictional features.  What Edwards 
correctly concludes, without any controversy whatsoever, is that the 
period of work on the structural formula was always understood, by 
proponents and opponents alike, in relation to questions of oral 
composition, rather than as a task to be undertaken in itself, on its own 
terms: 
 
O’Neill (see section 2) showed that words occur in the hexameter at 
preferred positions according to their metrical shape; Russo points 
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out that certain grammatical types, of certain metrical shapes, also 
have preferred positions.  He gives an analysis of Iliad 1.1-7 along 
these lines (214ff), finding (for example) nouns shaped – u 
followed by a verb shaped u — — at the verse-end (alge’ etheke, 
muthon eeipen), and reversed, verb — u followed by noun u — 
(teuche kunessin).  In another article (1966) he analyzes further 
passages (using the term “structural formula” for this kind of 
system), and, finding such patterns more common in Homer than in 
Apollonius, suggests that they are an indication of oral 
composition.  An appendix lists a number of structural formulae 
according to their position in the verse.  (Edwards 1986:202) 
(parentheses are in the original; emphasis mine)  
 
The passage is taken from the same section in which Edwards 
accurately characterizes Parry’s conclusion that analogy was a 
fundamental mechanism in Homeric diction’s operation.  This is not an 
insignificant point, and it is one to which we will return.  By now the 
importance of O’Neill’s study is well known too, and hardly needs 
comment—in fact, when considered together with Parry’s emphasis on 
analogy, O’Neill’s work provides the starting point for a methodological 
breakthrough that never quite took place (we have attempted to do so in 
this study).  What is most striking, however, about Edwards’ account is 
the fact that his summary of research on structural formulae, analogy, and 
metrical word-type localization culminated in a discussion of that work’s 
value for adjudicating oral composition, instead of proposing a method or 
an inventory of features that would include structural formulae and related 
phenomena in a fully formed account.   
Edwards continues his discussion, and exemplifies again, in the 
very next paragraph, the fact that support as well as opposition to the 
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structural formula was presented in terms of oral composition proofs 
rather than internal methodological propriety.  Edwards writes: 
 
Hainsworth 1964 and Minton 1965 perceive the value of Russo’s 
emphasis that “phrases of a given metrical value and internal 
shape, expressing a more or less constant syntactic relationship 
within themselves, tend to have a very limited placement in the 
hexameter line” (Minton 1965:243), but express doubt that this is 
a mark of oral composition.  Their reservations were confirmed by 
Packard 1976.  (Russo 1986:202-203) (references in the original; 
emphasis mine) 
 
The quotation is illustrative of a number of tendencies legible elsewhere 
in modern studies of Homeric diction.  First, there is the standard 
recognition that Russo’s study possessed a certain value.  Namely, in 
Edwards’ formulation of it, Russo arrived at the insight that certain  
“phrases” with a metrical identity, internal shape, and a “constant 
syntactic relationship within themselves” were not to be accepted (e.g., by 
Hainsworth and Minton, in this instance) as belonging to Homeric diction, 
given the caveat that the distribution of structural formule within the 
hexameter line is restricted to certain positions, i.e., “very limited.”  But 
rather than inquire further into the meaning, mechanisms, and 
implications of this insight, Edwards skips over such questions and moves 
immediately to the question that the authors themselves (Russo, 
Hainsworth, Minton) had formulated as the most pressing concern: 
whether or not these features reveal a “mark of oral composition.”  The 
suspicion on the part of Hainsworth and Minton, according to Edwards’ 
summary—namely, that structural formulae did not betray marks of oral 
composition—was likewise thought, we are further told, by Packard, to 
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show no evidence of oral composition either.  Apart from these not 
uninteresting debates, a larger question looms.  Why did such scholars, 
including Edwards, not inquire further into the formal parameters defining 
the phenomena under discussion, viz., the definition of the structural 
formula in terms of internal syntax, verse placement, and metrical size, or, 
observable tendencies for structural formulae to conjoin with each other, 
or, the meaning of these “constant syntactic relationships” for an 
understanding of the diction itself, prior to the formulation of an answer to 
the oral hypothesis?  As we will see, these are questions that will return 
again and again, and to which provisional answers will always seems to 
be that analysts in a post-Parry environment avoided the analysis of 
syntax from a formal point of view, as a phenomenon to be studied on its 
own terms, but chose instead to approach Homeric syntax as a feature that 
might provide insight into a more general conception of the compositional 
process and origin of Homeric poetry (oral or written, one or many, and 
so on).  This is an example, we would argue, of the speculative level 
intruding upon the formal. 
A central argument of this dissertation is that this tendency to break 
off from the question of the analogical role of syntactic patterning in 
preference for speculative questions concerning oral composition has led 
directly to methodological mistakes—mistakes that can be both 
demonstrated and corrected, with much gain in our understanding of 
Homeric diction as an outcome of the correction.  The task that we are 
proposing then is to provide a method for defining, comparing, and 
analyzing specific metrically constrained instances of Homeric diction, in 
which one can observe how syntactic patterning participates in the 
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behavior of hexametrically regulated verse segment and their relatives—
and to do so without reliance on premises related to oral or written 
hypotheses.  This is not to say that we are opposed in any way to the oral 
hypothesis, or to considering the many versions of it offered heretofore; 
instead, what we have in mind is to take that hypothesis so seriously as to 
refuse to adduce it a priori: our conviction is that methodological 
procedure obligates us to ascertain the best possible account of Homeric 
repetition and formularity before bringing the results to bear on any such 
analysis for speculative hypotheses or theories of origin.  In other words, 
it is precisely out of respect for the oral hypothesis, and for the Homeric 
facts themselves, that we refuse to engage questions of oral or written 
composition until we have completed a more comprehensive, and dogma-
free (it is hoped), analysis of syntactic patterns and their constitutive role 
in Homeric diction.  
Let us now return to Parry, and let us begin where he himself 
began: the two dissertations.  It can be easily demonstrated that Parry’s 
first dissertation was highly aware of the operation of syntax in the use of 
formulae, at least to the extent that his analysis suggested that the syntax 
internal to verse segments was essential for the functioning, development, 
and inflection of related verse segments.  After all, his category of 
“formula system” practically implies as much already, no matter how 
little attention was paid by subsequent investigators to the implications of 
Parry’s category.  He also presented ample evidence for formulae that 
deserved to be grouped under syntactic headings.  The vast majority of the 
portion of the study entitled “The Epithet and the Formula I: Usage of the 
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Fixed Epithet,” in fact, is devoted to exactly this category.2  But Parry did 
not isolate the role of syntax as a question to be examined in itself, nor did 
he study the role played by syntax on a segment-by-segment basis 
throughout the corpus, for the simple reason that Parry’s goals were 
significantly different than ours today.  At the time of Parry’s writings, 
the task at hand, as his own words in the following quote clearly attest, 
was to define a method for demonstrating the ‘traditionality’ of the 
Homeric epic language (and later, its connection to oral tradition), and 
more importantly, to apply the method in order to sort out the 
contributions made by the original poet, Homer, from the contributions 
made by a pre-existing, or later (depending on one’s model for the text’s 
production), tradition:  
 
It is this problem and this problem alone, to discover why Homer 
chose certain words, certain forms, certain constructions to express 
his thought, that I shall deal with in this volume.  But in our attempt 
to learn which part of Homer’s diction is traditional and which part 
original, I shall make use of the same method which has been used 
to prove that Homer’s language is a traditional language (emphasis 
mine).3  
 
As the quote demonstrates, Parry, at least at this stage, believed it 
possible to separate the contributions of the individual poet from the 
diction made available to him by the tradition, a task that most scholars 
today would consider—correctly, in my opinion—ill-conceived (though 
there are numerous instances, of course, where historical-linguistic 
peculiarities and intra-epic innovations are demonstrable).  Parry’s 
                                                
2 Parry 1971: 37-79. 
3 Parry 1971: 6. 
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findings, which he explained at length in the two dissertations written 
under Meillet, did however point to a series of questions, some of which 
included the role of syntax, to be pursued in multiple directions, one of 
which Parry hoped would eventually lead to the investigation and 
comparison of Homeric Greek formular language to Serbo-Croatian oral 
epic versification.  Parry did not live to accomplish the task.  Viewed 
from today’s philological vantage point, after many decades of work on 
oral-formulaic diction in various languages and traditions, one may say 
with a degree of confidence that the role played by syntax in the operation 
of Homeric Greek epic diction has not been given a comprehensive 
methodological or philological analysis. As a result, we have at our 
disposal little resembling an account of the ways in which syntactic 
structures internal to repeated verse segments helped analogically to 
generate diction in ancient Greek Homeric epic—to say nothing of other 
Greek poetic genres or a comparison with South Slavic epic.4  We draw 
attention to this state of affairs in order to show that (1) the question of the 
role of syntax in the analogical production of Homeric diction is present 
from the beginning in Parry’s own work, but that (2) Parry did not himself 
identify the necessity of separating this question from more general 
questions, including speculative ones related to compositional process and 
its relation to language, tradition, and composition, and, finally (3) that 
the role of syntax in Homeric composition does have its place in the 
                                                
4 Regarding the South Slavic epic traditions, full account of the prosodological 
similarities and differences (at the level of verse, but also composition) between the 
Greek and Slavic traditions would be essential if one were to begin to offer insights 
about formular styles, techniques, and surface outputs for the two traditions (to say 
nothing of other living oral epic poetries). 
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context of a discussion addressing compositional technique and idiomatic 
mastery among singers in living oral epic traditions, once the methods and 
assumptions have been clarified and subjected to methodological scrutiny. 
It hardly bears repeating that responses to Parry’s work have 
always tended to provoke responses addressing the oral aspect of his 
claims rather than to attempt to explore other, more restricted, corpus-
internal questions.  One such question, we would argue, is the possibility 
that abstract syntactic patterns internal to line segments contributed to the 
production of new semantic outputs and formula-like units of diction, and 
even to linguistic peculiarities and innovations (especially morphological 
ones) that occurred nowhere outside of the poems themselves.  When one 
pursues this syntactic line of inquiry with methodological rigor, it 
becomes possible to comprehend the analogical role played by isolable 
syntactic structures within the epic hexameter segmentations and verses.  
 Once this part of the dictional puzzle has been restored, it becomes 
possible to consider the hexameter not merely from the point of view of a 
‘theory of the formula’ underlying a corpus of poetry, but as a 
communicative poetic idiom in which a spectrum of formularity more 
accurately characterizes the linguistic and metrical facts.  But in order to 
reach this point, and to put ourselves in a position to take these insights 
and apply them to an actual reading of a passage or an analysis of a group 
of verses, we will also need to remove a number of obstacles from the 
history of oral formulaic studies.  Before we do that, and in order to make 
clear the goals of our study, we would like first point to a number of 
questions that remain open—as a result of the neglect of syntax’s 
generative force in the development and maintenance of epic diction: do 
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we have yet a comprehensive descriptive account of Homeric diction 
considered under all of its aspects?  Do we really understand, and have 
exhaustive evidence for the different ways in which syntactic analogy 
operated in the creation of new expressions?  Can we really conclude that 
the definition of the formula, and the nature of Homeric formularity, has 
been thoroughly investigated, if we have not yet grasped the extent and 
reach of syntactic patterning within that formularity?  Unfortunately, the 
answers to each of these questions today remains: no. 
This is not to say that the role of syntax has not appeared in the 
secondary literature, because it has, of course.  Discussions of syntax in 
relation to Homeric language almost always include references to Joseph 
Russo’s work on the ‘structural’ formula, as we have already seen in 
Edwards’ article quoted above.5 Unfortunately Russo’s work suffers from 
an incompleteness in the handling of evidence as well as a zeal to shift the 
discussion to oral composition and oral poetics, with the result that he 
jumps to claims regarding the question of segment-internal syntax without 
ever actually arriving at a secure methodology for analyzing the structural 
syntactic phenomena he claims to have identified.    
Not long after Russo’s work on the structural formula appeared, 
Michael Nagler attempted to show that there were verse segments in 
Homeric poetry whose relatedness existed only and exclusively on the 
phonic or auditory plane. 6 This thesis, and the peculiar presentation of 
evidence necessary for making it, represents yet another example of a 
commentator claiming to have identified a dimension of formularity that 
                                                
5 See Russo 1966 and Edwards 1986. 
6 See Nagler 1967 and 1974. 
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eluded Parry’s purview.  In Nagler’s case, however, the claim can be 
shown without a tremendous amount of effort to be incomplete.  Nagler’s 
wish to discuss theoretical aspects of formularity without first properly 
evaluating the evidence that he himself adduces is reminiscent of Russo, 
in that both seem to have been more interested in addressing the putative 
nature of formularity and orality, or in addressing questions of oral 
composition, than in producing a comprehensive methodology for 
empirically testable results—all of this is examined in the final chapter of 
this study.  
To turn to more recent work, Edzard Visser’s work, as well as 
Bakker and Fabricotti’s extension of it in terms of “core” and “peripheral” 
formular elements did in fact exhibit an awareness of syntax in Homeric 
formularity.  But rather than provide an explanation or method for 
discussing syntactic behavior, Bakker and Fabricotti’s revision of Visser 
explored one aspect by which the poet subtracted or added certain 
peripheral elements to a syntactic and semantic core.7  Though valuable, 
Bakker and Fabricotti’s analysis does not attempt a comprehensive 
account of the syntax internal to Homeric verse segments, so will remain 
of peripheral importance to our study.   
 
Verse Segments, Method, and Modularity 
Throughout this study, Homeric verse will be treated as a 
phenomenon metrically divisible into fundamental units or segments, as 
defined by the major caesurae familiar to scholars since the work of 
O’Neill and Porter (debates surrounding the second foot caesurae will be 
                                                
7 See Bakker and Fabbricotti 1991. 
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postponed for further study, for the reason that we devote the majority of 
our time to analyzing more robustly attested, and clearly defined, 
segments appearing at easily specifiable segment boundaries such as the 
bucolic diaeresis, hepthemimeral caesura, and mid-line caesurae).  What I 
attempt to show is that the mode of composition responsible for Homeric 
verse, whatever its technique, provenance, or status at the time of the 
transcriptions might have been, was a particular mode of composition that 
can be most accurately described not as ‘formular’ or ‘oral formulaic’ but 
as modular; the method required for analyzing that diction, then, will need 
to account for, and explain, that modularity.  What is meant by the 
syntagm ‘modular’ or ‘modular diction’ will require explanation, 
discussion, and extensive samples, of course.  But as we will see, the 
formula will in fact turn out, from the vantage point of the methodology 
that we have developed, to be a kind of surface manifestation, or a surface 
instantiation, of modularity, i.e., to be a particularly visible aspect of one 
end of a spectrum of formularity ranging from the familiar examples of 
noun-epithet formulae at one end of the spectrum, to the more abstract, 
syntactically defined schematizations with little common lexical content 
at the other end.  After establishing this point, the goal will be to provide 
an uncontroversial descriptive method for discussing and comparing all of 
the relevant features and behaviors of Homeric units of diction across this 
spectrum in a way that makes all such phenomena isolable and 
comparable.   
The term modular, as will become clearer as the discussion 
proceeds, has been adopted in order to indicate the basic claim that 
composers (be they singers, editors, writers, or whoever) who used 
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Homeric epic diction must have composed not by means of individual 
words or individual formulae, but by means of caesurae-bound verse 
segments, and that these verse segments often combined with other verse 
segments to form larger, more syntactically extended or schematized, 
verse segmental units.  Of crucial importance, furthermore, to see is that 
these verse segments contained, in addition to phraseology that has been 
called by scholars ‘formulaic,’ generative syntactic structures whose 
outputs can be isolated and identified—and some of which can be shown 
without controversy to have been influential enough to produce linguistic 
anomalies or innovations occurring nowhere else in the Greek language.  
What is more, these abstract syntactic structures, by virtue of the fact that 
they are abstract structures often devoid of semantic content, will allow 
for substitutions within various parts of their structure, substitutions 
which often lead to the establishment of new or extended abstract patterns 
as well as syntactically regulated verse segments.  As a result of this 
situation, many of these abstract syntactic structures, or ‘templates’ as I 
will call sometimes them (following the usage and conception articulated 
by Alan Nussbaum)8 tend to cluster within particular verse segments (e.g., 
verse position) and for this reason have come to possess a particular 
moraic size and metrical shape in their particular verse positions (in 
addition to their syntactic content).  As a result, these verse segments are 
able to harbor many different syntactic templates occurring in that 
selfsame particular verse position (though of course some are also 
‘mobile,’ that is, following Hainsworth, can be shifted to other verse 
                                                
8 The concept and term “template” have been adopted directly from Alan J. 
Nussbaum’s lectures on Homeric linguistics at Cornell University. 
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positions, usually with some morphological or phonological adjustment).  
To repeat, these syntactic templates can be shown to regulate 
morphological inputs, sometimes creating robustly attested variant 
syntactic patterns in certain segments, and can even be shown to generate 
morphological anomalies (e.g., the creation of medio-passive forms for 
verbs that do not otherwise have them).  When numerous templates turn 
out to inhabit the same segment with demonstrable frequency, we will 
choose to refer to such segments as ‘modules.’  Modules can also join in 
myriad ways with other modules (i.e., other segments with multiple 
templates localized within), by combining with an adjacent module to 
form a new module of a larger moraic size and shape, or by joining entire 
verses to produce blocks of lines in which a minimal number of segment-
internal words are inflected, or by expanding leftward in order to 
accommodate larger syntactic constructions.  
In order to exemplify what is meant by all of this, let us first begin 
with an example of the use of the term verse ‘segment.’  The segment is 
merely an abstract measure of the moraic shapes created by the existence 
of regularly occurring caesurae in Homeric verse.  If we characterize the 
Homeric line in the following way, we can demarcate places in the verse 
where a number of possible segments may begin, end, or conjoin with 
each other: 
# ≥ ≤≤ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ ´ ≤ ™ ≤ ≥ ¨ ≤≤ ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ x  # 
Within this framework there are many different ways of dividing the line 
according to the phraseology of Homeric poetry.  One example of an 
isolable segment would be the piece of diction stretching from verse-
initial position (#) to the midline penthemimeral caesura (´): 
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# ≥ ≤≤ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ ´ 
Another example would be a segment with the same beginning point of 
verse-initial position (#), but reaching to the trochaic caesura (™): 
# ≥ ≤≤ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ ≤ ™ 
As is well known, both of these segments regularly occur in Homeric 
verse, since line breaks at the penthemimeral or trochaic caesurae occur in 
the vast majority of lines in the Homeric corpus.  There are more 
segments, of course, especially in the second hemistich.  For example, we 
could delineate other regularly occurring segments in Homeric verse, such 
as the following: 
≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  # 
¨ ≤≤ ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ x  # 
™ ≤ ≥ ¨ ≤≤ ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ x  # 
´ ≤ ≤ ≥ ¨ ≤≤ ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ x  # 
All of these segments are well attested in Homeric poetry.  However, at 
this stage of the analysis, such examples are nothing more than sequences 
of moraically long and short syllables situated between regularly 
occurring caesurae and diaereses.  There is obviously no syntactic or 
dictional content that can be extracted, implied, or predicted from them.  
It is precisely for this reason that we use the term ‘segment’ to describe 
them, while reserving other terms for segments with actual attested 
patterns (e.g., syntactic, and lexical) internal to them. 
The next step in delineating the nomenclature is to illustrate what is 
meant by our adoption of the term ‘template,’ which is used in order to 
provide a more thorough account of the behavior of diction occurring in 
the segments just given.  The concept of a template can only be 
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demonstrated by way of example, since, by definition it is an abstract 
syntactic pattern in which its outputs have not a single word in common.  
Consider this example: 
 
SperxÒmenow d' ˘ geraiÚw ™ •oË ¨ §pebÆseto d˝frou Il. 24.322  
EÈrÊloxow d' •tãroisi ™ kak∞w ¨ §jÆrxeto boul∞w: Od. 12.339 
 
In the two lines here given, the segment from the trochaic caesura to 
verse-end shows a hemistich with identical grammatical structure (in 
terms of syntax and inflection), but contains no word in common.  The 
single feature present in both, at least at a purely descriptive level, is an 
abstract syntactic pattern, or schema.  This syntactic schema is what we 
call a template.     
 Templates, however, rarely appear in such clear examples: usually 
they do, in fact, have one or more words in common.  Consider the 
following list of adonic segments in the corpus.  In this case we see vivid 
evidence for an internal syntax governing the segment reaching from 
bucolic diaresis to verse-end.  Most of the following examples of the line-
final adonic-shaped segment begin with a two-syllable oÈd° and are 
followed by a pronoun in the accusative case, which is itself the object of 
a subsequent segment-final verb in the first, second, or third person 
singular inflection.  Without question, what we have here is a related set 
of line-final segments, or what we will refer to throughout our study as a 
correspondence set.  What binds the examples as a correspondence set, 
however, is shared syntax—with only a minimally shared lexical content.  
In other words, these examples would not meet standard definitions of the 
‘formula’ as given in the secondary literature, since, as we will show, 
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although there is a certain syntactic schema, there is also a divergence that 
bespeaks the freedom engendered by syntactic substitution according to 
an abstract scheme.  First, a group of segments from the Iliad with 
inflected forms of the line-final segment indicating “escaping the notice 
of,” and obeying a form of the following syntactic core: ≠ oÈd°  + acc 
pronoun + lÆy— # (text boxes indicate examples in which substitution 
begins to occur, thus demonstrating that we are looking at a syntactic 
pattern, not a frozen, unmodifiable verse segment): 
 
daimon˝h afie‹ ´ m¢n Ù˝eai ≠ oÈd° se lÆyv:      Il. 1.561 
§n pãntessi pÒnoisi ™ par˝stasai, ≠ oÈd° se lÆyv    Il. 10.279 
Àw meu ée‹ m°mnhsai ´ §nh°ow, ≠ oÈd° se lÆyv,     Il. 23.648 
ka‹ d° se gign≈skv ´ Pr˝ame fres˝n, ≠ oÈd° me lÆyeiw,   Il. 24.563 
afie‹ t°rm' ırÒvn str°fei §ggÊyen, ≠ oÈd° • lÆyei   Il. 23.323 
 
In the last two verses of the list, there is variation according to a syntactic 
pattern.  In fact, there can be little doubt but that a syntactic core unifies 
the five adonic-shaped segments, especially since two of them (Il. 23.648 
and Il. 23.323) occur in proximity in the same book.  If these verses were 
all that we had before us to consider, we might well conclude that what 
we were seeing was an inflectable segment, of the kind discussed by 
Witte.  To understand the segment better, however, let us expand the 
correspondence set to include further examples of lexical substitution, 
since we find the same segment, altered by tense, with further segment-
internal syntactic variations and substitutions.  Again, text boxes indicate 
places of syntactic substitution: 
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s∞ma d° toi §r°v ´ mãl' érifrad°w, ≠ oÈd° se lÆsei.        Il. 23.326, Od. 11.126 
êllow d' oÎ tiw se›Ò ™ poy' ëcetai, ≠ oÈd° se lÆsei,       Hy. to Ap. 53 
“ka‹ l˝hn toi §g≈ ge ™ par°ssomai, ≠ oÈd° me lÆseiw,   Od. 13.393 
steinvp“ §n ıd“ ´ paradÊmenai, ≠ oÈd° me lÆsei.      Il. 23.416 
 
The problem in referring to this group as a correspondence set, at this 
point, is that the set is not yet complete: there are far more examples of 
the syntactic pattern attested, with lexical variation according to the same 
schema.  First, we have a verb indicating a notion of ‘covering’ or 
‘concealing,’ in the future tense: 
 
peÊyomai, ∂ y°miw §st˝, ´ daÆseai, ≠ oÈd° se keÊsv.     Od. 3.187 
s∞ma d° moi tÒd' ¶eipen ™ érifrad°w, ≠ oÈd° se keÊsv:   Od. 23.273 
éllå tÒde trom°v ´ Lhto› ¶pow, ≠ oÈd° se keÊsv:       Hy. to Ap. 66 
 
And when we look further, we find further lexical substitution in the 
choice of verb, as well as its inflection.  The following group of verses are 
related and so must be added to the correspondence set:  
 
oÂÒn s' oÈd' ÙmÒsaw ´ per §pÆgagon ≠ oÈd° se pe˝yv.   Od. 14.392 
kl°pte nÒƒ, §pe‹ oÈ ´ pareleÊseai ≠  oÈd° me pe˝seiw.   Il. 1.132 
mÆ me kãyiz' ÑEl°nh ´ fil°ousã per: ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw:   Il. 6.360 
oÈx ßdow §st‹ gerai¢ ™ diotref°w, ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw.    Il. 11.648 
mØ d° m' ¶ruke mãxhw ´ fil°ousã per: ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw.   Il. 18.126 
ˆrniw §n‹ megãroisi ™ kakÚw p°leu: ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw.    Il. 24.219 
peirò §me›o gerai¢ ™ nevt°rou, ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw,    Il. 24.433 
éllå tã g' oÈ katå kÒsmon, ™ Ù˝omai, ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw,   Od. 14.363 
mÆ meu peirãtv eÔ  ´ efidÒtow: ≠ oÈd° me pe˝sei.     Il. 9.345 
 
What we have seen thus far looks to be a basic syntactic pattern, and one 
which, given certain lexical substitutions, has given rise to new groups of 
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segments clustered around a particular semantic item (e.g., oÈd° and a 
verb with the meaning ‘persuade’ or ‘escape the notice of’ and so on).  
However, though substitution is a common way for a segment to receive 
new variations, there is also the possibility of using a segment to construct 
a longer syntactic pattern (‘longer’ than mere segment itself, that is), 
which can also maintain the role as a regulator of semantic input, though 
now across more than one adjacent segment.  In order to see what is 
meant by this, let us look at an example of our already established pattern 
in order to see how it has been adapted for use in a syntactic construction 
accommodating indirect statement: our same construction of oÈd° 
followed immediately by a pronoun and finite verb (located in the adonic-
shaped verse-final segment), can be seen here in combination with 
complementary infinitives that follow in various verse positions in the 
immediately subsequent verses (the infinitives have been underlined): 
 
±¢ m°n' ±° se dour‹ kixÆsomai, ≠ oÈd° s° fhmi      Il. 10.370 
dhrÚn §m∞w épÚ xeirÚw élÊjein afipÁn ˆleyron. 
 
poik˝lon, ⁄ ¶ni pãnta teteÊxatai: ≠ oÈd° s° fhmi     Il. 14.220 
êprhktÒn ge n°esyai, ˜ ti fres‹ sªsi menoinòw.  
 
‡dmenai, oÈd¢ da∞nai §mÚn nÒon: ≠ oÈd° s° fhmi    Od 4.493 
dØn êklauton ¶sesyai, §pe˝ k' §£ pãnta pÊyhai. 
 
∑ toÁw lusÒmenow deËr' ¶rxeai; ≠ oÈd° s° fhmi    Od. 10.284 
aÈtÚn nostÆsein, men°eiw d¢ sÊ g' ¶nya per êlloi. 
 
These four examples, however, are not simply modifications of the 
already well embedded “oÈd° + pronoun + finite verb” construction, since 
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there is also well attested segmental-internal substitution within the 
segment, viz., the segment ≠ oÈd° + pronoun + fhmi # segment shows 
further variation: 
 
˜w m' ¶bale fyãmenow ka‹ §peÊxetai, ≠ oÈd° m° fhsi   Il. 5.119 
dhrÚn ¶t' ˆcesyai lamprÚn fãow ±el˝oio.  
 
ˆrnusye Tr«ew megãyumoi k°ntorew ·ppvn: 
b°blhtai går êristow ÉAxai«n, ≠oÈd° ß fhmi       Il. 5.103 
dÆy' énsxÆsesyai kraterÚn b°low, efi §teÒn me 
 
st∞t' §lelixy°ntew ka‹ émÊnete nhle¢w ∑mar 
A‡any', ˘w bel°essi biãzetai, ≠ oÈd° ß fhmi    Il. 11.589 
feÊjesy' §k pol°moio dushx°ow: éllå mãl' ênthn  
 
xãlkea marma˝ronta: tå m¢n koruya˝olow ÜEktvr 
aÈtÚw ¶xvn  moisin égãlletai: ≠ oÈd° ß fhmi    Il.  18.132 
dhrÚn §paglaÛe›syai, §pe‹ fÒnow §ggÊyen aÈt“. 
 
oÂow ke˝nou yumÚw Íp°rbiow, oÎ se meyÆsei, 
éll' aÈtÚw kal°vn deËr' e‡setai, ≠ oÈd° ß fhmi   Od. 15.213 
íc fi°nai keneÒn: mãla går kexol≈setai ¶mphw.” 
 
At this point, we can begin to see that what we have is a spectrum of 
lexical, and now syntactic, variation, occurring thanks to substitutions and 
flexible expansions of a basic syntactic pattern—in other words, we are 
not looking at a formula, structural or otherwise.  What is more, the highly 
malleable segment segment, ≠ oÈd° + pronoun + verb #, gives rise not 
only to numerous lexical variations but to recombination with adjacent 
segments, as the example of indirect statement shows.   
 But we are not finished yet.  In order to show further flexibility in 
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segmentally-based syntactic patterning, consider three more variations, 
which are now made by way of substitution within the indirect statement 
construction.  First, instead of nesting the accusative pronoun inside of the 
segment, it was possible to substitute an adverb and then to postpone the 
accusative subject until the next line: 
 
‡omen: aÈtår §g∆n ≤gÆsomai, ≠ oÈd' ¶ti fhm‹    Il. 14.374 
ÜEktora Priam˝dhn men°ein mãla per mema«ta.  
 
In a similar fashion, it was possible to create still further variation, by way 
of further substitution: 
 
efi d' êg' §g∆n aÈtÚw dikãsv, ka˝ ≠ m' oÎ tinã fhmi   Il. 23.579 
êllon §piplÆjein Dana«n: fiye›a går ¶stai.  
 
And in the next case, we find an instance in which the oÈd° has been 
substituted for, or replaced by, ¶nya, though the indirect statement 
construction, with the infinitive in the immediately following line, is still 
operative (which is a way of saying that the syntactic pattern can tolerate 
even the replacement of its most identifiable lexical item): 
 
patrÚw §moË prÚw d«ma da˝fronow, ≠ ¶nya s° fhmi    Od. 6.256 
pãntvn FaiÆkvn efidhs°men, ˜ssoi êristoi. 
 
When we ask what it is that binds all of these examples, the answer is 
clear: an abstract syntactic pattern, scheme, or structure.  We only use the 
word ‘template,’ however, as a kind of shorthand, since technically 
speaking, a syntactic ‘template’ in its purest sense, as we have defined it, 
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would comprise a collection of segments grouped as a correspondence set 
in which the segments showed the same syntax but had no words in 
common.  Here, however, the segments under comparison do share a 
minimal lexical item in common, at least in the majority of examples: 
oÈd°.  And they do also obviously share an abstract syntactic description, 
as well as allow for variations built from that stable pattern or abstract 
description.  The underlying syntactic structure which accounts for the 
behavior of the particular line segments here compared, then, can be 
described as: (1) oÈd° localized at the bucolic diaresis, followed by (2) an 
accusative pronoun and (3) a finite verb.  Now, as we just said, since oÈd° 
occurs in every example (or nearly), we would not say that we have here 
perfect evidence for an abstract template, since the proof for a purely 
syntactic template would require that the segments compared have no 
words in common, but only an abstract syntactic description—this, after 
all, is what a template means, even in everyday speech.  However, what 
we do find evidence for, despite the presence of oÈd° in virtually every 
example, is a wide range of variation among internal accusatives and line-
final verb forms, and even in terms of constructions that can be extended 
to the next line on the basis of the core adonic-shaped segment: there is 
clear flexibility, and substitutability, according to a syntactic schema.  In 
the context of our insistence on ‘modularity’ as the best terminological 
denomination for what we have here, an additional point to be drawn from 
the correspondence set is to emphasize that at the endpoints of the 
segment we find stability (namely, the segmental shape, size, and position 
are stable, and absolutely regular), yet within the segment itself we find 
diversity (lexical substitution operates according to a syntactic 
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framework).  This is the first indication that we are in the presence of a 
phenomenon that is not merely to be described as the effect of regular 
word-breaks or caesurae, or merely ‘formulaic’ in the sense given by the 
secondary literature on Homeric language, but as segments between 
caesurae that have internal syntactic patterns.  But there is still more to 
say, and more to add to the correspondence set that we are developing. 
If we were to take the last batch of aforementioned examples, and 
to replace the accusative subject with t˝, we would discover a new, 
though not unrelated, syntactic pattern within the same line-final adonic 
segment.  Consider these verses.  Again, text boxes have been used in 
order to indicate when a new item in the pattern appears in the 
correspondence set, and complementary infinitives have been underlined: 
 
≤me›w d¢ mema«tew ëm' •cÒmey', ≠ oÈd° t˝ fhmi      Il. 13.785, Od. 23.127 
élk∞w deuÆsesyai, ˜sh dÊnam˝w ge pãresti.” 
 
afie‹ m¢n Tr≈ess' §pim˝sgomai, ≠ oÈd° t˝ fhmi    Il. 10.548 
mimnãzein parå nhus‹ g°rvn per §∆n polemistÆw: 
 
≤me›w d' §mmema«tew ëm' •cÒmey', ≠ oÈd° t˝ fhmi    Il. 13.785 
élk∞w deuÆsesyai, ˜sh dÊnam€w ge pãresti. 
 
oÂa ZeÁw kakå ¶rga pifaÊsketai: ≠ oÈd° t˝ fhmi    Il. 15.97 
pçsin ım«w yumÚn kexarhs°men, oÎte broto›sin 
 
These verses, then, with the ≠oÈd° t˝ fhmi # segment clearly attested, 
show a direct relation to the segments that we saw just above, yet could 
not be said, under any circumstances, to show identical syntax.  What has 
happened instead is that the substitution of t˝ for a personal pronoun in 
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the accusative case has created a slightly different but related syntactic 
pattern, which can be further varied by still more lexical (and syntactic) 
substitution.  Consider the following verses, which have show a different 
verb in the segment-final position: 
 
≤me›w d¢ kl°ow o‰on ™ ékoÊomen ≠ oÈd° ti ‡dmen:     Il. 2.486 
o· tinew ≤gemÒnew Dana«n ka‹ ko˝ranoi ∑san: 
 
dusmen°ew d' êndrew ´ sxedÚn e·atai: ≠ oÈd° ti ‡dmen    Il. 10.100 
mÆ pvw ka‹ diå nÊkta menoinÆsvsi mãxesyai. 
 
ke˝nou, ˜pvw dØ dhrÚn ™ épo˝xetai, ≠ oÈd° ti ‡dmen,    Od. 4.109 
z≈ei ˜ g' ∑ t°ynhken. ÙdÊrontai nÊ pou aÈtÚn 
 
Now we can show that this syntactic pattern, too, is a stable template 
capable of regulating further substitution in the verse-final verb position: 
 
≥toi ÉAyhna˝h ´ ék°vn ∑n ≠ oÈd° ti e‰pe      Il. 4.22, 8.459 
skuzom°nh Di‹ patr˝, xÒlow d° min êgriow ørei: 
 
˜ssoi dØ b°lesin ´ beblÆatai; ≠ oÈd° ti o‰de     Il. 11.657 
p°nyeow, ˜sson ˆrvre katå stratÒn: o„ går êristoi 
 
ÜEktvr d' oÈk §p°pusto Di˛ f˝low, ≠ oÈd° ti  ædh    Il. 13.674 
˜tt˝ =ã ofl nh«n §p' éristerå dhÛÒvnto  
 
ma˝netai §kpãglvw ´ p€sunow Di˝, ≠ oÈd° ti  t˝ei     Il. 9.238 
én°raw oÈd¢ yeoÊw: kraterØ d° • lÊssa d°duken. 
 
Tr«a d¢ p°nyow êlaston ¶xe fr°naw, ≠ oÈd° ti ædei       Hy. Aphr. 207 
˜pp˙ ofl f˝lon uflÚn énÆrpase y°spiw êella: 
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This particular instantiation was particularly useful to the composer, as 
seen by its five examples: 
 
Õw ∑lyon, f˝le t°knon, ™ épeuyÆw, ≠ oÈd° ti o‰da    Od. 3.184 
ke˝nvn, o· t' §sãvyen ÉAxai«n o· t' épÒlonto. 
 
‘ÉAtre˝dh, t˝ me taËta ™ die˝reai; ≠ oÈd° ti o‰da,    Il. 11.463 
z≈ei ˜ g' ∑ t°ynhke: kakÚn d' énem≈lia bãzein.’ 
 
ka˝ sfeaw »˝syhn toÁw ¶mmenai, ≠ oÈd° ti o‰da.”    Od. 16.475 
Õw fãto, me˝dhsen d' flerØ ‚w Thlemãxoio 
 
oÏtv toi tÒde s∞ma pifaÊskomai: ≠ oÈd° ti o‰da,   Od. 23.202 
≥ moi ¶t' ¶mpedÒn §sti, gÊnai, l°xow, ∑° tiw ≥dh 
 
oÏtv deËr' flkÒmhn élalhm°nh, ≠ oÈd° ti o‰da         Hy. Dem. 133 
¥ tiw dØ ga›' §st‹ ka‹ o· tinew §ggegãasin 
 
Would we not agree that these segments still bear a very real relation to 
the collection of verses given immediately before them, in which we saw 
oÈd° + accusative pronoun + a finite verb?  If so, then what dictional 
explanation will accommodate both the stability and the variation?  To 
suggest that one structural formula, or even a single template, regulates all 
segments in the correspondence set would seem to miss the fact of 
syntactic replacement and variation developing as a result of replacement.  
In any case, clearly there is a relation, and one would be hard pressed to 
deny but that these segments comprise a methodologically justified group, 
sample, or correspondence set.  But there is more.  Keeping in mind the 
syntactic patterning that we have seen thus far, now compare this small 
group of segments, which seem also without question to be related to 
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what we have encountered: 
 
§lye›n efiw ÉAxil∞a pÒdaw taxÊn: ≠ oÈd° min  o‡v   Il. 17.709 
nËn fi°nai mãla per kexolvm°non ÜEktori d˝ƒ:  
 
˘n t°komen sÊ t' §g≈ te dusãmmoroi, ≠ oÈd° min o‡v   Il. 24.727 
¥bhn ·jesyai: pr‹n går pÒliw ∏de kat' êkrhw 
 
éllå mãla stixÚw e‰mi diamper°w, ≠ oÈd° tin' o‡v   Il. 20.362 
Tr≈vn xairÆsein, ˜w tiw sxedÚn ¶gxeow ¶ly˙. 
 
L∞mnon §w ±gay°hn peperhm°now: ≠ oÈd° min ¶sxe   Il. 21.58 
pÒntow èlÚw poli∞w, ˘ pol°aw é°kontaw §rÊkei. 
 
prÚw =Òon é˝ssontow én' fiyÊn, ≠ oÈd° min ‡sxen   Il. 21.303 
eÈrÁ =°vn potamÒw: m°ga går sy°now ¶mbal' ÉAyÆnh. 
 
And these as well: 
 
afie‹ d' érgal°ƒ ¶xet' êsymati, kåd d° ofl fldr∆w 
pãntoyen §k mel°vn polÁw ¶rreen, ≠ oÈd° p˙ e‰xen    Il. 16.110 
émpneËsai: pãnt˙ d¢ kakÚn kak“ §stÆrikto. 
 
aÈtår §g∆ pot‹ makrÚn §rineÚn ÍcÒs' éerye˝w, 
t“ prosfÁw §xÒmhn …w nukter˝w: ≠ oÈd° p˙ e‰xon   Od. 12.433 
oÎte sthr€jai pos‹n ¶mpedon oÎt' §pib∞nai: 
 
éll' ≥toi kl°cai m¢n §ãsomen, ≠ oÈd° p˙ ¶sti,    Il. 24.71 
lãyr˙ ÉAxill∞ow yrasÁn ÜEktora: ∑ gãr ofl afie‹ 
 
Now, if we were to admit that all of the aforementioned verses bear a 
relation, and can be considered to belong together in some manner, we 
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would nevertheless not claim that the syntactic patterns in the examples 
given are identical or that they are governed by one ‘formula.’  We would 
also not want to argue that we are seeing the effects of a single structural 
formula.  Yet the ‘formulaic-ness’ of our collection of lines still seems to 
call for explanation.  And in fact, there is still more.  If we were to 
susbtitute tiw and to replace the segment-final verb, and make use of a 
complementary infinitive, then we would arrive at this group of verses: 
 
§j •d°vn sfoË patrÚw §nant˝on: ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh      Il. 1.534 
me›nai §perxÒmenon, éll' ént˝oi ¶stan ëpantew.  
 
o„ d¢ mãl' §trÒmeon ka‹ §de˝disan, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh:    Il. 7.151 
éll' §m¢ yumÚw én∞ke polutlÆmvn polem˝zein 
 
o‰non d' §k depãvn xamãdiw x°on, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh    Il. 7.480 
pr‹n pi°ein pr‹n le›cai Ípermen°Û Kron˝vni. 
 
¶ny' êlloi m¢n pãntew ékØn ¶san, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Od. 2.82 
Thl°maxon mÊyoisin éme˝casyai xalepo›sin: 
 
fÊzan §mo›s' •tãroisi kakØn bãlen, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Od. 14.269 
me›nai §nant€bion: per‹ går kakå pãntoyen ¶sth. 
 
fÊzan §mo›s' •tãroisi kakØn bãlen, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Od. 17.438 
st∞nai §nant€bion: per‹ går kakå pãntoyen ¶sth. 
 
sta˝hsan, t«n d¢ trãpeto xr≈w, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Il. 17.733 
prÒssv é˝jaw per‹ nekroË dhriãasyai. 
 
Ùry«n d' •staÒtvn égorØ g°net', ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Il. 18.246 
ßzesyai: pãntaw går ¶xe trÒmow, oÏnek' ÉaxilleÁw 
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MurmidÒnaw d' êra pãntaw ßle trÒmow, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Il. 19.14 
ênthn efisid°ein, éll' ¶tresan. aÈtår ÉAxilleÁw  
 
afl d¢ mãl' §trÒmeon ka‹ §de˝disan, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶tlh   Hy. Ap. 47 
Fo›bon d°jasyai ka‹ piot°rh per §oËsa 
 
It was also possible to inflect the verb according to person, and to 
substitute a personal pronoun inside the segment: 
 
’xey' ëm' ÉAtre˝d˙sin §w ÖIlion: ≠ oÈd° moi ¶tlhw,   Od. 17.104 
pr‹n §lye›n mnhst∞raw égÆnoraw §w tÒde d«ma,  
 
It was also possible to replace the pronoun with an adverb: 
 
tr‹w per‹ êstu m°ga Priãmou d˝on, ≠ oÈd° pot' ¶tlhn  Il. 22.251 
me›nai §perxÒmenon: nËn aÔt° me yumÚw én∞ke 
 
Further lexical substitution was also possible.  For example: 
 
o„ m¢n êr' §nn∞mar k°at' §n fÒnƒ, ≠ oÈd° tiw ∑en    Il. 24.610 
katyãcai, laoÁw d¢ l˝youw po€hse Kron˝vn:  
 
and: 
 
=˝mfa d' êr' aÈtÚw ¶laune katå stratÒn, ≠ oÈd° tiw ¶gnv.  Il. 24.691 
ÉAll' ˜te dØ pÒron Âjon §#rre›ow potamo›o 
 
Once we accept that these examples suggest a similar but undeniably 
related syntax to those that preceded, we come to an important point, 
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namely, that the presence of multiple syntactic patterns in the same verse 
segment, and with the same metrical size and shape, tells us something 
about the diction of this poetry.  The segment here under consideration 
(bucolic diaeresis to verse end), based on what we have seen, contains a 
clear set of syntactic patterns, perhaps even aggregates of syntactic 
patterns.  These patterns are both regular in terms of metrical size, shape, 
and location in the verse, yet show internal flexiblity as well as the ability 
to combine with adjacent segments.  It is for this reason, then, that we 
characterize the segment as a module, i.e., as a segment of hexameter 
verse that houses multiple syntactic templates, many of which may be 
related but whose history in the diction is impossible to adjudicate, at least 
chronologically.  What we have in mind here is the everday usage of the 
term “modular,” namely, a situation in which stable units with internal 
flexibility nevertheless can freely combine with other stable units in order 
to render new configurations. 
 Before going further, we have still more verses to consider in order 
complete our preliminary analysis of the verse-final adonic-shaped oÈd° 
+ verb construction.  In order to add a slightly more complicated example, 
consider the following verses, which seem to integrate different items (t˝, 
se, line-final xrØ, etc.) from the earlier segments: 
 
éfra˝neiw Men°lae ™ diotref°w, ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ    Il. 7.109 
taÊthw éfrosÊnhw: énå d¢ sx°o khdÒmenÒw per 
 
éll' ÉAxileË dãmason ´ yumÚn m°gan: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ   Il. 9.496 
nhle¢w ∑tor ¶xein: strepto‹ d° te ka‹ yeo‹ aÈto˝ 
 
ÉAtre˝d˙ ¥rvÛ ™ f°rvn xãrin: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ     Il. 9.613 
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tÚn fil°ein, ·na mÆ moi ép°xyhai fil°onti. 
 
éll' êge dØ prÒfere kraterÚn m°now: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ   Il. 10.479 
•stãmenai m°leon sÁn teÊxesin, éllå lÊ' ·ppouw 
 
ÜEktor t˝pte mãxhw ´ épopaÊeai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ.    Il. 16.721 
a‡y' ˜son ¥ssvn efim˝, tÒson s°o f°rterow e‡hn 
 
Jãnye t˝ moi yãnaton ´ manteÊeai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ.    Il. 19.420 
eÔ nu tÚ o‰da ka‹ aÈtÚw ˜ moi mÒrow §nyãd' Ùl°syai 
 
ÉAtre˝dh, t˝ me taËta ™ die˝reai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ    Od. 4.492 
‡dmenai, oÈd¢ da∞nai §mÚn nÒon: oÈd° s° fhmi 
 
ÜHrh mØ xal°paine ™ par' §k nÒon: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ.   Il. 20.133 
oÈk ín ¶gvg' §y°loimi yeoÁw ¶ridi junelãssai 
 
éll' afie‹ mÊyoiw ´labreÊeai: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ     Il. 23.478 
labragÒrhn ¶menai: pãra går ka‹ éme€nonew êlloi. 
 
kte˝n˙w ±¢ dÒlƒ ´ µ émfadÒn: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ     Od. 1.296 
nhpiãaw Ùx°ein, §pe‹ oÈk°ti thl˝kow §ss˝. 
 
éllå m°n' aÔy' §p‹ so›si ™ kayÆmenow: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ   Od. 2.369 
pÒnton §p' étrÊgeton kakå pãsxein oÈd' élãlhsyai.” 
 
∑ tinã pou dÒlon êllon ™ Ù˝eai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ    Od. 10.380 
deid˝men: ≥dh gãr toi ép≈mosa karterÚn ˜rkon.’ 
 
¶sti d¢ terpom°noisin ™ ékou°men: ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ,    Od. 15.393 
pr‹n Àrh, katal°xyai: én˝h ka‹ polÁw Ïpnow 
 
“ma›a, t˝h d¢ sÁ tåw ´ muyÆseai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ:    Od. 19.500 
eÔ nu ka‹ aÈtÚw §g∆ frãsomai ka‹ e‡som' •kãsthn. 
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oÈdÚw d' émfot°rouw ´ ˜de xe˝setai, ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ   Od. 18.17 
éllotr˝vn fyon°ein: dok°eiw d° moi e‰nai élÆthw 
 
Consider now two verses that prove that the segment was in fact a 
syntactic pattern capable of segment-internal substitution: 
 
nËn d' ≥toi m¢n §g∆ ´ paÊv xÒlon, ≠ oÈd° t˝ me xrØ    Il. 19.67 
éskel°vw afie‹ meneain°men: éll' êge yçsson 
 
mnhsam°nƒ: mãla d' efim‹ polÊstonow: ≠ oÈd° t˝ me xrØ   Od. 19.118 
o‡kƒ §n éllotr˝ƒ goÒvntã te murÒmenÒn te 
 
With these examples it becomes clear why we are no longer able to speak 
of a simple structural formula or even a ‘template.’  What we find instead 
is a series of related but non-identical syntactic patterns localized in the 
same verse position, with the same size, slightly different moraic shapes, 
similar semantic content (oÈd° + t˝ + pronoun + verb), and similar but 
not identical syntax.  We would not speak of a single formula, or even of 
a Parryan formula system.  Yet these segments, e.g., the entire list that we 
have considered so far, are clearly related.  What relates them is a 
syntactic unity by which a phrase beginning with oÈd° after the bucolic 
diaeresis (and continuing with content that is replaceable according to a 
syntactic scheme of substitution) allows for a range of variation, and 
therefore allows for the creation of a whole number of useful segments for 
Homeric composition.  Though at first glance, it may appear that we are 
looking at frozen phrases grouped in the same verse position, careful 
inspection shows that there are further patterns and sub-patterns created 
by means of substituting and varying items in the syntactic schema.  In 
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this way, not only are variations available as the result of segment-internal 
substitution and alteration, but recombinations with other segments, such 
as the indirect statement construction (once it has been built from the 
already existing oÈd° + pronoun + verb segment), become possible in 
order to complete a local passage’s sense. 
 In order for us to pursue this last point, namely, the ability of 
segments to recombine or integrate with each other, we will select a group 
of lines from the last sample and then see how certain whole-line syntactic 
patterns emerge from the given segmental possibilities.  From the list just 
given, we can take four conspicuous examples showing syntactic integrity 
across more than the mere adonic-shaped verse-final segment—the 
phenomenon is analogous to the indirect statement construction spanning 
two verses, but occupies only a whole line.  This example, as we will see, 
reveals further undeniable evidence of a higher level of syntactic 
organization, namely, evidence for a whole-line syntactic construction 
built from smaller subunits.  The correspondence on a segment by 
segment basis is clear: 
 
ÜEktor t˝pte mãxhw ´ épopaÊeai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ.    Il. 16.721 
Jãnye t˝ moi yãnaton ´ manteÊeai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ.    Il. 19.420 
ma›a, t˝h d¢ sÁ tåw ´ muyÆseai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrÆ:    Od. 19.500 
ÉAtre˝dh, t˝ me taËta ™ die˝reai; ≠ oÈd° t˝ se xrØ    Od. 4.492 
 
The four examples show evidence of a shared syntax throughout the 
verse, even though the line-final segment begins a new thought.  They 
also begin to show something approaching a whole-verse patterning.  This 
phenomenon might be unremarkable if it were not possible to show that it 
permeates the corpus.  
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 When we were to return to the earlier lines comprising the first part 
of our correspondence set, and look further at them in light of the 
integrating or binding phenomenon we have just observed, we discover 
that a similar whole-line syntactic pattern can be extracted from those 
examples as well.  Consider, for example, this correspondence: 
 
mÆ me kãyiz' ÑEl°nh ´ fil°ousã per: ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw:   Il. 6.360 
mØ d° m' ¶ruke mãxhw ´ fil°ousã per: ≠ oÈd° me pe˝seiw.   Il. 18.126 
 
Separated by twelve books of the Iliad, the whole-line integrity is 
impressive, and by comparing them we can begin to see that the term 
‘modular’ captures something that formula, segment, and even template 
fail to signify: whole verses built from smaller, self-substantial segments.  
As we just saw, the line final syntactic pattern ≠ oÈd° + acc. pronoun + 
line-final finite verb # is a well-attested syntactic pattern, with examples 
spread throughout the corpus; and it is certainly present here.  The mid-
line segment ´ fil°ousã per: ≠ also occurs in both segments and is 
bound as a self-contained syntactic unit between the masculine caesura 
and bucolic diaeresis.  In the first hemistich of the line, however, we also 
find a segment fitting between verse-opening and the penthemimeral 
caesura with the minimal syntactic structure of mÆ + an accusative 
pronominal object + a second person singular imperative.  Each of these 
segments, here situated side by side, are attested independently 
throughout the corpus.  Yet we see that in these two cases, both verses 
also possess a whole-line integrity, that is, a kind of dictional identity that 
stretches across the entire line.  This local cosmos of dictional 
phenomena, then, is exactly what we mean to indicate by means of the 
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term ‘modular’: separate pieces of diction, each well-attested as syntactic 
units, each localized at a particular position in the line, and each 
possessing determinate moraic size and shape, yet nevertheless also 
combining with the other in order to comprise a whole-line syntactic 
structure that becomes inflectable and usable as a single piece of whole-
line diction.  The only palpable difference between the two lines, in fact is 
the meaning of the imperative and the presence or absence of an 
expressed subject, a direct object in the genitive, and the case of the 
pronoun.   
The ability for verse segments, or ‘modules’ as we are now calling 
them, to combine with other modules in other verse positions, usually 
adjacent to each other, in order to produce modules of larger moraic sizes 
and shapes, is a hallmark of modular diction.  These new recombinant 
segments can then also create or yield higher level syntactic patterns and 
templates into which particular grammatical items may be substituted.  In 
a word, although built from smaller segments, segments can become 
productive syntactic schemata themselves. Or, to put it another way, 
modular combinations can coalesce in order to produce what are 
commonly known in the secondary literature as inflected half-lines and 
inflected whole lines, or in some cases, entire blocks of inflected lines.  
We provide exhaustive lists of these phenomena in the next two chapters 
and in the Appendix. 
In the Homeric corpus, as we will show, this ability for verse 
segments to maintain their own segment-internal syntax while readily 
combining with adjacent modules is a feature that makes possible a 
diction whose behavior is different, and more precisely accounted for, 
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than what is predicted or described by any extant formulaic model.  One 
outcome of our analysis therefore is that we can now better understand 
how such a highly flexible, and metrically constrained, linguistic idiom 
with analogically productive force was built from smaller units and 
subunits each with their own well-attested segment-internal usages of 
syntax, lexicon, and phraseology.  When we come to investigate the 
adonic-shaped verse segment reaching from the bucolic diaeresis to line-
end, for example, we will see that although the boundaries defining the 
segments at their endpoints are rigidly fixed, the language inside of the 
module was not only not fixed but in fact was readily available for 
analogical refashioning—and ‘available’ to such a degree that innovations 
occurred there which occurred nowhere else in the Greek language. (What 
we have seen until now has been merely substitution, integration, and 
recombination, not yet morphological innovation.)  
The first question that will arise in response to the account that we 
are proposing is the obvious one: What is new in this description of 
Homeric diction?  How is an account of ‘modular’ diction to be 
differentiated from the myriad models and discussions of formularity 
preceding it?  What does the discussion of modular diction contribute, if 
anything, to the analysis of Homeric verse?  What problems does it solve?  
What insights does it provide?   How is ‘modularity’ anything more than 
an empty and inconsequential redescription of dictional facts already 
known?   
Our study can answer all of these questions.  First, our analysis of 
modularity provides the most comprehensive account to date of Homeric 
dictional behavior, ‘comprehensive’ because it predicts and explains not 
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only surface outputs at the lexical level (the ‘formula’), but other 
productive or generative features as well (syntax in particular).  Rather 
than develop yet another theory that fuses this or that particular scholar’s 
variation on the theory of the formula or the oral hypothesis with an 
interpretation of the Homeric linguistic facts, our account of dictional 
modularity attempts to provide a purely formal description of the dictional 
facts first, in a purely schematic fashion, with no concern whatsoever for 
oral or written hypotheses.  This point cannot be stressed enough.  What 
we are attempting to provide is an account of Homeric diction that makes 
no use of formula definitions and that refuses the importation of any 
version of the oral hypothesis—but instead, comprises a description from 
the point of view of verse segments themselves, according to all of the 
linguistically meaningful parameters that define them.   In order to show 
this, we have chosen to begin with the hexameter verse and its 
constitutive units, e.g., its caesurae-bound verse segments, as the basic 
kernels or units for analysis.   To be sure, we could have chosen any unit 
of analysis with which to begin, be it the syllable or word or phrase, but to 
do so would have produced utterly irrelevant results, of course, since the 
linguistic units that comprise the verse are those defined by caesurae 
placement, not by metrical feet or individual words, as has long been 
recognized.  The task then in what follows will be to take a particular 
verse segment (e.g., from bucolic diaeresis to verse end) and to describe it 
under as many of the relevant linguistic and metrical parameters as 
possible, and in so doing to discover comparable verse segments whose 
behavior may turn out to be mutually and reciprocally influential in the 
same position, as well as in adjacent verses.  From that point forward, 
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then, and on the basis of the correspondence sets of verse segments 
yielded by such an approach, our further comparison, and analysis, will 
proceed.  
The view to which the account of modular diction will be opposed, 
and to which we will make occasional reference, is what we will 
characterize for the time being as the “hexameter as container” conception 
of Homeric verse.  On this view, the Greek  hexameter is merely an 
abstract metrical matrix of possibilities with identifiable caesurae into 
which individual words from the Greek language must be fitted in order to 
fill out each verse.  From this perspective, syntactic similarities are merely 
accidents resulting from the limited availability of syntactic patterns and 
grammatical forms that can occur under metrical constraints and 
limitations; or in other words, this conception does not account for 
syntactic productivity and the centrality of syntax to the creation of new 
expressions and analogically-produced content within verse segments.  It 
is by refining and developing this basic, but incomplete, conception of 
‘Homeric hexameter as fixed container’ that we will answer decisively the 
question as to whether or not our account offers anything new (it does). 
The Structural Formula Reconsidered  
What this brief sketch of modular diction already makes clear is 
just how far beyond the notion of a mere clustering of structural formulae 
our method attempts to go.  There is, to be sure, much in common 
between Russo’s ideas and the more fully formed version that appears in 
our formulation of modular diction, and for that reason we will repeatedly 
return to his suggestions, both in order to do justice to their contribution 
but also to develop them further.  Discussion in the secondary literature 
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after Russo’s first proposals for a structural formula often occasioned 
criticisms whose lines of argument seem rather quaint by today’s lights: 
the notion of a structural formula was often said to be “too general” to be 
used to produce accurate tests for orality. It is important to note in 
passing, however, that in later work, though he still adhered to the 
importance of the “essential idea,” Parry himself came quite close to 
arguing for something approximating the structural formula, though his 
focus was never so narrow as to reduce formulae and formula systems to 
one structural type.  In his essay, “Studies in the Epic Technique of Oral 
Verse-Making,” published in 1930 in Harvard Studies in Classical 
Philology, Parry devotes the fifth section to the analysis to “The Formula 
in Homer.”  Here he is basically collecting instances of formulaic 
occurrences according to grammatically similar patterns.  The following is 
an example of how close Parry comes to what Russo would later call 
“structural formula”: 
 
…there are more general types of formulas, and one could make no 
greater mistake than to limit the formulaic element to what is 
underlined.  Gign≈skv se yeå in E 815 is like M∞nin êeide yeå 
in A1, because in both cases one has a complete clause of the same 
length, followed by the vocative yeå. … pollåw d' fify˝mouw 
cuxåw in A3 is an accusative phrase of the same length as pollåw 
d¢ drËw ézal°aw, (Il.11.494).  … teËxe kÊnessin is like d«ken 
•ta˝rƒ ( Il.17.698, 23.612).  Often one finds the same verse 
pattern where the words are different: 
 
A10 noËson énå stratÚn ˆrse kakÆn, Ùl°konto d¢˝lao˝, 
A 20 pa›da d' §mo‹ lÊsaite f˝lhn, tå d' êpoina d°xesyai,  
a 23 Afiy˝opaw, to‹ dixyå deda˝atai, ¶sxatoi éndr«n, 
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O 526 Lampet˝dhw, ˘n Lãmpow §ge˝nato f°rtaton uflÚn9 
 
When we compare the two verses here cited by Parry in light of the 
method sketched above, we immediately begin to see the limits of Parry’s 
conception: he does not differentiate each phrase’s placement according 
to verse segment, and he does not differentiate between the essential 
features of a segment’s size, shape, position, lexicon, and syntax within 
the verse.  The two pairs of lines do indeed show grammatical and 
syntactical similarities, but one would be hard pressed to identify by what 
criteria an exact correspondence or comparison between either of the two 
would be made.  This is why we insist on adhering to the unit of the verse 
segment first and foremost—as well as the crucial criteria of verse-
segmental size, shape, position, lexicon, and syntax—in order to put the 
analyst in the position of being able to identify exactly which piece of 
diction will be compared, and according to what parameters the 
comparison will be made.  Once we commit to a method whereby any 
analysis or comparison of verse segments within the corpus must be 
described according to comprehensive criteria, we suddenly open a 
vantage point by which Homeric diction, including many scholarly 
analyses and previous presentations of it, can be profitably analyzed.  
Whether one chooses to reconsider Parry’s groundbreaking and 
methodical analyses, or to re-investigate moments from the post-Parry 
period of scholarship (Russo, Nagler, Hainsworth, et al.), or to undertake 
new investigations of the diction for our own literary or literary-
theoretical purposes, the method that we propose promises to provide a 
                                                
9 Parry 1971: 313. 
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lens, or analytical filter, for looking at vast numbers of verse segments in 
order to learn what their structures and systems reveal in comparison, 
instead of what they reveal about this or that theory of the formula. 
 With this in mind, let us return to the initial objections made against 
Russo’s structural formula, in order to bring the discussion full circle 
from Edwards’ summary back to Russo and Parry and, finally, to our own 
work.  J.B. Hainsworth voiced the standard objection to the structural 
formula when he wrote:   
 
The vice of the extension of the term ‘formula’ to cover structural 
features in the epic diction is that unless it is hedged about by more 
conditions than are visible in the practice of present-day Homeric 
scholarship the statement that the epics are nine-tenths formulae is 
likely to be vacuously, and so uselessly, true.10  
 
It is important to note that Hainsworth was replying to Lord, who argued 
in somewhat ambiguous fashion that “verse patterns” with no shared 
lexical items in common did indeed constitute a degree of formularity.  
Hainsworth’s objection does not address the structural formula directly, 
however, but opposes it for the reason that it offers nothing by way of 
proving orality; if structural formulae are to be found in written poetry too 
(and no doubt they are), then the phenomenon is inadmissible to any 
theory of Homeric formularity or orality, says Hainsworth.  From the 
point of view of our study, however, Hainsworth has allowed himself to 
travel a road to irrelevancy: if there are structural or syntactic formulae or 
patterns in the poetry, then why not include them in the analysis and why 
                                                
10 Hainsworth 1964: 157.   
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not produce an inventory of them—and only then on that basis evaluate 
the results in order to see what they tell us (if anything) about 
formularity?   
To take another example of a misunderstanding of the importance 
of the structural formula, William Minton, offering objections similar to 
those of Hainsworth’s at almost exactly the same historical moment, 
writes that Lord and Notopoulos’ propensity to see syntax11 as belonging 
to formularity results in a “new proposal” that “would divest the formula 
of any direct association with meaning and isolate it as a purely structural, 
metrical-grammatical unit.”12  This “purely structural, metrical-
grammatical” dimension is, of course, precisely one of the fundamental 
aspects that must be included, we are arguing, in any description of 
Homeric diction, if that description is to possess explanatory power. 
Minton, however, objects to the consideration on the grounds that any 
such formula will not be able to serve adequately as a “test for oral 
composition,” and he furthermore concludes that the notion should be 
refused on those grounds, or at least resisted:   
 
But to call such an abstract, ‘structural’ pattern a formula, or even a 
shadow of one, is dangerous.  It invites the assumption, which in 
fact underlies much of its presentation in Russo’s study, that such 
patterns can be used as a test for oral composition, and gives a 
stamp of approval to earlier appeals to structure made for just this 
purpose.”13 
                                                
11 Lord’s proposal for “verse patterns” was of a very general nature and squares with 
what we are arguing in this dissertation, while Notopoulos’ analyses were 
methodologically unsound and far too haphazard to merit extensive discussion.  See 
Lord 1960; and Notopoulos 1960. 
12 Minton 243: 1965.  
13 Minton 1965: 244.  
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Once again, the criticism of the structural formula has been offered  for 
the reason that it might lead to false conclusions regarding the nature of 
oral composition.  When one reads the quote from the remove of a 
generation of oral-formulaic analysis, however, the question that comes to 
mind is something morel like this: why worry about the relevance of the 
structural formula for formula tests?  Why analyze the structural formula 
in terms of orality?  Or put more succinctly, why not ask about the 
relevance of the structural formula for our understanding of Homeric 
dictions itself?  Minton continues: 
 
Unfortunately this view [the structural formula] is entirely false.  
For just as the metrical phenomena of preferred word and phrase 
distribution were observed by O’Neill and Porter to apply to all 
hexameter poetry, from Homer to (at least) Callimachus, so too it 
appears do these grammatical and syntactic ‘preferences.’  In any 
case, an analysis of the first 1000 lines of Book 1 of the 
Argonautica of Apollonius Rhodius reveals a distribution of 
metrical-grammatical word and phrase units that is close to, in 
some cases almost identical with those indicated for Homer here.  If 
Homer were to be adjudged an oral poet solely on the basis for 
these structural formulae, Apollonius would have to be placed by 
his side.14 
 
Minton’s point that abstract syntactic patterns can be found with 
equal frequency in Homer and Apollonius in fact misses the point: the 
existence of these patterns, if not pressed into service as proof of oral 
composition, nevertheless still exist and for that reason require, even call 
out for, analysis.  The fact that they can be found in both Homer and 
                                                
14 Minton 1965: 245. 
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Apollonius, furthermore, is a notable observation, and far from serving as 
proof that the concept of the structural formula is irrelevant or incorrect, 
the presence of structural formulae in both authors in fact renews our 
interest in knowing what exactly these patterns were doing in both Homer 
and Apollonius in the first place; and whether they were functionally and 
descriptively similar or different; and how in actuality they behaved and 
interacted (if at all) from the perspective of the diction of the two corpora.    
But this is not Minton’s interest, as he makes clear:  
 
The metrical-grammatical approach to the constitution and 
placement of word-groups and individual words in oral poetry is a 
valuable additional tool to have.  It cannot establish the oral 
characters of a poem and should never be associated with the terms 
‘formula’ and ‘formulaic.’  But it can enhance our appreciation of 
the poet’s art by showing how he has placed a word group in an 
unusual position (M∞nin êeide) or reversed its expected order 
(diastÆthn §r˝sante) or employed a non-formulaic phrase of 
exceptional word placement and meter (ofivno›s˝ te pçsi) to 
create a particular effect.” (emphasis mine)15  
 
And so for Minton the syntactic component of dictional analysis has no 
value in itself, and sheds no light on orality, but might, in fact, turn out to 
be a “valuable tool” for enhancing “our appreciation of the poet’s art” by 
showing how certain word placements are “unusual.”  Minton concludes, 
after referring to his comparison between the opening of the Iliad and his 
1000 lines of Apollonius, with this admission: “a complete comparison of 
all word and phrase types by part of speech and perhaps syntactic function 
might reveal a residue of usages of possible value in testing the oral 
                                                
15 Minton 1965: 253. 
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character of a poem.  If such do exist and can be satisfactorily defined, we 
should know more about them.”16 Although we see here that Minton 
admits ultimately the need for a complete investigation of “word and 
phrase types,” he still only begrudgingly allows that “perhaps” (my 
emphasis) an account of syntax would be essential to the purpose.  In 
conclusion we would like to underline the fact that he still discusses such 
matters in terms of the “value in testing the oral character of a poem.” 
With Minton’s objections we come face to face with one of the 
fundaments of the entire oral formulaic chapter in the history of 
scholarship: the centrality of the formula as the single unit or item to be 
used for analysis and theorization.  Time and time again we find scholars 
objecting to the structural formula for the reason that it does not square 
with a theory of the formula or with a way of proving oral composition.  
Minton’s own words state the point categorically, namely, that the 
structural formula “cannot establish the oral characters of a poem and 
should never be associated with the terms ‘formula’ and ‘formulaic.’”  
 But let us now call into question the premise underpinning this 
objection, and let us pose it in rather bald terms: by what interpretive right 
is the formula to be considered the bedrock linguistic phenomenon 
underlying the entirety of Homeric diction, no matter how that diction’s 
origin is to be understood?  On what grounds are we to accept that the 
formula itself is the single, sole, and comprehensive unit by which all of 
Homeric diction is to be adequately comprehended?   To argue that an 
appropriate theory of the formula is the ultimate goal of oral-formulaic 
analysis, or to conclude that the failure to achieve such a theory marks a 
                                                
16 Minton 1965: 253. 
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failure in grasping the compositional nature and origin of the poems, 
produces a methodological confusion that must be questioned, criticized, 
and revised.  Once we have done so, we will see that formularity in fact 
belongs to a continuum or spectrum, and does not rely upon or require or 
even make sense when understood as the result of the behavior of one 
single linguistico-metrical phenomenon known as a formula. 
Let us conclude our introduction with one of the most recent 
attempts to interpret and categorize work on the formula, Matthew Clark’s 
Out of Line: Homeric Composition Beyond the Hexameter.17 Though the 
monograph is a study of Homeric enjambment, Clark gathers the history 
of research on formulaic studies under four headings in his introduction, 
and then uses these four categories as theories in order to see what his 
own studies of enjambment yield for the cogency and interpretation of the 
four views.  Clark writes: 
 
It will be useful to give a summary account of the various concepts 
of formulaic composition which have been proposed since Parry’s 
original definition, and which will in some measure be tested by the 
examples which are examined throughout this study.  These 
concepts may be represented by four models, which I will call (1) 
set-phrase, (2) chain-and-choice, (3) deep-structure, and (4) word-
by-word. (emphasis mine)18 
 
Without traversing a lengthy discussion of each of Clark’s four categories, 
which he refers to as “concepts,” let us try to encapsulate each of them in 
                                                
17 Clark 1997. 
18 Clark 1997: 5. 
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summary form, and let us say a few words about the methodological 
coherence of his presentation.   
 The first “concept” of formulaic composition, Clark writes, is the 
“set-phrase” model.  This is the view that he attributes to the early work 
of Milman Parry, whereby any proper name, or proper name-plus-epithet, 
or proper name-plus-epithet-and-adjective, constitutes a “set unit” of 
meaning that is deployed in linear sequence by the composer in the 
composition of the line.  Or as Clark puts it, “the epithet in a name-epithet 
formula carries no meaning of its own; therefore it can function simply as 
a device to accommodate the name to the metrical context … however 
words are stored, and whatever the mental relationship between the 
signifier and the signified may be, formulas like ênaj éndr«n 
ÉAgam°mnvn are handled just as if they were single words, and therefore 
they do not cause any new theoretical complication.”19  This 
characterization will be recognizable to most as a kind of  ‘hard Parryan’ 
interpretation, and as such, will not be particularly useful for the 
discussion of hypothetical models of composition process, apart from the 
obvious value of providing a category under which to place this view 
(which is Clark’s purpose after all).  While the conception is 
recognizeable enough, Clark’s presentation of it remains quite vague on 
what its formal parameters or definition might be.   
The second conception of formulaic composition, according to 
Clark, is the “chain-and-choice” model.  On this view, common whole 
line formulae of the sort used in speech introductions and responses are to 
be seen as “a chain of three positions, and the element which in any given 
                                                
19 Clark 1997: 6. 
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instance appears at any position is chosen from a set of elements of a 
particular kind, such as objects or subjects or verbs.  Formulas shorter 
than the whole line can also be described by chain-and-choice analysis; 
name-epithet pairs may be grouped into families according to the same 
principle … Even some individual words, particularly in an inflecting 
language, can be analyzed as a chain of choices: roots and affixes.”20  
Clark appends at least one objection to this view at the outset: “The chain-
and-choice model explains how some formulas at least are composed and 
how they can be grouped into families, but the formula can no longer be 
seen as a unitary whole, as it was in the set-phrase model.  The chain-and-
choice model is entirely linear—the chain must always consist of the 
same words in direct succession and in the same order—and thus it cannot 
account for the many formulaic variations which are found in the text.”21  
Again, not unlike his characterization of the “set-phrase model,” Clark’s 
account here is not particularly specific, or rigorous, in terms of its 
parameters or definition.  That being said, what interests us about Clark’s 
hypothetical second model is the confusion of formal and compositional 
elements.  On the one hand, he is talking about formal considerations: 
there are three verse positions, “elements” are chosen from a pre-
established stock of material (e.g., subjects and verbs), and there is the 
suggestion of formula-families.  One the other hand, all decisions as to 
how to analyze the material in the three formalized slots derives from a 
conception of composition by which the poet is to be understood as 
executing “choices” from the linear “chains” of options.  At a very 
                                                
20 Clark 1997: 9. 
21 Clark 1997: 9. 
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general level, this account may well be minimally ‘true,’ which is to say, 
there do seem to have been formal divisions in the hexameter, and there 
do seem to have been choices made as to what would fit there.  But to say 
so without further specification as to the relation between the divisions or 
the modes of combination and recombination seems not to rise above the 
level of description, and meanwhile raises the question as to what the 
“chain-and-choice” model really means in terms of both compositionional 
process (e.g., the poet) and analytic method.  Again, we find a mixture of 
the formal and the speculative planes of analysis. 
Clark’s third concept of formulaic composition is the “deep-
structure model,” which amounts in essence to Michael Nagler’s account 
of formularity whereby the theory and reality of the formula rest 
ultimately on some sort of “preverbal Gestalt” (or big, grand collection of 
them) locked inside the composer’s mind; and these preverbal formations 
allow the production of various surface manifestations, at the level of 
individual formulaic variations, in the poetry’s formular outputs (we 
remark in passing that no attempt was ever made to explain how 
“preverbal Gestalts” were generated, distributed, or disseminated across a 
tradition of composers).  Since this model is not one that allows much to 
be said of it, for the simple reason that its entire explanatory armature 
rests on an unknowable, un-analyzeable, and wholly unreachable domain 
contained or related in some fashion to psycho-linguistic phenomena, 
there is not much for us to say about it either.  A more expicit criticism of 
Nagler’s model is given in the last chapter of our study. 
Clark’s fourth category is the “Word-by-Word Model,” which he 
explicitly associates with the work of Visser: “The model proposed by 
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Edzard Visser bypasses the formula per se and deals with verse 
construction through the deployment of single words … Visser’s method 
is based on the successive placement of single words in the line rather 
than in formulaic associations. The theory does, however, grant the 
existence of ‘lexical solidarities,’ which amount to formulaic associations, 
and thus it can explain why particular formulaic collocations are found 
repeatedly in the text: the process of generation will regularly give the 
same results each time it is called in use.”22  Clark might have also 
mentioned Russo’s account of the structural formula in this connection, 
since, as has never been recognized, his model also imported elements of 
a “word-by-word” account of the formula, since so many of the examples 
given in the appendix to Russo’s article amounted to structural formulae 
whose reality was in fact only single words (e.g., participles) in the same 
position of the verse but with no syntactic relation to the words in the 
remainder of the segment (all of which is discussed and shown in the final 
chapter of our study).  Indeed, no theory or account of the segment was 
even attempted by Russo, and for this reason, and others, we would 
remark from the outset that any account of Homeric diction that relies 
exclusively on the single word as the analytical unit is extremely 
problematic, since it eliminates syntactic considerations.   
 That each of Clark’s four “concepts” of oral formulaic composition 
remain open to debate and discussion almost goes without saying.  
Leaving aside the question of whether or not his characterizations of the  
four models in actuality merit the word “concept” or not, we would first 
point out that no critical perspective, interpretive standard, or formal 
                                                
22 Clark 1997: 9. 
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criteria have been offered, much less established, for what it is that his 
four conceptions claim to address: there is no theory of meter, no account 
of segmental division, no historical linguistic orientation, and no 
exhaustive specification of terms.  Instead Clark merely asserts from the 
outside, without further ado, that these are the four “concepts.”  
Furthermore, it is not entirely clear whether he is talking about methods of 
analysis of formularity, or if he is proposing compositional models to 
describe, explain, and account for actual compositional process.  Again, 
this is an example of the contamination of the formal with the speculative, 
an interference that allows utterly subjective presuppositions to intrude 
and the formal perspective to become distorted. In essence, and no doubt 
the result of the heterogeneous material that Clark is attempting to corral 
into a semi-theoretical and semi-historical framework, he has proposed 
four vague models for interpreting ‘formularity.’  Still, this attempt is 
useful, and not without significant interest, since his models do, very 
much, intersect with issues that we raised above.  What our study 
proposes, then, quite to the contrary of the four models elaborated by 
Clark, is (1) to renounce any fixed conception or definition of the formula 
from the beginning, and (2) to postpone any reflection on the nature of 
Homeric composition until we have (3) secured a descriptive method 
whereby any verse segment in the corpus, regardless of its formularity or 
non-formularity, can be analyzed and compared to any other potentially 
relevant verse segment.  The latter we undertake for the purpose of 
producing correspondence sets from which to obtain reliable and 
demonstrable data regarding corpus-internal features concerning the 
behavior of Homeric diction and phraseology.  Only when these aspects 
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have been carefully handled and methodically presented, will it be 
possible to move forward in a discussion of larger issues concerning the 
nature of Homeric formularity and its relation to questions of analysis, 
interpretation, and compositional process. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
The Method: Five Parameters for Analyzing Homeric Verse  
 
In order adequately to characterize any segment from a formal and 
descriptive point of view, we must first define what makes a segment a 
segment in the first place.  There are a number of criteria by which one 
might choose to analyze a unit of Homeric diction, and the most frequent 
approach in a post-Parry environment has been to propose a definition of 
the formula first, then next to ask if various samples from the diction have 
reached that threshold of formularity.  From the point of view of method, 
however, this approach remains highly questionable, since it allows for 
the intrusion of any number of unnecessarily subjective premises on the 
part of the analyst.  For the purposes of methodological completeness, we 
suggest that rather than start by first deciding upon a definition of the 
formula in the abstract, or by proposing different conceptions for its scope 
and application, we begin instead by considering each segment according 
to its most meaningful linguistic parameters within the context of well 
attested features in the hexametrically-constrained diction. What follows 
then is the articulation of just such a method for describing each 
segment’s linguistic and phraseological characteristics as they appear 
within the matrix of Homeric diction, in order to provide stable categories 
and parameters for potentially isolating and comparing any two or more 
segments in the corpus.  Nomenclature and symbols for metrical analysis 
are as follows: 
 
©  = trithemimeral caesura 
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´  =  penthemimeral caesura 
™  =  trochaic caesura 
¨  =  hepthemimeral caesura  
≠  =  bucolic diaeresis 
#  = verse end 
 
The segments of the hexameter to which I will refer depend on these 
divisions: 
 
≥ ≤≤  ≥ ≤ © ≤ ≥ ´≤™≤ ≥ ¨ ≤≤ ≠ ≥    ≤≤ ≥ x 
 
Method and Terminology: the Five Parameters 
To begin, we have identified five criteria that characterize every single 
segment’s possible description.  From this point forward, when we 
discuss a segment’s behavior, we will do so with reference to each of the 
five parameters.  An extended discussion of each, with numerous 
examples, follows.  First, the five parameters:  
 
(1) metrical size or length of the segment 
(2) moraic shape of the segment 
(3) metrical position of the segment within the hexameter line  
(4) lexical content of the segment 
(5) internal syntax of the segment  
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Let us first make clear through examples and further discussion what is 
meant by each of the parameters and why they are analytically 
meaningful.  
 (1) Metrical size or length of the segment.  This is the moraic length 
of the bounded expression (e.g., bounded by caesurae, diaeresis, or verse-
end). A schematic example of an adonic-shaped segment positioned after 
the bucolic diaeresis would be: 
 
Metrical ‘size’ in the abstract:   ≠                 # 
An actual example from the poetry:  ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh  #  
 
Metrical size will of course vary.  Here are further examples of variations 
in metrical size, including segments beginning from the trochaic caesura 
to line-end, and from the hepthemimeral caesura to line-end, alongside the 
already mentioned adonic-shaped segment at line-end: 
   
              ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh #    
       ¨  glauk«piw ÉAyÆnh  #   
™ yeå glauk«piw ÉAyÆnh  #   
 
More examples of segmens with variations in size, each occurring for the 
god Apollo:  
 
≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn #    
         ¨ DiÚw uflÚw ÉApÒllvn #   
                     ¨ •kãergow ÉApÒllvn #   
           ™ ênaj DiÚw uflÚw ÉApÒllvn #  
           ™ ênaj •kãergow ÉApÒllvn #  
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Since metrical size is only one parameter, it will of course interact, and 
vary, in relation to other parameters.  To see how this is so, and what 
effects can be registered as a result, is one aspect of our task at this point.  
Take, for instance, the example of two hemistichs with identical syntax 
but with differences in metrical size, a phenomenon that illumines the way 
in which Homeric diction actually operates, but that also sheds light on 
the flexibility, and interaction, of segments.   In this case, the hemistichs 
under comparison begin at the trochaic (™) and penthemimeral (´) 
caesurae respectively, even though the position of the grammatical items, 
and the syntax (approximately), are similar.  One key difference in the 
two segments, then, is the variation in segmental size or length: the first 
example fits from trochaic caesura to line-end, the second from 
penthemimeral caesura to line-end.   Compare: 
 
EÈrÊloxow d' •tãroisi   ™ kak∞w ¨ §jÆrxeto boul∞w Od.  12.339 
with: 
bãllomen: oÈd' ı g°rvn ´ dol˝hw ¨ §pelÆyeto t°xnhw  Od.  4.455 
 
We see here an example of two hemistichs with similar syntax but 
different segmental length.  The next example shows that the inflection of 
a hemistich-sized verse segment can alter the length of that same segment 
once it’s been inflected.  Metrical size here has clearly expanded, or 
lengthened, as the direct result of the inflection of a verse segment from 
the singular (zeËjon, êgvn) into the plural (zeÊjay', êgontew):  
  
 zeËjon   Íf' ërmat' êgvn,   ´ ˆfra prÆssvmen ıdo›o.  Od. 15.47 
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as compared with this verse (notice also the similarity in the second half 
of the verses too):  
 
 zeÊjay' Íf' ërmat' êgontew,  ™ ·na prÆss˙sin ıdo›o. Od. 4.476 
 
 (2) Moraic shape of the segment.  ‘Shape’ refers to the precise 
sequence of long and short syllables within the segment.  There are 
instances in the line, after all, in which the actual shape or sequence of 
moraic longs and shorts have meaning and consequences—one need only 
think of Hermann’s Bridge.  That is to say, metrical analysts will 
remember that spondaic substitution in the fourth foot can lead to 
segments with the same metrical size but different metrical shapes, a 
factor not insignificant when interpreting certain phenomena (e.g. 
segments occurring before the bucolic diaeresis, questions of interpreting 
Hermann’s Bridge, the avoidance of spondaic lines, and so forth).  
Leaving this position aside for the moment, let us return to the verse-final 
adonic-shaped segment in order to see what kind of variation appears 
there, with the same or similar syntax.  Examples in which segmental 
shape varies internally within the same segment would include: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥        x  # 
≠ mht˝eta ZeÊw #  
 
differs in metrical shape from:  
≠ ≥ ≤     ≤ ≥ x  #   
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≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw. #  
 
which differs in metrical shape from: 
 
≠ ≥      ≤≤≥ x  # 
≠ d›' ÉAfrod˝th # 
 
which differs in metrical shape again from: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤     ≥ x  # 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr #  
 
As the examples show, there is a wide variety of moraic shapes available  
inside of the segment.  These varying shapes will help us to  
characterize any segment in the corpus. 
Now, for the segment reaching from hephthemimeral caesura to 
verse end, examples of different metrical shapes within the same segment 
can be found here as well.  Consider these two segments, both of which 
show typical noun-epithet syntax and are in the same metrical position, 
yet have a distinct difference in metrical shape: 
 
¨ ≥ ≥         ≤  ≤  ≥   x     # 
¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn # 
   
¨ ≤ ≤ ≥ ≤ ≤ ≥ x  # 
¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw # 
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These examples are only the beginning of the variety that one finds for  
this parameter in the Homeric corpus. 
 (3) Metrical position in the verse. The metrical position of the 
segment within the verse, in relation to caesurae and verse-ends, is one of 
the most important parameters for discussion of hexametric diction.  In 
the following three examples, we can see that the phrase doÊlion ∑mar, 
for example—semantically important to the poems to be sure—is attested 
in three different verse positions:  
 
xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw émÊnein ≠ doÊlion ∑mar. # Il. 6.463 
én°row, eÔt' ên min ´ katå doÊlion ≠ ∑mar ßl˙sin. # Od. 17.323 
aÈt˝ka˝ doÊlion ∑mar ™ §mo‹ perimhxanÒvnto. # Od. 14.340 
 
Metrical variations in which the same piece of diction appears in different 
metrical positions is common in the Homeric hexameter, and such 
variations provide the basis for Hainsworth’s idenfitication of “mobility” 
as one important aspect of the hexameter’s flexibility.23  As Hainsworth 
pointed out, and as has been well known since the work of Witte, Ellendt, 
Düntzer, and others, frequent are the examples in which a phrase 
appearing to localize in one particular metrical position can nevertheless 
shift to adjacent verse positions in order to accommodate alterations in the 
grammar and segment-behaviors surrounding them.  Often, it is quite easy 
to observe the factors in the line causing the movement.  Consider, for 
example, the segment oÈranÚn eÈrÊn in the following sample of three 
verses—the appearance of a verse-final verb in the same segment, in the 
                                                
23 Hainsworth 1968: 46-57. 
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third and fourth examples, appears to shift the phrase oÈranÚn eÈrÊn 
leftward into a new metrical position entirely, thereby altering the 
construction of the line (from the point of view of composition) and 
raising questions about the reality of the bucolic diaeresis (from the point 
of view of method and analytic description).  First, the segment oÈranÚn 
eÈrÊn localized in the verse-final adonic-shaped position: 
 
ÉAtre˝dhw d' ’mvjen   ™ fid∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn Il. 3.364 
fa˝ney' ımoË nef°essin ™  fi∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn Il. 5.867 
 
And now the same segment apparently shifted leftward by the insertion of 
a verse-final finite verb24: 
 
…w d' ˜te kapnÚw fi∆n ´  efiw oÈranÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ·khtai Il. 21.522 
 
Examples in which segments have shifted or moved from one position to 
another are not particularly difficult to find, though as is often the case, 
the examination of segmental mobility sheds light not only on the 
parameter that we are calling “metrical position” but on other parameters 
as well (which is a way of repeating what we said above, namely, that the 
five parameters interact with one another).  For example, consider the 
following three verses.  In the first two, we have a good example of an 
inflected line segment that reaches from the trochaic caesura to verse-end: 
 
                                                
24 Compare also, for supporting evidence of mobility, this verse, which is different 
semantically, obviously, but still probably related: 
 
Õw Tr≈vn élalhtÚw™ énå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn Ùr≈rei  Il. 4.436 
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âH =a, ka‹ ÉantilÒxoio  ™ NoÆmoni   ≠ d«ken •ta˝rƒ   Il. 23.612 
b∞ d¢ y°ein, tå d¢ teÊxe' ™ émÊmoni   ≠ d«ken •ta˝rƒ   Il. 17.698 
 
But the segment can occur in the first hemistich as well, though this time 
it has been inflected to include a dative plural object.  As a result, the 
segment no longer retains the same metrical size, shape or position—
though the syntax (granted that the dative object has changed from 
singular to plural) and lexical content have survived the shift in position: 
 
d«ken •ta˝roisin ´ katãgein ko˝law §p‹ n∞aw.       Il. 5.26 
 
Metrical position is meaningful not only in relation to questions of 
mobility, of course.  It is one of the fundamental criteria by which we are 
able to talk about a verse segment at all, though we must always keep in 
mind that position interacts with other parameters (e.g., internal syntax 
may change while the position remains the same, or, internal syntax may 
remain the same while the position changes, as we just saw in Il. 5.26). 
(4) The lexical content of the metrical segment.  This parameter, the 
parameter of lexical content, is meant to indicate, or to refer to, the actual 
words that appear in the segment.  This parameter is obviously one of the 
most important for the history of formula studies, since it is the one that 
has received the most attention since Parry.  For example, Parry’s 
distinction between “generalizing” and “distinctive” epithets can be 
comprehended under this aspect.  Classic noun-epithet bi-forms can be 
placed here, too, as examples of meaningful variation (or not) within the 
lexical content of the segment.  For example, consider these segments, in 
which the alternation between adjectives, at the lexical level, is that which 
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alone comprises the meaningful difference in the identities of the 
segments (in conjunction with phonological differences too, of course), as 
evidence for segments in which lexical content remains partially stable, 
yet partially variable (depending on the substitution of the epithets): 
 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw     # ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 60x 
 
is differentiated from its bi-form only by one lexical difference, while the 
other parameters that we have been discussing remain the same (size, 
shape, position, syntax): 
 
≠ §sylÚw ÉOdusseÁw # ≠ ≥ ≤   ≤ ≥ x  #          3x 
   
Two more examples, of which the same can be said.  First: 
 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw.   #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 34x 
 
which is differentiated only by the lexical content of the adjective in the 
other half of the pair: 
 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw: #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 5x 
 
To insist on such points may not seem analytically meaningful at first, 
though as we will see, they certainly are—one way of making the point is 
to remind the reader that formula studies almost always treat the formula 
itself as the single, core, kernel of analysis, and that these formulae 
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usually have a semantic similarity or identity.  We will have many 
occasions to refer to this parameter throughout.  For the moment, though, 
we can also widen the purview of the segment under discussion in order 
to include whole-line prosody, for the purpose of producing examples in 
which lexical variation occurs only in specific segments located at 
specific metrical positions within whole-line verses (e.g., within verses 
that are otherwise highly stable).  For example, compare these two 
examples (and note that they are separated by no fewer than one hundred 
verses, in the same book of the Iliad): 
 
Õw kraipn«w memau›a ™ di°ptato ≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh        Il. 15.83 
Õw kraipn«w memau›a ™ di°ptato ≠ »k°a âIriw, Il. 15.172 
 
The difference between the two lines is only lexical, since the size, shape, 
position, syntax, and lexicon—apart from our segment in text-boxes—are 
the same throughout.  The phenomenon is actually quite common in 
Homeric poetry, once you begin to look for it.  For example, compare 
these two verses (again, in the same book, in rather close proximity): 
 
pår d¢ Di‹ Kron˝vni ™ kay°zeto ≠ yumÚn éxeÊvn, Il. 5.869 
pår d¢ Di‹ Kron˝vni ™ kay°zeto ≠ kÊdeÛ ga˝vn.  Il. 5.906 
 
Though the syntax internal to the verse-final adonic-shaped segment is 
not quite identical, it is very similar.  And apart from the lexical content of 
the segment, the rest of the verse is identical for all parameters.  From the 
next book of the Iliad, we have further examples, this time with identical 
syntax both segment-internally in verse-opening position, but also across 
the two verses as wholes: 
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N°stvr d' ÉArge˝oisin ™ §k°kleto ≠ makrÚn é@saw: Il. 6.66 
ÜEktvr d¢ Tr≈essin   ™ §k°kleto ≠ makrÚn é@saw: Il. 6.110 
 
Such examples are extremely striking, and suggestive.  Again, as we have 
seen repeatedly, the question of whole-line prosody emerges once again in 
its relation to the ways in which segments combine to yield larger, 
overarching syntactic patterns across segments.  Further examples, and 
quite revealing ones at that (‘revealing,’ that is, with regard to variation 
and stability within the category of lexical content), begin to appear 
throughout the corpus.  One example would be: 
 
ÜEktori gãr ofl yumÚw  ™ §boÊleto  ≠ kËdow Ùr°jai.  Il.12.174 
xãzet', §pe˝   ofl yumÚw   ™  §°lpeto  ≠ kËdow ér°syai. Il. 12.407 
 
At this point we begin to see that segments combine quite readily to create 
larger syntactic patterns or templates.  It is for this reason, I would like to 
point out, that we adopted the term modular over and beyond any account 
of formular or templatic.  In other words, perfectly well attested segments 
of sub-whole-line length are able to interact throughout the poetry 
according to their own segmental behavior, yet also can combine with 
adjacent segments to give rise to longer syntactic patterns spanning 
multiple segments.   
 Once we see how larger templates, built from adjacent segments or 
templates, begin to arise, we must also take care to notice that larger 
syntactic patterns of this kind, one they have entered the corpus as stable 
patterns, will also allow for additional substitution, which will only 
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mutate them further again.  The following examples, and hundreds more 
like them, begin to demonstrate the mechanisms by which identical, or 
virtually identical, verses can soon start to diverge by way of incremental 
changes to individual words inside regulated syntactic patterns: 
 
 y≈rhkow gÊalon, ´ épÚ d' ¶ptato ≠ pikrÚw ÙÛstÒw.    Il. 13.587 
        pollÚn époplagxye‹w ´ •kåw ¶ptato ≠ pikrÚw ÙÛstÒw.       Il. 13.592 
 
At this point, the comparison of verses under the category of ‘lexical 
content’ could be expanded in any number of directions, but for the 
purpose of maintaining our methodological focus, we will turn now to 
syntax in order to complete the methodological presentation. 
 (5) The internal syntax of the segment.  This is the syntactic 
description of the segment.  It is also the feature that the history of 
Homeric studies has most neglected, as we have mentioned throughout.  
But before considering complex examples in which internal syntax can be 
shown unquestionably to affect the morphological structure of verse-
internal word shapes, we must first consider more straightforward 
instances.  The following two noun-epithet collocation used for Homeric 
heroes is a classic collocation but also indicative of a key feature that 
comes to light through syntactic analysis.  The central point in the 
following example is to see that the syntax of the segments is the same, 
even though the lexical content is not:   
 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw   #    ≠ ≥ ≤ ≤ ≥ x #  nominative sg. 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw    #  ≠ ≥ ≤            ≤ ≥ x  #  nominative sg. 
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In the next chapter we devote more space to the theoretical implications of 
comparisons such as this one, but for the time being we will point out that 
the two segments are clearly related, and that they are identical according 
to four of the five parameters (segmental size, shape, position, and syntax 
are all identical, in other words).  The only variation is at the level of 
lexical content.   
 Now, to look at a more complicated example, let us take two verses 
from Russo’s 1966 article, “The Structural Formula in Homeric Verse,”25 
in which Russo broaches the question of the existence (and interpretation, 
ultimately) of abstract syntactic templates.  One will immediately notice 
that the two hemistichs, not unlike the last example, share similar syntax 
while having not a single word in common (apart from the particle d'): 
 
 o„ d' flstÚn stÆsant' ´ énã y' flst˝a   ≠  leukå p°tassan,  #       Il. 1.480 
 ÍcoË §p‹ camãyoiw, ´ ÍpÚ d' ßrmata ≠ makrå tãnussan  #    Il. 1.486 
 
This phenomenon, in which similar or identical internal syntax but no 
word in common occurs within corresponding segments, is far more 
common in Homeric poetry than has been previously acknowledged—
including by Russo himself, who failed to develop his own insights in a 
systematic manner.  In such cases we use the term ‘template’ in order to 
describe the syntactic unity that both hemistichs share.  But before going 
on to discuss cases of multi-tiered syntactic patterning in which evidence 
for mutual, analogical influence can be demonstrated, let us step back for 
a moment in order to point out instances in which the inflection of a single 
                                                
25 Russo 1966. 
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word coincides with a complete segment, as in this particular example 
occurring in the verse-final adonic position: 
 
 karpal˝mvw ¶rxesyai: §g∆ d' ıdÚn ≠ ≤gemoneÊsv.          Od. 6.261 
  Œ K˝rkh, t˝w går taÊthn ıdÚn ≠ ≤gemoneÊsei;    Od. 10.501 
t«n m¢n êr' ÉIdomeneÁw dour‹ klutÚw ≠ ≤gemÒneue   Il. 2.650 
 
Or this instance, in which the subject of the phrase remains the same 
while the verb in line-final position is inflected: 
 
krh∞nai d¢ ka‹ êllƒ ™˜t' ên tina ≠yumÚw én≈g˙   Il. 9.101 
ßsthx', Àw per §mo¤, ´ pi°ein ˜te ≠ yumÚw én≈goi    Il. 4.263 
o‡kade nostÆsant', ´ §pe‹ oÈd' §m¢ ≠ yumÚw ênvge     Il. 18.90 
 
Examples such as these, which show inflection of segments, were pointed 
out long ago by Witte.26  What interests us more, however, are examples 
such as the following one, in which two hemistichs show virtually 
identical syntax but have not a single word in common: 
 
tÚn d' §w ÉAxai«n n∞aw ™   §@skarymoi  f°ron  ·ppoi.   Il. 13.31 
 éllå gl«ssa m°mikto, ™ polÊklhtoi d' ¶san êndrew.     Il. 4.438 
 
Examples, like this one, in which syntactic identity governs the length of a 
hemistich, demonstrate the existence of what we are calling a template.  In 
order better to grasp the reality and surface manifestation of this 
phenomenon, we would like to point to examples such as the following—
notice that the last example in the following set is of a different metrical 
size and shape than the three others: 
                                                
26 Witte 1909-1913. 
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                 xruse˝hn eÎtukton, ™ •oË ¨ d' §pebÆseto d˝frou,  Il.13.26 
         SperxÒmenow d' ˘ geraiÚw ™ •oË ¨ §pebÆseto d˝frou,  Il. 24.322 
             EÈrÊloxow d' •tãroisi ™ kak∞w ¨ §jÆrxeto boul∞w  Od. 12.339 
         bãllomen: oÈd' ı g°rvn ´ dol˝hw ¨ §pelÆyeto t°xnhw,     Od. 4.455 
 
As is well known but too little studied, Homeric diction is capable of 
producing verse-clusters in which entire blocks of diction repeat, but in 
which only one word, or a few individual words, are inflected.  In the 
following clusters we have instances of both lexical and syntactic identity 
across a block of four successive verses.  We would suggest that examples 
such as these are further evidence for abstract syntactic patterns 
underlying entire clusters of segments.  We note this time that the 
corresponding blocks are separated by the distance of nearly two books of 
the Odyssey: 
 
 ≤ d' §lel˝xyh pçsa DiÚw plhge›sa keraun“, 
 §n d¢ yee˝ou pl∞to: p°son d' §k nhÚw •ta›roi.    Od. 12.417 
 ofl d¢ kor≈n˙sin ‡keloi per‹ n∞a m°lainan 
        kÊmasin §mfor°onto, yeÚw d' époa˝nuto nÒston 
 
 ≤ d' §lel˝xyh pçsa DiÚw plhge›sa keraun“, 
 §n d¢ yee˝ou pl∞to: p°son d' §k nhÚw ëpantew.    Od. 14.307 
        ofl d¢ kor≈n˙sin ‡keloi per‹ n∞a m°lainan 
        kÊmasin §mfor°onto: yeÚw d' époa˝nuto nÒston 
 
A quite intricate example, by which syntactic identity could not possibly 
be explained as an accident, would be the following: 
 
doÊphsen d¢ pes≈n, érãbhse d¢ teÊxe' §p' aÈt“. 
  ÉIdomeneÁw d' êra Fa›ston  ™ §nÆrato ≠ Mπonow uflÚn    Il. 5.42-4 
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B≈rou, ˘w §k Tãrnhw §rib≈lakow efilhloÊyei. 
 
≥ripe d¢ prhnÆw, érãbhse d¢ teÊxe' §p' aÈt“.  
  MhriÒnhw d¢ F°reklon ™ §nÆrato ≠ t°ktonow uflÚn    Il.  5.58-60 
ÑArmon˝dev, ˘w xers‹n §p˝stato da˝dala pãnta 
 
Now, for an example of a syntactic template occurring in the same 
passage: 
 
aÈtÚn d' §nyãd' ¶xousa dolofron°ousa keleÊeiw 
§w yãlamÒn t' fi°nai  ka‹ ™ s∞w §pibÆmenai eÈn∞w,   Od. 10.340 
ˆfra me gumnvy°nta kakÚn ka‹ énÆnora yÆ˙w. 
oÈd' ín §g≈ g' §y°loimi ™ te∞w §pibÆmenai eÈn∞w,   Od. 10.342 
efi mÆ moi tla˝hw ge, yeã, m°gan ˜rkon ÙmÒssai, 
 
Another example, again from the same book, but showing undeniable 
regulation by way of syntactic patterning here: 
 
ˆfra fidª glauk«piw ˜t' ín ⁄ patr‹ mãxhtai. 
ÜHr˙ d' oÎ ti tÒson nemes˝zomai oÈd¢ xoloËmai:  Il. 8.407 
afie‹ gãr moi ¶vyen §niklçn ˜tt˝ ken e‡pv. 
 
ˆfra fidªw glauk«pi ˜t' ín s“ patr‹ mãxhai.  
ÜHr˙ d' oÎ ti tÒson nemes˝zetai oÈd¢ xoloËtai:   Il. 8.421 
afie‹ gãr ofl ¶vyen §niklçn ˜tti ken e‡p˙: 
          
 There are countless other examples which will further demonstrate 
why the category of syntax is essential to the analysis of Homeric 
versification—so many that one wonders where even to begin, and how to 
justify where to begin.  In any case, in order to continue the analysis, let 
us consider the following pair, in which the whole-line syntax is clearly 
stable, yet which tolerates a verse-internal substitution of two words 
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(tanÊpeplow for mÊyoisin, or vice versa) in the same metrical position.  
Three points worth making about the substitution would be: (1) the 
substituted word occupies the same metrical position, (2) has different 
metrical shapes, and (3) has different syntax (one is a dative plural, the 
other a nominative singular)—within an otherwise uniform, identical pair 
of verses: 
 
    TÚn d' ÑEl°nh mÊyoisin ™ éme˝beto ≠ d›a gunaik«n:  Il. 3.171 
TÚn d' ÑEl°nh tanÊpeplow  ™ éme˝beto ≠ d›a gunaik«n: Il. 3.228 
 
Examples such as this one are important, because they demonstrate how 
forceful the role of syntax can be: the whole line has a kind of overarching 
syntactic pattern, yet one grammatical item internal to that pattern can 
tolerate substitution by means of two items which nevertheless differ from 
each other in syntax, shape, and lexicon.  This mutual interaction, and 
concomitant variation, within an overarching syntactic frame, is precisely 
why we must leave the jargon and conceptual inefficiency of ‘formulaic’ 
analysis behind and admit that a better calibrated account would 
accommodate these and other related kinds of multi-tiered features.   
Still further evidence of a group of verses within which a clear 
syntactic pattern governs an entire sequence of segments in a highly 
structured manner (though, again, we note: in close proximity, less than 
150 verses apart), would be the following two blocks from Book 15 of the 
Iliad: 
 
mÆ m' oÈd¢ kraterÒw per §∆n §piÒnta talãss˙ 
me›nai, §pe˝ eÍ fhm‹ ™b˝˙ polÁ f°rterow e‰nai     Il. 15.166 
ka‹ geneª prÒterow: ´ toË d' oÈk ˆyetai f˝lon ∑tor 
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§nyãd' §leÊsesyai: s¢ d' Ípejal°asyai ênvge  
xe›raw, §pe‹ s°o fhs‹ ™b˝˙ polÁ f°rterow e‰nai    Il. 15.181 
ka‹ geneª prÒterow: ´ sÚn d' oÈk ˆyetai f˝lon ∑tor 
 
We see here yet another example of a syntactic structure over the course 
of three verses that incontrovertibly regulates the inflection of certain 
units in the lines.   
 From the point of view of method, modular diction produces what 
we have been referring to as a spectrum of formularity.  This can be seen 
most clearly in cases where the content within the category of lexical 
content is varied to such a degree, according to a syntactic pattern, that the 
lexical output verges on showing few or no words in common.  In some 
cases a semantic husk been substituted so many times that only the 
syntactic shell remains, and this phenomenon constitutes one extreme end 
of the spectrum: no lexical content in common, only the abstract syntactic 
form.  Consider this example, in which a line-initial nominative plural is 
located before a third person plural verb medio-passive in form.  Note that 
all instances have the same metrical position, size, and syntax, though 
vary according to lexical content and moraic shape: 
 
 éyãnatoi frãzontai: ™ §p°gnamcen går ëpantaw    Il. 2.14, 2.31, 2.68 
 Tr«ew Ùr˝nontai ™ §pim‹j ·ppoi te ka‹ aÈto˝    Il. 11.525 
 pomp∞ew g˝nontai ™ §p' eÈr°a n«ta yalãsshw   Od. 4.362 
 mnhst∞rew frãzontai, ™ ˘ mØ tel°seie Kron˝vn:   Od. 4.699 
 tr˝zousai  pot°ontai, ™ §pe˝ k° tiw épop°s˙sin   Od. 24.7 
 ÉArge›oi feÊjontai ™ §p' eÈr°a n«ta yalãsshw,   Il. 2.159 
 mãrturoi ¶ssontai ™ ka‹ §p˝skopoi èrmoniãvn:   Il. 22.255 
 pçsai mvmÆsontai: ™ ¶xv d' êxe' êkrita yum“.    Il. 3.412 
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As we have come to expect, further variation can appear through 
substitution: 
 
 afiÒlai eÈla‹ ¶dontai, ™ §pe˝ ke kÊnew kor°svntai   Il. 22.509 
 
In some cases, as we have seen, the syntactic pattern will persist even 
when the choice between penthemimeral or trochaic caesura varies, 
though we hasten to add that this prosodological option of ending at the 
midline caesura with either a long or a short vowel looks more and more 
like a metrical option created precisely for segmental flexibility: 
 
 êndrew  §s°rxontai, ´ éll' éyanãtvn ıdÒw §stin.   Od. 13.112 
 o· =' §lefa˝rontai, ´ ¶pe' ékrãanta f°rontew:    Od. 19.565 
 ˜rkia ¶ssontai, ´ pr˝n g' µ ßterÒn ge pesÒnta   Il. 22.266 
 cuxa‹ §leÊsontai ´ nekÊvn katateynh≈tvn.    Od. 10.530 
 ˆlbioi ¶ssontai. ´ tå d° toi nhmert°a e‡rv.’    Od. 11.137 
 ˆlbioi ¶ssontai. ´ tå d° moi fãto pãnta tele›syai.”  Od. 23.284 
  
These examples from the first hemistich, though they show a variation in 
segment-internal shape and size, suggest nevertheless the existence a 
template with the size, position, and syntax:  
 
  # nom pl + 3rd pl m-p ™   
 and:     
 # nom pl + 3rd pl m-p  ´ 
 
A similar example, again filling the first hemistich up to the trochaic 
caesura, would be: 
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 o· t° se pefr˝kasi ™ l°ony' …w mhkãdew a‰gew.    Il. 11.383 
 o· se pÒlin d' o‡sousi ™ kon˝ontew ped˝oio.     Il. 13.820 
 o· me m°ga plãzousi ™ ka‹ oÈk efi«s' §y°lonta    Il. 2.132 
 µn går dÆ me sa«si ™ yeo‹ ka‹ o‡kad' ·kvmai,    Il. 9.393 
 o· k° me timÆsousi, ™ mãlista d¢ mht˝eta ZeÊw.     Il. 1.175 
 
In the following series of verses, we do not yet have evidence of a 
template, but we do see how one syntactic schema can give rise to new 
ones by means of substitution.   
 
 
 ·keto d' §w Maray«na ™ ka‹ eÈruãguian ÉAyÆnhn,     Od.  7.80 
        ·keto d' §w Pe˝raion, ™ ˜ min prÒfrvn Íp°dekto.  Od.  20.372 
 
and now without the preposition: 
 
        ·keto d' afipÁn ÖOlumpon, ™ ımhger°essi d' §p∞lyen  Il. 15.84 
 
Though the segment is of a different size, surely we would also consider 
this segment related: 
 
 ·keto d' efiw Afigãw, ´ ˜yi ofl klutå d≈mat' ¶asin.    Od.  5.381 
 
When taken together, examples such as these four illustrate how an 
internal syntax in the segment allows for the substitution of various words 
within the segment.  To take another example, let us consider: the verb 
ßzeto followed by the preposition §n + different objects: 
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        ßzeto d' efin‹ yrÒnƒ: ´ t∆ d' é˝jante pet°syhn.  Il. 15.150 
        ßzeto d' §n klism“ ´ poludaidãlƒ ¶nyen én°sth  Il. 24.597 
        ßzeto d' §n klism“, ´ ÍpÚ d¢ yr∞nuw pos‹n ∑en.  Od.  4.136 
        ßzeto d' §n l°ktrƒ, ´ malakÚn d' ¶kdune xit«na:    Od.  1.437 
 
Identical in size and also sharing a line-initial word, but clearly a different 
segment from the point of view of syntax, are the following, in which 
participles have replaced the prepositional phrase.   
 
`        ßzeto d' Ùryvye˝w, ´ malakÚn d' ¶ndune xit«na  Il. 2.42 
        ßzeto d' Ùryvye‹w ´ ka˝ sfeaw prÚw mËyon ¶eipen:    Il. 23.235 
        ßzeto går proÛd≈n, ´ tÚ d' Íp°rptato xãlkeon ¶gxow,  Il. 22.275 
 
What this example shows is that modular diction produces a spectrum of 
formularity.  Often, as in the example just presented, one or more words 
remain throughout the template’s surface outputs.  The template is the 
abstracted syntactic pattern itself, and so in cases where one key lexical 
item remains, because the syntactic pattern yields various surface outputs, 
we speak of a spectrum—not lexical formularity of the kind identified by 
Parry, and not purely abstracted ‘templates’ either; rather, something in 
between.  Note that the first set occurs in a segment reaching from verse-
opening to the penthemimeral caesura:  
 
 o„ d¢ panhm°rioi ´ molpª yeÚn fllãskonto     Il. 1.472 
 ofl d¢ panhm°rioi ´ se›on zugÚn émf‹w ¶xontew.         Od. 3.486, 15.184 
 o„ d¢ xolvsãmenoi ´ Kadme›oi k°ntorew ·ppvn    Il. 4.391 
 o„ d¢ sunagrÒmenoi ´ Pul˝vn ≤gÆtorew êndrew    Il. 11.687 
 ofl d¢ paristãmenoi ´ prosef≈neon ¶k t' §r°onto,   Od. 10.109 
 o„ d¢ diastãntew ´ sf°aw aÈtoÁw értÊnantew     Il. 12.86 
 o„ d¢ ka‹ éxnÊmeno˝  ´ per §p' aÈt“ ≤dÁ g°lassan:   Il. 2.270 
 o„ d° k' égassãmenoi ´ xalkoknÆmidew ÉAxaio‹    Il. 7.41 
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and now from verse-opening to the trochaic caesura: 
 
 O„ d¢ m°ga fron°ontew ™ §p‹ ptol°moio gefÊraw   Il. 8.553 
 o„ d¢ m°ga fiãxontew ™ §p°dramon uÂew ÉAxai«n   Il. 14.421 
 ofl d¢ bo∞w é˝ontew ™ ëm' ±ÒÛ fainom°nhfi   Od. 14.266, 17.435 
 
 O„ d¢ PÊlon t' §n°monto ™ ka‹ ÉArÆnhn §rateinØn    Il. 2.591 
 O„ d¢ Feråw §n°monto ™ para‹ Boibh˝da l˝mnhn    Il.  2.711 
 O„ d¢ Z°leian ¶naion ™ Ípa‹ pÒda ne˝aton ÖIdhw    Il. 2.824 
 O„ d¢ MukÆnaw e‰xon ™ §#kt˝menon ptol˝eyron    Il. 2.569 
 
 
  
 ofl d¢ gãmon teÊjousi ™ ka‹ értun°ousin ¶edna   Od. 1.277, 2.196 
 ofl d° te tåw Ùl°kousin ™ §pãlmenoi, oÈd° tiw élkØ   Od. 22.305 
 ofl d¢ gãmon speÊdousin: ™  §g∆ d¢ dÒlouw tolupeÊv.  Od. 19.137 
  
These examples illustrate well what we mean by the term modularity.  
They each contain a certain degree of syntactic regularity, but are 
internally flexible, segmentally speaking.  Yet as modules with stable 
metrical position and length, they also combine well with other half-line 
segments to produce the Homeric diction that we know so well.  Formally 
stable, internally flexible, and freely combinatorial—such is what we 
mean to capture by the term modular. 
Before we conclude this section, we must consider an example in 
which the syntax actually produces a morphological anomaly—in this 
case, a medio-passive verb form that appears nowhere else in Greek, and 
which is the sole creation of a syntactic analogy in the particular localized 
segment.  The following verse contains the word, §ntanÊesyai, a hapax.   
The creation would have been said in the early days of formula analysis, 
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no doubt, to have been a creation metri causa.  This explanation, however, 
is incomplete, since the innovation can be shown with the precision that 
our method offers to have been created on a syntactic analogy.  First the 
anomalous instance of §ntanÊesyai: 
 
mnhstÆressin êeylon éãaton: oÈ går Ù˝v 
=hÛd˝vw tÒde tÒjon ™ §@joon ≠ §ntanÊesyai.    Od 21.92 
oÈ gãr tiw m°ta to›ow énØr §n to˝sdesi pçsin, 
 
The explanation is easily  obtained, since the segment belongs to a 
correspondence set of other, inflected versions of the same hemistich 
reaching from the trochaic caesura to verse-end.  To have made an 
anomalous medio-passive infinitive in this metrical position is not 
surprising based on these verses: 
 
‘∑ polÁ xe˝ronew êndrew émÊmonow éndrÚw êkoitin 
mn«ntai, oÈd° ti tÒjon  ™ §@joon ≠ §ntanÊousin:   Od 21.326 
éll' êllow tiw ptvxÚw énØr élalÆmenow §ly∆n 
 
Õw ¶fay', ofl d' êra pãntew Íperfiãlvw nem°shsan,  
de˝santew mØ tÒjon ™ §@joon ≠ §ntanÊseien.    Od 21.286 
ÉAnt˝noow d' §n°nipen ¶pow t' ¶fat' ¶k t' ÙnÒmazen: 
 
We have, then, clear evidence here that the syntax of the segment is 
sufficiently robust to generate an inflection of the hemistich in which a 
morphological anomaly is actually created for the first time, for the 
purpose of fulfilling the semantic function of the verse and passage in the 
particular segment.  In this instance, and others like it, we may say that 
the preference for lexical content, verse position, size, and shape, and 
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even the syntactic pattern itself, were all ranked higher than obedience to 
the standard morphology of the Greek language.  Examples such as this 
one provide the nail in the coffin of the argument by which syntactic 
similarities are said to be accidental.  As the example shows, clearly 
internal syntax can be productive.  For this reason, coming to terms with 
the modes and means of syntactic productivity, to say nothing of its 
effects on other diction in the corpus, will be obligatory for any serious 
formular, or modular—as we are now calling it—analysis. 
 
Segments, Templates, and Modules 
Now that we have defined the five parameters to be used in our 
discussion of verse segments, it is necessary to say a word about the terms 
that we will use.  In the first chapter, the terms ‘template’ and ‘module’ 
were introduced as supplements to the term ‘segment.’  When a syntactic 
pattern occurs localized in one particular verse position, and when the 
verses in the correspondence set share no words in common in the same 
segment, but show a clear underlying syntactic pattern, we speak of a 
‘template.’  We have already cited the example given by Russo in his 
article on the structural formula as one such template, but it is worth 
considering the verse pair again in order to see what is meant, precisely, 
by the term, now from our methological point of view.  The verses: 
 
o„ d' flstÚn stÆsant' ´ énã y' flst˝a   ≠ leukå p°tassan,  #     Il. 1.480 
ÍcoË §p‹ camãyoiw, ´ ÍpÚ d' ßrmata ≠ makrå tãnussan  #     Il. 1.486 
 
As can be seen, though no lexical item is the same, a single syntactic 
pattern governs the hemistich from penthemimeral caesura to line-end in 
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both verses.  And as we have also already mentioned in the introduction, 
examples such as these, in which no lexical item in common is shared, 
can be found far less frequently throughout the corpus than examples in 
which one (or more) word(s) in common persist(s) across the verses being 
compared.  The skeptic may ask why it would matter that syntactic 
patterning can be identified and studied across groups of verses 
throughout the corpus, and may furthermore ask what this syntactic 
patterning shows regarding the behavior of Homeric versification.  In 
response to those who doubt that syntax plays a productive role in 
Homeric diction—regulating lexical inputs and outputs to such a degree 
that morphology is disturbed or even created—we would cite the example 
that we saw above, of §ntanÊesyai.  Another way to respond would be to 
remind the skeptic that there are good examples of templates that occur 
also in spoken speech, and that some of these templates have found their 
way into the epic language.  One example would be the prepositional 
phrase.  The prepositional phrase, by definition, is a syntactic structure by 
which words can be placed and replaced, or substituted, according to a 
grammatical obligation whereby the object takes on the appropriate case 
determined by the preposition.  What else is a prepositional phrase, after 
all, if not a kind of grammatical template, by definition?  The following 
example, then, of a prepositional phrase localized in a specific metrical 
position, namely verse-end, with identical metrical size and shape, and 
with the same syntax throughout, is virtual proof that syntactic structures 
can have active, generative, productive force in the poetic diction as well 
as in the spoken language (where idiomatic templates are frequent, of 
course).  After all, since the prepositional phrase is, in its own way, 
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already a template, its appearance in the poetry already suggests a 
dictional situation whereby a definite syntactic pattern regulates, in a very 
precise way, semantic inputs in a specific segment.  For example, from 
the verse-final adonic metrical position: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤ ≤       ≥ x  # 
 
≠ e·neka koÊrhw # (6x: Il.1.298, 1.336, 2.377, 9.637, 19.58, Od. 8.319)  
≠ e·neka poin∞w # (2x: Il. 3.290, 18.498) 
≠ e·neka nÊmfhw # (1x: Il. 9.560) 
≠ e·neka patrÒw # (1x: Od. 4.672) 
≠ e·neka se›o # (3x: Il. 6.525, Od. 6.156, Aphr. 248) 
≠ e·neka pomp∞w # (1x: Od. 8.33) 
≠ e·neka d≈rvn # (2x: Od. 11.521, Od. 15.247) 
≠ e·neka n˝khw # (1x: Od. 11.544) 
≠ e·neka teux°vn # (1x: Od. 11.554) 
≠ e·neka tim∞w # (1x: Od. 14.70, 14.117) 
≠ e·neka lugr∞w # (1x: Od.  17.473) 
 
What will prove the reality of syntactic productivity ultimately, however, 
are those instances, known since the time of Ellendt, Dünzer, and Witte, 
in which an abstract syntact pattern actually generates morphological 
anomalies—one of which we already saw above.  If such anomalies can 
be shown to be the effect of syntactic patterns or schemata rather than the 
outcome of a shadowy category of ‘metrical necessity,’ then we will have 
proved that syntax possesses a productive role within the diction and 
therefore must be understood as operating in combination with lexical and 
segmental requirements, rather than appearing to be merely a surface 
result of localization preferences (which is the view taken by the 
‘hexameter as container’ explanation).  To see this, then, is to grasp that 
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the nature of Homeric diction is not merely formula-based, but in fact 
modular, and that the modular nature of Homeric diction gives rise to a 
spectrum of formular behavior rather than a mere surface appearance of 
formulaic sequences (cf. Matthew Clark’s characterizations of the history 
of formula studies).  By looking more closely at a number of examples 
both already cited and yet to be adduced in what follows, we can begin to 
see further evidence for precisely the kinds of morphological adjustments 
that prove that the role of syntax, in combination with verse architecture 
and compositional semantics, played an active role in the analogical 
creation of new diction, in addition to allowing the poet or singer or editor 
to produce the verses needed for the composition or re-composition of the 
poem. 
 
The Five Parameters and Examples of Application 
 For the purpose of looking more closely at the application of the 
five metrical parameters that we have presented, let us examine the 
behavior of an adonic-shaped noun phrase, nhle¢w ∑mar, in order to see 
what our method yields in terms of specific dictional behavior and also to 
see what the method shows concerning more general questions of 
formularity, syntactic analogy, mobility, modularity, spectra of 
formularity, and related matters.  We begin by listing all examples of 
nhle¢w ∑mar found in the Homeric corpus.  This will comprise our 
intitial correspondence set for analysis and comparison.  Text-boxes have 
been used to illustrate co-present syntactic and lexical patterns also at 
work in the line, i.e., phraseological phenomena which are adjacent to, 
and in interaction with, the segment ≠nhle¢w ∑mar #: 
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               é˝ssvn ⁄ ¶gxei  ™ émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar.  Il. 11.484 
     st∞t' §lelixy°ntew ka‹ ™ émÊnete   ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar  Il. 11.588 
t≈ =a ka‹ §n stad˝˙ m¢n ™ émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,  Il. 13.514 
    n«Ûn d¢ zvo›sin ™ émÊnete  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:  Il. 17.511 
 ka‹ t“ m¢n fãow ∑lyen,  ™ êmune d¢  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,   Il. 17.615 
          êsteÛ ka‹ tek°essin ™ émÊnvn  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:   Od. 8.525 
  t«n mn∞sai ka‹ êmunon  ™ ÉOlÊmpie ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,  Il. 15.375 
   oÂon dØ ka‹ ˜d' ∑lye ™ fug∆n Ïpo  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar  Il. 21.57 
        e‡det', §g∆ d' ín ¶peita ™ fug∆n Ïpo  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar  Od. 9.17 
 
 Our first general question is: what kind of repetition or formularity 
do we have here?  What is the best description of the precise state of 
affairs in terms of diction?  What mechanisms are at work, if any?  Are 
we dealing with evidence of a structural formula, a formula type, or 
something else?   
 When we begin from the first criterion that we specified, namely, 
metrical size, we notice that all of our occurrences of nhle¢w ∑mar do 
indeed have the same metrical size, the same moraic shape, and the same 
metrical position in the line (which is not always the case: identical 
segments can be distended by various phenomena in order to create longer 
pieces of diction, while others can be moved into different metrical 
positions).  These features, in the instance of the specific segment ≠ 
nhle¢w ∑mar #, can be characterized.  Metrical position (bucolic diaeresis 
to verse-end), metrical size (an adonic-long segment) and metrical shape 
(an adonic-shaped segment) allow for a single representation: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤     ≥ x   #  
≠ nhle¢w ∑mar #      
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As for the other two criteria, lexicon, and syntax, both allow for a simple 
description.  The phrase’s lexical content does not vary and its syntax 
remains the same in all examples.  This seems to present a straightforward 
case of a stable segment localized at verse-end, in the adonic-shaped 
position.  However, the value of a method that makes space for what we 
are calling modularity is the ability to analyze and explain the segment in 
relation to the behavior of adjacent segments.  The reason for this is 
actually quite simple: in Homeric poetry, segments do not exist in 
isolation from neighboring segments or behave in isolation from adjacent 
pieces of diction, as we shall now see.   
First, when we look at the second criterion, metrical shape, and its 
behavior within the correspondence set just given, we find a number of 
things that suddenly emerge.  For example, when we compare the 
inflected form émÊnvn in Od. 8.525 to other forms of the same verb 
appearing in the same adjacent segment (adjacent to ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar #, 
that is), we notice a meaningful variation in metrical shape: the expected 
moraic shape for this particular segment ™≤ ≥ ¨ ≤≤ ≠  , which occurs in 
the segment slotted between the trochaic and bucolic diaeresis, has here 
been modified by the occurrence of a naturally long syllable in the second 
half of the fourth foot, i.e., just before the bucolic diaeresis,  
vs. the typical shape.  First, the regular shape: 
 
™≤ ≥ ¨ ≤≤   ≠      
    
™ émÊneto  ≠ 
™ émÊnete   ≠ 
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™ êmune d¢  ≠ 
      
in these verses, for example: 
 
   t≈ =a ka‹ §n stad˝˙ m¢n ™ émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,   Il. 13.514 
                   n«Ûn d¢ zvo›sin ™ émÊnete  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:   Il. 17.511 
     ka‹ t“ m¢n fãow ∑lyen, ™ êmune d¢  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,    Il. 17.615 
 
now in comparison with the modified shape, ™ ≤ ≥ ¨ ≥ ≠, attested here as:  
 
™ ≤ ≥ ¨ ≥   ≠ ——     
™ émÊnvn ≠      Od. 8.525 
 
in this particular verse:  
 
 êsteÛ ka‹ tek°essin ™ émÊnvn  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:    Od. 8.525 
 
This difference in metrical shape is, in fact, important and noteworthy, 
since long vowels in the second half of the fourth foot are a rare 
phenomenon. They are so rare, in fact, that the occurrence of different 
kinds of long vowels (e.g. by nature or by position) in the second half of 
the fourth foot can be ranked: naturally long syllables are rare, while 
syllables long by position are more rare.  And so, when studying dictional 
phenomena, and especially syllabic length as it relates to specific verse 
positions (e.g., the fourth or fifth foot), considerations of metrical shape 
do come into play, and for this reason must be accounted for by method.  
What we conclude in a preliminary fashion, then, from this set of verses, 
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is the fact that the segment was sufficiently useful, and robust enough 
syntactically speaking, to allow the composer or tradition to inflect the 
word in such a way as to produce a long vowel before the bucolic diaresis, 
because the preference for using that particular word in the passage 
ranked higher than the preference for having two short syllables in the 
second half of the fourth foot.  In other words, the syntactic pattern of the 
segment, and the composer’s need for that particular word in that 
particular position of the line, outweighed the standard Homeric 
preference to place a certain metrical shape in that position.   
 To continue with this segment for a moment, let us look at an 
example in which the relevance of metrical shape appears to have 
observable consequences for lexical substitutions occurring in specific 
segments in relation to alterations in adjacent segments.  Every reader of 
Homer is familiar with famous passage in Book 6 of the Iliad in which 
Hector speaks with, and separates from, his wife Andromache.  The line 
that interests us in particular occurs is: 
 
Àw pot° tiw §r°ei: so‹ d' aÔ n°on ¶ssetai êlgow 
xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw émÊnein  ≠ doÊlion ∑mar.  Il. 6.463 
éllã me teynh«ta xutØ katå ga›a kalÊptoi  
 
What we have in this verse from the celebrated passage is a deliberate 
substitution of the phrase doÊlion ∑mar for the usual phrase, nhle¢w 
∑mar, which, as we just saw above, occurs in every other instance (apart 
from two exceptions) with some form of the verb émÊnv.  When we 
arrange the relevant verses with this in mind, we find this set: 
 
          é˝ssvn ⁄ ¶gxei ™ émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar.  Il. 11.484 
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st∞t' §lelixy°ntew ´ ka‹ émÊnete  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar  Il. 11.588 
       t≈ =a ka‹ §n stad˝˙ m¢n ™ émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,  Il. 13.514 
           n«Ûn d¢ zvo›sin ™ émÊnete  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:  Il. 17.511 
         ka‹ t“ m¢n fãow ∑lyen, ™ êmune d¢  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,   Il. 17.615 
     êsteÛ ka‹ tek°essin ™ émÊnvn   ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:   Od. 8.525 
        t«n mn∞sai ka‹ êmunon  ™ ÉOlÊmpie ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,  Il. 15.375 
 
But now, from Iliad Book VI, we have: 
 
     xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw émÊnein  ≠ doÊlion  ∑mar.  Il. 6.463 
 
The example of doÊlion ∑mar in Il. 6.463 shows that a significant form 
of the verb, namely, an infinitive with a long vowel in the second half of 
the fourth foot, has been produced in order to accommodate the word 
doÊlion: 
 
xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw émÊnein  ≠ doÊlion ∑mar.   Il. 6.463 
 
The only other examples of the segment doÊlion ∑mar occur in these  
two instances: 
 
aÈtka doÊlion ∑mar ™ §mo‹ perimhxanÒvnto.    Il. 14.340 
én°row, eÔt' ên min ´ katå doÊlion ≠ ∑mar ßl˙sin.  Od. 17.323 
 
On the basis of these lines, we can see that the preference for the use of 
the word doÊlion required a different form of the infinitive than typically 
appears in the same position.  In other words, the passage required 
émÊnein ≠ rather than the usual shape, émun°men ≠ (the Aeolic infinitive) 
in the same position.  The form of the infinitive that typically appears in 
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this position is the Aeolic infinitive émun°men ≠ :  
 
     nhus‹n kaiom°n˙sin ™ émun°men: ≠ éll' §p‹ d≈rvn  Il. 9.602 
       o„ ke˝nƒ §r˝santew ™ émun°men ≠ oÈk §y°lousi  Il. 13.109 
        ≤me›w Ùtrun≈mey' ™ émun°men ≠ éllÆloisin.  Il. 14.369 
éyanãtvn Danao›sin ™ émun°men ≠ §nyãd' §ãsv  Il. 15.73 
 nhus˝ te ka‹ klis˝˙sin ™ émun°men. ≠ oÈd¢ m¢n ÜEktvr  Il. 15.688 
teirom°noiw •tãroisin ™ émun°men, ≠ ¶nyen ép∞lyen  Il. 17.703 
     Trƒªsin: t∆ ka˝ ofl ™ émun°men ≠ Œrsen •ta˝rouw.  Il. 17.273 
 teirom°noiw •tãroisin ™ émun°men ≠ afipÁn ˆleyron.  Il. 18.129 
  ≤me›w d' oÎ nÊ ti to›oi ™ émun°men: ≠ ∑ ka‹ ¶peita   Od. 2.60 
    po›o˝ k' e‰t' ÉOdus∞Û ™ émun°men, ≠ e‡ poyen ¶lyoi  Od. 21.195 
 
But in order to avoid creating a final vowel that would be long by position 
before doÊlion, the poet was forced to use a word with a long vowel in 
the position before the bucolic diaeresis, instead of the usual émun°men:  
  
   xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw émÊnein ≠ doÊlion ∑mar.  Il. 6.463 
 
And so we can now see that the segment from the trochaic caesura to the 
bucolic diaeresis, acting in conjunction with the verse-final adonic 
phrases, has led to the modification of a metrical shape, which proves the 
semantic and poetic importance of the word doÊlion in this particular 
passage: the substitution of the word for the otherwise perfectly regular 
nhle¢w highlights the importance of the word doÊlion in the particular 
passage, since nhle¢w is metrically equivalent and would have fit 
perfectly well.   
To return to nhle¢w ∑mar, it is now time to consider this segment 
in relation to the third parameter, namely, metrical position.  Here, our 
example is easily defined: the only occurrence of nhle¢w ∑mar occurs in 
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the adonic-shaped verse-final position after the bucolic diaeresis.  But the 
typically occurring words adjacent to it can still be moved by semantic 
and narrative needs.  Consider, for example, the following verse from the 
correspondence set, and let us pay special attention to the way in which 
the verb êmunon has moved leftward in order to allow the appearance of 
the vocative singular in the same metrical position as the one usually 
reserved, in this particular group of segments anyway, for a form of the 
verb émÊne-/émÊnemen/etc.: 
 
t«n mn∞sai ka‹ êmunon ™ ÉOlÊmpie ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar, Il. 15.375 
 
As we have seen, all other occurrences of verses with nhle¢w ∑mar, 
together with a form of the verb émÊnein/émÊnemen, place the verb in the 
position between trochaic caesura and bucolic diaeresis.  But in this line, 
the verb form has moved leftward (Hainsworth touched on this aspect of 
flexibility in his discussion of “separation.”27)  One may reasonably 
conclude that the placement of the vocative ÉOlÊmpie was important 
enough to displace the otherwise well established positioning of the verb 
in the mid-line segment.  Thus even in instances in which the segment 
under question appears in the same position throughout the corpus (e.,g., ≠ 
nhle¢w ∑mar #) , the category of metrical position remains a meaningful 
parameter for both dictional analysis and semantic interpretation, and so 
still must be consulted (especially in relation to adjacent diction) in order 
to grasp the metrical and phraseological behavior of the correspondence 
set in question—that is to say, in order to grasp the wider behavior, 
                                                
27 Hainsworth 1968: 90-109 
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context, and motivation of the individual lines under consideration.   
One last example of the relevance of metrical position for our 
method merits consideration at this point.  Let us take the aforementioned 
verse, in which doÊlion seems to have replaced nhle¢w in order to 
emphasize Hector’s reference to a day of slavery yet to come—here we 
have the one substitution, as was just discussed, as well as two more 
examples in which the noun phrase has ‘moved’ (these three verses 
comprise all occurrences of this collocation in the corpus). To recall the 
correspondence set: 
 
xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw émÊnein ≠ doÊlion ∑mar.   Il. 6.463 
aÈt˝ka doÊlion ∑mar ™ §mo‹ perimhxanÒvnto.   Od. 14.340 
én°row, eÔt' ên min ´ katå doÊlion ≠ ∑mar ßl˙sin.  Od. 17.323 
 
Even a cursory glance at the three verses is revealing.  First, in Od. 14.340 
we have an example of a verb (perimhxanÒvnto) filling out the entire 
position from hepthemimeral caesura to line end—not such a common 
thing in Homeric diction, and worth noticing.  Second, in Od. 17.323, we 
are faced with the question as to whether a bucolic diaeresis can be 
assigned to the verse at all.  As happens frequently in the analysis of 
Homeric versification, what looks to have occurred here is that the line-
final placement of a particular verb form moved the phrase doÊlion 
∑mar leftward—in this case all the way to the penthemimeral caesura: 
 
én°row, eÔt' ên min ´ katå doÊlion ≠ ∑mar ßl˙sin.  Od. 17.323 
 
   Now let us turn to the parameter of lexical content, the fourth 
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category in our method.  The lexical content of all of our instances of 
nhle¢w ∑mar, is, of course, identical.  However, as we just saw, lexicon 
can still play a crucially important role in the analysis of the diction (e.g., 
the substitution of doÊlion for nhle¢w), especially for purposes of 
segmental comparison, even when the segment in question shows no 
variation.  When we reconsider the verse Il. 6.463 (xÆteÛ toioËd' 
éndrÚw émÊnein ≠ doÊlion ∑mar), we can see that in terms of a 
formulaic, or better yet modular, comparison, we must consider not only 
instances of nhle¢w ∑mar but of clearly related verses with variations in 
lexical content related to it—in this case the substitution of doÊlion in 
what looks to have been an otherwise fairly stable, albeit inflectable, 
segment.  If we were to wish to learn more about doÊlion ∑mar in 
relation to the question of lexicon and mobility of diction, then we would 
need to look at lexically related items, in order to confirm or deny that 
analogous patterns of mobility held for lexically similar items, too.  To 
take the first example, we will start with a lexically related but non-
identical adonic segment, the phrase mÒrsimon ∑mar.  This phrase shows 
similar possibilities for metrical position, namely, that the verse-final 
adonic has been shifted leftward, again by a finite verb, just as we saw 
above with doÊlion ∑mar.  Compare: 
 
 ¶ssesy': ≥dh gãr ofl §pÒrnue ≠ mÒrsimon ∑mar        Il. 15.61
  
and: 
 
efiw ÉA˝dao dÒmouw, pr‹n mÒrsimon ≠ ∑mar §p°ly˙:             Od. 10.175 
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The patterning is so similar to what we saw for both doÊlion ∑mar and 
nhle¢w ∑mar that we are tempted to conclude that what we have before 
us is a template.  But let us look first at other lexically related items, 
before drawing conclusions.   
      A similar combination of stability-plus-mobile-variation holds for 
another lexically related item in the same verse-final position, a‡simon 
∑mar.  First, the verses with stable localization: 
 
pr‹n m¢n går Pãtroklon §pispe›n ≠ a‡simon ∑mar            Il. 21.100  
ßlke d¢ m°ssa lab≈n: =°pe d' ÜEktorow ≠ a‡simon ∑mar,    Il. 22.212  
pe˝sontai: dØ gãr sfi par˝statai ≠ a‡simon ∑mar.          Od. 16.280 
˘w tª g' éntiãseie, f°resk° min ≠ a‡simon ∑mar                 H. Ap. 356 
 
Now notice that mobility can occur when a genitive plural ÉAxai«n is 
placed in verse-final position: 
 
ßlke d¢ m°ssa lab≈n: =°pe d' a‡simon ≠ ∑mar ÉAxai«n.     Il. 8.72 
 
Again it looks as if we have evidence for a hexametric tendency to allow 
for lexical substitution in the verse-final position of the line—though 
interesting to note in this regard is the fact that the intruding word causing 
the displacement is not a verb but a noun in the genitive plural.  We are 
not then in the presence of a single syntactic template, but what looks to 
be templates co-occurring in the same verse-final position.  In other 
words, what have here looks like modularity. 
The parameter of lexical content has value for analyzing our 
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correspondence set in a further way.  Above we saw two verses clearly 
related both to each other and to the correspondence set as a whole, which 
nevertheless called out for further consideration.  The verses are: 
 
       oÂon dØ ka‹ ˜d' ∑lye ™ fug∆n Ïpo ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar   Il. 21.57 
e‡det', §g∆ d' ín ¶peita ™ fug∆n Ïpo ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar  Od. 9.17 
 
The segment ™fug∆n Ïpo ≠ appears here in the same position in which 
we typically find an inflected form of the verb émÊnein.  The verse-
opening hemistich in both examples is considerably different from the 
other, while the second hemistich is identical.  The impression is that a 
whole line hemistich of the shape ™ fug∆n Ïpo ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar has been 
created and now can operate independently of its constitutive sub-
segments.  This would be further evidence for what we are calling 
modularity, since there is observable identity and flexibility within 
smaller segments, yet at the same time larger hemistich segments seem 
now to behave if they were self-substantial half-line segments 
independent of their segmental constituents.  This slightly more complex 
behavior, now observable at the level of hemistichs built from shorter 
segments, would not have become visible to us, interestingly enough, had 
we confined the analysis merely to the segment nhle¢w ∑mar.  And so, 
yet again, even while the lexical content of the segment that attracted our 
attention (nhle¢w ∑mar) remains stable initially, one must look beyond it 
to the neighborhood of adjacent diction—and semantically related forms 
with similar metrical size, shape, and position—in order to see what other 
significant and interactive influences are operating on the segment as well 
as on the verse as a whole.  
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This brings us conveniently to our final parameter: the internal 
syntax of the segment.  The syntax internal to verse segments, in many 
ways the focal point of our study, is one of the most frequently neglected 
parameters in the study of Homeric versification.  Russo’s structural 
formula attempted to address the question, but as we already saw in the 
first chapter, there occur in the Homeric corpus groups of segments that  
would be impossible to reduce to one single structure or structural 
formula.  What we often find instead, upon closer scrutiny, is multiple 
syntactic patterns that are mutually interactive with each other within the 
same segment—virtually overlaying one another—as if there were a 
spectrum of substitution whereby replacement of one grammatical item 
had led to the development of more structural formulae in the same 
segment.  As for our segment at hand, nhle¢w ∑mar, the syntactic 
description is: the collocation of adjective and noun, in the accusative 
case, in the verse-final adonic position.  We see this in: 
 
         é˝ssvn ⁄ ¶gxei   ™  émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar.  Il. 11.484 
            st∞t' §lelixy°ntew ka‹ ™ émÊnete   ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar  Il. 11.588 
       t≈ =a ka‹ §n stad˝˙ m¢n ™  émÊneto  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,  Il. 13.514 
           n«Ûn d¢ zvo›sin ™  émÊnete  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:  Il. 17.511 
        ka‹ t“ m¢n fãow ∑lyen,  ™  êmune d¢  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,   Il. 17.615 
    êsteÛ ka‹ tek°essin  ™ émÊnvn   ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar:   Od. 8.525 
      t«n mn∞sai ka‹ êmunon   ™ ÉOlÊmpie  ≠ nhle¢w ∑mar,  Il. 15.375 
  xÆteÛ toioËd' éndrÚw ™  émÊnein   ≠  doÊlion ∑mar.  Il. 6.463  
 
It would strain credulity to argue that there is no relation between the 
verses, or to suggest that the similarity is merely accidental.  For one 
thing, two different pairs here occur in proximity to each other (Il. 11.484 
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and 11.588; Il. 17.511 and 17.615).  This lends plausibility to the notion 
that there was a local influence internal to the passage itself acting upon 
the diction, here, and in general elsewhere.  Second, the concepts 
presented by the conceptions “warding off” and “pitiless day” naturally 
belong together, and so would naturally occur in an expression, as one can 
imagine, used in a poetry so attentive to destruction, pity, and warding off.  
Third, the fact that forms of the verb for “warding off” and “pitiless day” 
occur together six times in the same hemistich, in a segment of the same 
length, with a seventh example showing mobile ‘splitting,’ suggests that 
we have an expression whose existence in the corpus is best understood as 
a half-line composed of smaller modular segments, rather than as a 
‘chain’ or linear sequence of inflectable choices (contra Clark’s “chain-
and-choice” model).  But these segments, as we have seen, are at the same 
time involved symbiotically with other segments whose syntactic 
patterning is virtually identical even when the lexical items have changed.  
What we have, then, instead of a linear chain of atomic-formula choices, 
is a new, higher level, inflectable verse segment, whose meaningful 
identity exists precisely as a hemistich, not as an accidental accumulation 
of sub-units segments.   
 It is precisely for this reason that we have adopted the word 
modular to describe such behavior: the smaller units, which seem to show 
syntactic stability internal to their segments and for that reason already 
begin to look like templates, have also combined with adjacent segments 
in order to produce larger pieces of diction with their own inflectional 
tendencies, i.e., larger inflectable half-line expressions, which themselves 
become available for use throughout the corpus as independent hemistichs 
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(and can become models for other kinds of analogical remaking and 
reconfiguration as well).  Furthermore, as we have already seen, these 
new half-line segments can combine not only to form whole-lines and 
pairs of whole-lines, but entire blocks of verses in which the same items 
internal to the blocks are inflected. 
A module, as I am attempting to describe it, is a regularly occurring 
verse segment bounded by caesurae or line-end on both ends of the 
segment, within which a multiplicity of abstract syntactic patterns can be 
localized.  A module accommodates different syntactic patterns or 
templates,  which themselves possess productive or analogical dictional 
force and produce a spectrum of formular-looking outputs.  To 
characterize a verse segment as a module, then, is to assign an analytic 
name to segments having: (1) identical metrical position as well as 
definitive moraic shape and size (which is the very definition of a 
segment, after all), (2) multiple syntactic templates internal to the 
segment, and (3) the ability to (a) expand leftward or rightward and (b) to 
integrate or combine with adjacent segments.   
The syntactic patterns in (2), when sufficiently well attested, make 
possible an inventory of templates.  Furthermore, templates do not simply 
describe syntactic patterns but can be shown to regulate the lexical and 
grammatical material filling out those patterns—an essential point for our 
analysis and for the understanding of Homeric versification in general.  
Any number of templates can, then, in theory, be localized within a 
particular position in the verse—and so when we find a segment that 
shows evidence of multiple templates, we use the word ‘module’ in order 
to distinguish this cluster of templates from a mere verse segment.  
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Consider this collection of verses, as a mere starting point—where would 
one template end and a new one begin?  Though the answer to that 
question is difficult, would we not agree that the relative clause, localized 
after the bucolic diaeresis, was an operative syntactic pattern available to 
Homeric composers, no matter what their methods and techniques may 
have been?  Compare the following collection of segments, which do not 
even begin to approximate the actual collection we could produce for the 
segment, were we to expand the set to include other forms of the relative 
pronoun: 
 
≠ ˜w per ¶fhne:   Il. 2.318  
≠ ˜w k° se p°fn˙   Od. 11.135 
≠ ˜w k' §m¢ kÆd˙:   Il. 9.615 
≠ ˜w k° se ye˝n˙.   Od. 18.63 
≠ ˜w k° me p°fn˙   Od. 23.282 
≠ ˜w ke lãx˙sin:   Il. 7.171 
≠ ˜w ken ‡dhtai   Il. 14.416, 17.93, 17.100, 18.467 
≠ ˜w ke l˝phtai   Il. 19.235 
≠ ˜w ke fÊg˙si   Il. 19.72 
≠ ˜w ke yãn˙si   Il. 19.228 
≠ ˜w k' fiyÊnoi    Il. 24.149, 24.178 
≠ ˜w ken Ùpu˝˙,   Od. 15.21 
≠ ˜w k' §y°l˙si,   Od. 17.11  
≠ ˜w k' §y°l˙sin.   Od. 17.19 
≠ ˜w k' §y°l˙si.   Od. 17.559  
≠ ˜w ke g°nhtai.   Od. 24.29  
≠ ˜w ken ¶x˙si   Od. 4.756 
≠ ˜w ke filÆs˙   Od. 4.29 
≠ ˜w ken ér˝sthn   Il. 9.74 
≠ ˜w ken §ke˝nvn   Od. 19.322 
≠ ˜w ken §m∞w ge   Od. 19.27 
≠ ˜w k° seu ênta   Il. 16.621 
≠ ˜n k' §y°l˙sya,   Il. 10.235 
≠ ˜n k' §y°l˙si. ` ``  Il. 10.22 
≠ ¥n k' §y°l˙sya   Il. 21.484 
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≠ ⁄ k' §y°l˙sya,   Il. 24.335 
≠ ⁄ k' §y°l˙si   Od. 2.128 
≠ ëss' §y°l˙sya   Il. 1.554 
≠ ˜w se par°lyoi   Od. 13.291 
≠ ˜w min ¶melle   Il. 21.47 
≠ ˜w min én≈gei   Il. 5.509   
≠ ˜w ofl ÙpÆdei:   Il. 2.184   
≠ ˘w loigÚn émÊnei.  Il. 15.603 (However, this is part of a larger system) 
≠ ˜w per ¶dvken,   Il. 9.367 
 
≠ ˘w pr‹n §tÊxyh   Od. 4.212 
≠ ˘w katayÆsei.   Od. 16.45 
≠ ˜w moi ¶peisin,   Il. 13.482 
≠ ˜w moi én°sth:   Il. 23.635 
≠ ˜w ofl ¶melle   Il. 24.85 
≠ ±d' ˘w ¶pefnen.   Od. 23.84 
≠ ˜w tiw Ípãrj˙.   Od. 24.286 
≠ ˜w =' §fÊlassen   Il. 15.461 
≠ ˜w =' ¶bal°n per   Il. 4.524 
≠ ˜w k' §pideuÆw.   Il. 5.481  
≠ oÈd' ˘w élÊjai   Il. 22.201 
≠ ˘w per‹ pãntvn   2.831, identical at 11.329 
≠ ˘w m°ga pãntvn   Il. 1.78, Il. 10.32 
≠ ˘w m°ga pçsin    Il. 1.283  
≠ ˜w =a pulãvn    Od. 12.445 
≠ ˜w =a tÒy' ·ppvn   Il. 6.18 
≠ ˜w =a Skamãndrou  Il. 5.77 
≠ ˜w =a X˝mairan   Il. 16.328 
≠ ˜w =' §n‹ Pais“   Il. 5.612 
≠ ˘w d° ken Ïmevn   Il. 15.494 
≠ ˜w te mesÆeiw   Il. 12.269  
≠ ˜w te d˝dvsin   Od. 1.348 
≠ ˜w te pefeÊgoi   Il. 21.609 
≠ ˜w t' §pideuØw   Il. 12.299 
≠ ˜w t° nu la«n   Il. 2.365 
≠ ˜w te ka‹ êllvn   Il. 9.553 
≠ ˜w te kay' Ïlhn   Il. 10.184 
≠ ˜w te m°gistow Il. 15.37 (identical: Od. 5.185, Apollo 5.185), Hymns exx  
≠ ˜w t' §p‹ pollØn   Il. 15.80 
≠ ˜w te ka‹ oÈk˝.   Il. 15.137  
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≠ ˜w t' §p‹ nebr“   Il. 15.579 
≠ ˜w t' §n‹ pãtr˙   Il. 24.480  
≠ ˜w t° ofl aÈt“   Il. 24.292 
≠ ˜w te so‹ aÈt“   Il. 24.310 
≠ o· te so‹ aÈt“   Il. 9.521 
≠ ˜w t° min aÈtØn   Il. 24.729 
≠ ˜w te yalãsshw  Od. 1.52, Od. 4.385, Theogony 931 
≠ ˜w te m°gistow   Il. 15.37,  Od. 5.185 
≠ ˜w te mãlista   Il. 5.5, Od. 13.93,  
≠ ˜w te ka‹ êllouw   Od. 13.213, Od. 21.293 
≠ o· te ka‹ êllouw   Od. 16.227, 20.187 
≠ ˜w te ka‹ êllvn   Il. 9.553 
≠ ˜w te ye«n ®j   Od. 17.518 
≠ ˜w te yeoudØw   Od. 19.109 
≠ ˜w t° meu afie‹   Od. 22.357 
≠ ˜w te ka‹ oÈk˝.   Il. 15.137 
≠ ˜w =ã te pãshw   Od. 15.411 
≠ ˜w =ã te t°xn˙   Il. 3.61 
≠ ˜w =ã te ¶rgvn   Il. 17.549 
≠ ˜w =ã te pãntvn   Od. 15.319 
≠ ˜w tiw êristow Il. 7.50, 11.179, 16.76, 18.289, 19.528, 24.215 (Od. 20.335 mobile) 
≠ ˜w tiw éfÆ˙    Il. 17.631 
≠ ˜w tiw §ye˝r˙:   Il. 21.347 
≠ ˜w tiw ˜d' §st˝:   Il. 3.192 
≠ ˜w tiw Ùpu˝oi.”   Od. 2.336, 16.386 
≠ ˜w tiw èmãrt˙.   Od. 13.214 
≠ ˜w tiw êristow.                              Il. 7.50, Od. 11.179, Od 16.76, 18.289, 
19.528, 24.215 
≠ ˜w tiw §ke˝nou   Od. 14.163 
≠ ˜w tiw §mo˝ge   Od. 15.359 
≠ ˜w tiw ÉAxai«n   Il.  23.285 
≠ ˘w sãfa yum“   Il. 12.28 
≠ ˜w se pãrow ge   Il. 13.465 
≠ ˘w tÚ pãrow ge   Il.  17.587s 
≠ ˜w se pãrow per   Il. 15.256 
≠ ˜w toi éko˝thw.   Il. 15.91 
≠ ˘w DiÚw flreÁw   Il. 16.604 
≠ ˘w m°g' êristow   Il. 16.271, 17.164, Od. 22.29 
≠ ˜w ofl èpãntvn   Il. 27.583 
≠ ˜w =a ênakta   Il. 23.517 
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≠ ˘w mãla pollå   Od. 1.1 
≠ ˜w pot' §n Ím›n   Od. 2.46 
≠ ˜w =a tå m∞la   Od. 9.187 
≠ ˜w =' ÉOdus∞Û     Od. 24.445 
≠ ˘w katå êstu   Od. 18.1 
≠ ˜w m' §p‹ bous‹n   Od.  20.209 
≠ ˘w m°g' êristow   Od. 16.271, 17.164, 22.29 
 
The list demonstrates why the terms segment and template are insufficient 
for characterizing the diversity of syntactic patterns available in the 
segment.  What we have here is a series of templates, some of which blur 
into each other to such a degree that it becomes impossible to determine 
where one begins and the other ends.  Or, perhaps if it were indeed 
possible, the divisions would become, at some point, almost arbitrary, and 
therefore of diminishing utility from a methodological point of view. 
However, lest we be accused of making an assertion without providing 
evidence, let us look at the possibilities available to the composer who 
wished to begin a relative clause after the bucolic diaeresis in nothing 
more than the the following manner: ≠ o„ d¢ …  # : 
 
afi¢n épokte˝nvn ´ tÚn Ùp˝staton: ≠ o„ d¢ f°bonto.   Il. 8.342 
fiçt' EÈrÊpulon ´ beblhm°non: ≠ o„ d¢ mãxonto    Il. 12.2 
o„ m¢n éfestçsin ´ sÁn teÊxesin, ≠ o„ d¢ mãxontai   Il. 13.738 
pollo‹ d' ÉArge˝vn ´ o„ m¢n dãmen, ≠ o„ d¢ l˝ponto,   Il. 12.14 
yr–skvn êllot' §p' êllon ™ éme˝betai, ≠ o„ d¢ p°tontai    Il. 15.684 
•je€hw pãntessi ™ par€stasai: ≠ ofl d¢ didoËsi    Od. 17.450 
efi d' êge toÁw ín §g∆ ´ §piÒcomai ≠ o„ d¢ piy°syvn.   Il. 9.167 
 
oÈd' e‡a kla˝ein ´ Pr˝amow m°gaw: ≠ o„ d¢ sivpª    Il. 7.427 
to›si d' éoidÚw êeide ™ periklutÒw, ≠ ofl d¢ sivpª   Od. 1.235 
t«n ßn g° sfin êeide ™ parÆmenow, ≠ ofl d¢ sivpª   Od. 1.339 
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érgal°on Tr≈vn ´ ka‹ ÉAxai«n: ≠ o„ d¢ lÊkoi Õw    Il. 4.471 
‡saw d' Ísm€nh ´ kefalåw ¶xen, ≠ o„ d¢ lÊkoi Õw   Il. 11.72 
pãntaw énå klis˝aw ´ sÁn teÊxesin: ≠ o„ d¢ lÊkoi Õw   Il. 16.156 
måc étår oÈ katå kÒsmon ™ §mo‹ d' êxow, ≠ o„ d¢ ßkhloi  Il. 5.759 
∏ke d' §p' ÉArge€oisi ™ kakÚn b°low: ≠ o„ d° nu lao‹    Il. 1.382 
 
ˆtrunon DanaoÁw ´ polemiz°men: ≠ o„ d¢ ka‹ aÈto‹    Il. 5.520 
fraz≈mesy' Àw ken ´ katapaÊsomen: ≠ ofl d¢ ka‹ aÈto‹  Od. 2.168 
§j ≤m°vn gãr fasi ™ kãk' ¶mmenai: ≠ ofl d¢ ka‹ aÈto‹   Od. 1.33 
 
pãnt˙ t' efilufÒvn ´ ênemow f°rei, ≠ o„ d° te yãmnoi   Il. 11.156 
ke˝rei t' efisely∆n ´ bayÁ lÆÛon: ≠ o„ d° te pa›dew   Il. 11.560 
diktÊƒ §j°rusan ´ poluvp“:≠ ofl d° te pãntew    Od. 22.386 
 
¶gkata ka‹ m°lan aÂma ™ lafÊsseton: ≠ o„ d¢ nom∞ew   Il.  18.583 
mãsti d' afi¢n ¶laune ™ katvmadÒn: ≠ o„ d° ofl ·ppoi   Il. 23.500 
 
§sxatiª pol°moio ™ dushx°ow: ≠ o„ d¢ dØ êlloi   Il. 11.524 
Pãtroklow d' •t°rvyen ™ ¶xen podÒw: ≠ o„ d¢ dØ êlloi   Il. 16.763 
∏stai ÙdurÒmenow ´ ßtaron f˝lon: ≠ o„ d¢ dØ êlloi   Il. 19.345 
¥menow, ¶ny' ırÒvn ´ fr°na t°rcomai: ≠ o„ d¢ dØ êlloi   Il. 20.23 
¶ny' ˜ ge t°rpeto dait‹ ™ parÆmenow: ≠ ofl d¢ dØ êlloi   Od. 1.26 
tãmnvn d°rma bÒeion ™ §#xro°w: ≠ ofl d¢ dØ êlloi   Od. 14.24 
 
∏ke s°law metå laÚn ™ ÉAxai«n: ≠ o„ d¢ fidÒntew   Il. 8.76 
éyanãtoisi yeo›si ™ DiÚw dÒmƒ: ≠ o„ d¢ fidÒntew    Il. 15.85 
poim°now éfrad˝˙si ™ di°tmagen: ≠ o„ d¢ fidÒntew    Il. 16.354 
dejiÚw é˝jaw ´ diå êsteow: ≠ o„ d¢ fidÒntew     Il. 24.320 
aÈtoÁw d' efis∞gon ´ ye›on dÒmon. ≠ ofl d¢ fidÒntew      Od. 4.43 
dejiÚw ≥Ûje prÒsy' ´ ·ppvn. ≠ ofl d¢ fidÒntew    Od. 15.164 
Tr≈vn flppodãmvn ´ ka‹ ÉAxai«n: ≠ o„ d¢ m°nontew   Il. 4.333 
kÆrukew d' êra laÚn ™ §rÆtuon: ≠ o„ d¢ g°rontew    Il. 18.503 
 
àVw ¶fat' EÈrÊpulow ´ beblhm°now: ≠ o„ d¢ par' aÈtÚn   Il. 11.592 
aÈt€ka d' o„ m¢n te›xow ™ Íp°rbasan, ≠o„ d¢ kat' aÈtåw  Il. 12.469 
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keklÒmenow Tr≈essi ™ katå st˝xaw: ≠ o„ d¢ sÁn aÈt“  Il. 15.353 
 
éllå yeÚw morfØn ´ ¶pesi st°fei: ≠ ofl d° t' §w aÈtÚn   Od. 8.170 
émf' aÈt“ xum°nh ´ l˝ga kvkÊei: ≠ ofl d° t' ˆpisye   Od. 8.527 
meilix˝ois' §p°essi ™ paraud«n: ≠ ofl d° toi oÎ ti    Od. 16.279 
 
t«n d' a„ m¢n leptåw ´ ÙyÒnaw ¶xon, ≠ o„ d¢ xit«naw  Il. 18.595 
ka€ =' a„ m¢n kalåw ´ stefãnaw ¶xon, ≠ o„ d¢ maxa˝raw  Il. 18.597 
n≈mhsen d' êra pçsin ™ §pistadÒn: ≠ ofl d¢ yeo›sin   Od. 13.54 
n≈mhsen d' êra pçsin ´ §pistadÒn: ≠ ofl d¢ yeo›si    Od. 18.425 
Õw Danao‹ Tr≈essin ™ §p°xraon: ≠ o„ d¢ fÒboio   Il. 16.356 
a·mati foinikÒessai ™ én°dramon: ≠ o„ d¢ mãl' afie‹   Il. 23.717 
 
What these verses show, in combination with the long list immediately 
preceding, is the fact that syntactic formularity comprises a spectrum—
not a collection of templates or schemata, and certainly not a list of 
atomic-formulaic kernels.   
A few last points to make before concluding the chapter.  Modules 
are not, as we are defining them, to be understood merely as confined to 
single verse segments, since adjacent segments also often combine to 
make larger, longer modules: whole-line dictional units, which are often 
inflectable, can justifiably be described as whole-line modules built from 
shorter modules.  A pedestrian example, but one all the more useful for 
the reason of its commonality, is provided by the following collection of 
verse segments—consider the ways in which whole-line verses of address 
and response are formed on the basis of interchangeable segments, a 
situation already noticed by Parry: 
 
Verse-initial segment    ´     +    ´ verb of address  ¨  + ¨ nom. subject       # 
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TÚn d' épameibÒmenow    ´ 
TÚn d' êr' ÍpÒdra fid∆n ´    
TØn d¢ m°g' ÙxyÆsaw       ´    
to›si d' énistãmenow       ´      
TØn d¢ barÁ stenãxvn  ´      
                                                            ´ met°fh   ¨ 
´ pros°fh ¨ 
 
          ¨ pÒdaw »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw: 
          ¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn:
          ¨ nefelhger°ta ZeÊw: 
  
          ¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw: 
          ¨ koruya˝olow ÜEktvr:
  
          ¨ Telam≈niow A‡aw: 
          ¨ polÊmhtiw ÉOdusseÊw: 
          ¨ Telam≈niow A‡aw: 
          ¨ Pr˝amow yeoeidÆw: 
          ¨ janyÚw Men°laow:  
          ¨ •kãergow ÉApÒllvn: 
 
The recognition that Homeric verse technique provided modular 
flexibility of the sort observed here has consequences for our 
understanding of Homeric poetry in general.  The division according to 
verse segments with internal syntax, which we now refer to as modules, 
results in an account of the hexameter by which various sorts of insights 
begin to take shape.  One, as it happens, concerns the relationship 
between the bucolic diaeresis and hepthemimeral caesurae in the second 
hemistich.  The choice between the two becomes partially analogous to 
the alternation between segments ending at the penthemimeral and 
trochaic caesurae in the third foot: segments fitting between the 
hepthemimeral caesura and line-end, and between the bucolic diaeresis 
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and line-end, often show comparable syntactic patterns whose primary 
difference is not syntactic but dictional size and shape—certain pieces 
otherwise similar in lexical and syntactic content are made to fit from 
hepthemimeral caesura to verse-end, while others are formed to fit from 
bucolic diaeresis to verse-end—just as syntactic patterns internal to 
segments ending at the penthemimeral caesura sometimes have alternating 
optional segments with similar syntax but reaching to the trochaic 
caesura.   In other words, from the modular point of view, the segment 
reaching from hephthemimeral caesura to verse-end contains modules in 
some instances which are comparable in syntactic shape and linguistic 
character to the segment reaching from the bucolic diaeresis to line-end, 
and these alternations in metrical size can sometimes be interpreted as a 
bi-forms of each other.  For example, there are instances in which the 
segment fitting between the hepthemimeral caesura and verse-end can be 
expanded all the way to the trochaic caesura if necessary, producing yet 
futher segmental possibilities for syntactic construction.  An example 
would be: 
 
éll' ¶k toi §r°v, ´ tÚ d¢ ka‹ ¨ tel°esyai Ù˝v:    Il. 1.204 
éyãnatoi bãllousi ™ ka‹ …w ¨ tel°esyai Ù˝v,  Od. 1.201, Od. 15.173 
“Œ g°ron, oÎ pv toËto ™ ¶pow ¨ tel°esyai Ù˝v:   Od. 3.226 
œde går ≤m°terÒn ge ™nÒon ¨ tel°esyai Ù˝v:    Od. 22.215 
pçsi d¢ shma˝nein, ´ ë tin' oÈ ¨ pe˝sesyai Ù˝v:    Il. 1.289 
sÆmain': oÈ går ¶gvg' ´ ¶ti so‹ ¨ pe˝sesyai Ù˝v.   Il. 1.296 
ka˝ min gounãsomai ´ ka˝ min ¨ pe˝sesyai Ù˝v.    Il. 1.427 
flppeËsi: ste›now gãr, ´ ˜yi ¨ tr≈sesyai Ù˝v.    Il. 12.66 
dhrÚn §m∞w ka‹ s∞w ´ ¶ridow ¨ mnÆsesyai Ù˝v.    Il. 19.64 
§kfÊgomen, ka˝ pou ´ t«nde ¨ mnÆsesyai Ù˝v.    Od. 12.212 
ÜEktora ka‹ mema«ta ™ mãxhw ¨ sxÆsesyai Ù˝v.   Il. 9.655 
m˝mnei, ˘n oÈk°ti pãgxu ™ mãxhw ¨ sxÆsesyai Ù˝v.   Il. 13.747 
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ÜEktora Priam˝dhn ´ m°neow ¨ sxÆsesyai Ù˝v,    Il. 17.503 
éll' oÎ toi tÒde k°rdow §g∆n ¨ ¶ssesyai Ù˝v    Il. 16.311 
ˆcetai: oÈ gãr min prÒsyen ¨ paÊsesyai Ù˝v     Od. 17.7 
 
which are now expandable leftward, where necessary, from the 
hepthemimeral all the way to the trochaic caesura:  
 
êndr' ırÒv, tãxa d' êmme ™ diarra˝sesyai Ù˝v.   Il. 24.355 
oÈ går énaimvt˝ ge ™ diakrin°esyai Ù˝v     Od. 18.149 
pãntvw oÈk°ti n«Û ™ diakrin°esyai Ù˝v     Od. 20.80 
≤sux˝vw ka‹ ¶peita ™ diakrin°esyai Ù˝v.             Herm. 438 
aÎrion:  oÈ m¢n gãr t˝ ™ s' Ípostr°cesyai Ù˝v    Od. 18.23 
•stãmen:  oÈ m¢n gãr tin' ™ énairÆsesyai Ù˝v,    Od. 21.261 
¶ssontai: t∆ ka˝  min ™ §paurÆsesyai Ù˝v.    Il. 6.353 
 
To summarize: our method divides the hexameter according to 
verse segments.  These verse segments bind repeating syntactic patterns 
whose generative, productive, and regulatory effects are real and 
demonstrable.  The numerous syntactic patterns and their outpus can be 
separated and subdivided, and when individual syntactic patterns emerge 
from such comparisons (using correspondence sets), we use the term 
‘template’ to describe the abstract syntactic schema.  When we discover a 
segment with multiple templates localized within it, each of which shows 
numerous instantiations and all of which seem to be bound by the same 
dictional endpoints (e.g., caesurae, diareses, line-end, etc), we call the 
segment a ‘module.’  Some modules swell to create moraically longer 
modules, while others join seamlessly with adjacent modules to form half-
line and whole-line unities; and sometimes form even blocks of verse-
groups that are then inflected as entire blocks, as we saw earlier in the 
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chapter.  If our method and presentation of evidence are correct, then we 
are no longer within the realm of traditional formula studies, but have 
opened a new view onto Homeric diction. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
The Theoretical Basis for the Modular Account of Homeric Diction 
  
Now that we have presented the method, it is time to return to the 
theoretical basis for the claims concerning segmental behavior, internal 
syntax, and the spectrum of formularity.  In what follows we start from 
the basic linguistic and dictional facts of the noun-epithet collocation, in 
its localized position behind the bucolic diaeresis, and next move through 
a series of dictional phenomena (inflection, mobility, and others) in order 
to demonstrate that formular behavior is not merely “flexible” but in fact a 
graduated spectrum ranging from highly literal repetitions of phrase-
formulae to abstract repetitions of syntactic structures with little or no 
commonality at the level of lexicon.  In doing so we will attempt to 
demonstrate, from the ground up, the accuracy of the following: (1) 
formularity cannot be reduced to the sole atomic unit of the semantically-
based phrase-formula, but instead constitutes, and more precisely reflects, 
a spectrum created by the presence of multiple syntactic patterns internal 
to the same and adjacently coinjoined segment (2) the reality of internal 
syntax within line segments constitutes a genuinely productive force in 
the creation of morphological innovations (3) the modular, rather than 
atomic, account of the spectrum of formularity solves a number of 
methodological and linguistic problems in the theory and comprehension 
of Homeric versification. 
 
Noun-Epithet Formulae and Templates 
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 The first example of formularity in the analysis of Homeric diction 
is the noun-epithet doublet, which existed in order to facilitate a verse-
final adonic-shaped segment, in the nominative case, following a 
consonant-final or vowel-final word at the bucolic diaeresis.  While we 
would point out that even these examples imply an underlying abstract 
syntax, we will refrain from saying more on the matter until later in the 
discussion.  The following examples are taken from Parry’s analysis: 
 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 60x  
≠ §sylÚw ÉOdusseÁw # ≠ ≥ ≤   ≤ ≥ x  #          3x 
   
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw.   #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 34x 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw: #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 5x 
 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  29x 
≠ ˆbrimow ÜEktvr #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  4x 
 
 Next in our inventory of formulaic phenomena is the existence, 
already observed by Witte, of verse segments that behave as if inflected—
inflections which form paradigms not unlike noun declensions.28  In this 
instance, however, the paradigms have come into existence in order to 
accommodate their placement not only according to grammar but also 
according to verse architecture (a key point).  For example, in the verse-
final adonic position, the word for charioteer shows the following 
paradigm, which is based on different stem forms and which shows 
heterogenous morphology, quite clearly the result of verse-architectural 
constraints: 
                                                
28 See Witte 1912, in particular Section VII. 
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≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥ x  #   
≠ ≤niox∞ew #   nom. pl. 
≠ ≤niox∞a #   acc. sg.  
≠ ≤n˝oxÒn te #  acc. sg. + post positive connective 
≠ ≤niÒxoio #   gen. sg. 
 
The evidence for which can be seen in: 
 
íc §pimisgom°nvn: ÍpÚ d' ¶strefon ≠ ≤niox∞ew.   Il. 5.505 
éll' ÉArxeptÒlemon yrasÁn Üektorow ≠ ≤niox∞a  Il. 8.312 
aÈtår ˘ MhriÒnao Ùpãonã y' ≠ ≤n˝oxÒn te    Il. 17.610 
ÜEktora d' afinÚn êxow pÊkase fr°naw ≠ ≤niÒxoio:   Il. 8.124 
 
What the example demonstrates is that within Homeric verse, narrative 
requirements (e.g., inflecting the final word in the line according to the 
grammatical necessities of the particular verse) are obligated to work in 
tandem with verse-architectural constraints (e.g., morphology is fitted out 
to fill the segment between bucolic diaeresis and line-end).  Here, in the 
adonic segment, for example, we see that the word for ‘charioteer,’ in 
order to fit the adonic segment, must adopt morphology from a number of 
different sources (≤niox∞ew and ≤niox∞a imply an **-eus nominative for 
the word which by all appearances never in fact existed).   
In other words, in this example, in order for our lexical item to 
function in this particular position in the verse, the morphology of the 
word has been adjusted according to metrical shape (or, in other words, 
has adopted case endings deriving from heterogenous sources, i.e., from 
an –eus nominal paradigm as well as the –oio genitive, rather than from a 
homogeneous nominal paradigm attested within the history of Greek) in 
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order to obey the demands of Homeric grammar, syntax, and verse 
architecture.  From the analyst’s point of view, once we have accepted 
that a lexical item occurring within the same verse position will allow for 
manipulations of morphology on the basis of verse-architectural 
constraints in the manner seen here, we have run headlong into the fact of 
a syntactic pressure sufficiently forceful to override the morphological 
regularities of the Greek language.  To put it another way, we could 
imagine the opposite situation, i.e., a case in which the impossibility of 
forming new metrical shapes would forbid the word from occurring in the 
position and thereby forbid the possibility of using the form in the verse.  
But this does not happen—exactly the opposite occurs: the syntactic 
patterns remain, while the morphology of the language is forced to adapt.    
 We must also remember that the ‘inflection’ of the word for 
‘charioteer’ is still more extensive than its localized behavior in line-final 
position: the word occurs in other verse positions with other shapes, 
including a nominative singular ≤n˝oxow that is based on a different stem-
shape than the one we just saw in line-final position.  For example: 
 
≥ ≤≤ x   ´ 
≤n˝oxow ´  nom. sg.  
≤n˝oxon ´  acc. sg.  
≤niÒxƒ  ´  dat. sg. 
≤n˝oxÒn te ™  acc. sg. 
 
The evidence for which can be seen in these verses:  
 
àVw ¶fay', ≤n˝oxow d' ´  ·masen kall˝trixaw ·ppouw   Il. 11.280    
ke›syai, ˘ d' ≤n˝oxon ´ m°yepe yrasÊn: oÈd' êr' ¶ti dØn Il. 8.126 
mçllon Íf' ≤niÒxƒ ´ efivyÒti kampÊlon ërma   Il. 5.231 
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ßstasan ≤n˝oxÒn te ™ ka‹ ërmata poik˝l' ¶xontew: Il 13.537, 14.431 
 
An interesting phenomenon that we note here is the existence of two 
forms of an accusative singular occurring just before the mid-line caesura: 
≤n˝oxon ´ and ≤n˝oxÒn te ™.  The existence of both, precisely in the 
verse position that allows for a certain metrical option—the segment 
seems to be able to end at either the penthemimeral caesura or the 
trochaic—suggests that the frequency of use of the word ‘charioteer’ 
created a flexibility whereby the accusative singular, in the midline 
inflection, was doubly accommodated in its frequent usage by means of 
two separate shapes.   
 Instances in which words show heterogeneous inflectional 
paradigms in order to accommodate verse position and grammar 
simultaneously are familiar to every student of Homeric diction.  
Adducing them here, or merely providing lists of examples, would 
contribute nothing new to the study of diction were not this phenomenon 
related, and explained, in terms of a series of other dictional phenomena 
whose totality has never been fully appreciated.  What is essential about 
the phenomenon of segment inflection for our study, then, is the fact that 
the inclusion of such paradigms in a grammar of Homeric formularity 
points directly to the feature of verse architecture.  The consideration of 
verse architecture, furthermore, comes very quickly to suggest that when 
dealing with metrically constrained units—or segments—composers were 
not merely working with kernel-shaped core-and-peripheral lexicon-based 
formulas but were working with fully formed linguistic expressions—
‘expressions’ not dissimilar from expressions known to speakers of a 
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language; and ‘expressions’ whose preferred localization within certain 
positions of the hexameter led to their manipulation, adaptation, and 
development according to the exigencies of the particular passages in 
which they occurred.   
Let us now turn to another well-known instance of a line-final 
adonic segment with inflectional variants, though one in which the 
paradigm does not include merely one word (e.g., ‘charioteer’) but the 
collocation of adjective and noun, the latter of which is regularly replaced 
by a different word.  The example was pointed out long ago by Witte:29  
 
  ≠ ≥ ≤       ≤ ≥ x  # 
patr‹w êroura  nom. sg. 
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤          ≥ x    # 
≠ patr˝da ga›an #  acc. sg. 
≠ patr˝dow a‡hw  #    gen. sg. 
≠ patr˝di gav˙   #  dat. sg. 
 
                     ¨ fus˝zoow     a‰a    #  nom. sg. 
 
The evidence for the paradigm can be seen in these verses: 
 
ga˝hw; poË d° nÊ ofl geneØ ka‹ ≠ patr‹w êroura  Od. 1.407 
tª dekãt˙ d' ≥dh énefa˝neto ≠ patr‹w êroura  Od. 10.29 
éndr«n; poË d° nÊ ofl geneØ ka‹ ≠ patr‹w êroura  Od. 20.193 
 
feÊgvmen sÁn nhus‹ f˝lhn §w ≠ patr˝da ga›an:        Il. 2.140   
 
 
                                                
29 Witte 1912:  112-113. 
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§n Tro˝˙ épÒlonto f˝lhw épÚ ≠ patr˝dow a‡hw  Il. 2.162  
aÈt˝ka˝ går mnÆsontai ÉAxaio‹ ≠ patr˝dow a‡hw  Il. 4.172 
Õw êr' §m°llete t∞le f˝lvn ka‹ ≠ patr˝dow a‡hw  Il. 11.817 
 
§n Lakeda˝moni aÔyi f˝l˙ §n ≠ patr˝di ga˝˙.   Il. 3.244 
d«ken éeik˝ssasyai •ª §n ≠ patr˝di ga˝˙.   Il. 22.404 
xa›re, je›n', ·na ka˝ pot' §∆n §n ≠ patr˝di ga˝˙  Od. 8.461 
Ùfyalmo›sin fid°syai §∆n §n ≠ patr˝di ga˝˙:   Od. 14.143 
…w ∑ toi ÉOduseÁw ≥dh §n ≠ patr˝di ga˝˙,   Od. 17.157 
êndra pot' §je˝nissa f˝l˙ §n ≠ patr˝di ga˝˙   Od. 24.266 
 
A nominative option even exists for the segment localized after the 
hephthemimeral caesura: 
 
àVw fãto, toÁw  d' ≥dh kãtexen  ¨   fus˝zoow a‰a  Il. 3.243 
       toÁw  êmfv zvoÁw kat°xei   ¨   fus˝zoow a‰a  Od. 11.301 
 
Just as was the case with our word for ‘charioteer,’ so too in this example 
the full inflectional paradigm for the noun phrase occurs not merely in one 
verse position, but in many.  In addition to the verse-final adonic and 
post-hepthemimeral placements, a collocation occurs localized also in a 
mid-line position.   Note that in this instance, which is a genitive singular, 
the form ga˝hw has returned in place of a‡hw, which was the odd form 
used in line-final position, in the adonic-initial segment, in order to avoid 
making a long by position.  And so we have now: 
 
        ga˝hw ´ êpo patr˝dow  gen. sg. 
 
§n Fulãk˙  ga˝hw ´ êpo patr˝dow êndra kataktåw Il. 13.696, 15.335 
kla˝ontaw, ga˝hw ´ êpo patr˝dow. aÈtår §g≈ ge  Od. 10.49 
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In comparison to the form of the word in the formular collocation we saw 
above: 
 
§n Tro˝˙ épÒlonto f˝lhw épÚ ≠ patr˝dow a‡hw  Il. 2.162 
 
The existence of inflectable pieces of diction such as these, whose 
segmental boundaries correspond with well attested caesurae, and whose 
internal segmental syntax is strong enough to regulate the substitution of 
lexical items appearing inside of them, points well beyond the existence 
of a diction that is derived entirely from lexicon-based formulae of the 
classic formulaic type, and already begins to point to a multi-tiered set of 
constraints.  If inflectable segments vary both (a) vertically, i.e., by using 
lexical substitution to fill out segmental paradigms, and (b) horizontally, 
according to verse position (where variant segments with varying lexical 
substitution are needed), then have we not begun to move closer to a 
conception of the formula whereby the phenomenon is no longer very 
formula-looking at all?  Are we not in the presence of something that 
looks much more like a multi-level interaction, with both vertical and 
horizontal flexibility accommodated, and even made possible, by 
syntactic schemas?  And aren’t we now speaking of a spectrum of 
formularity rather than a merely atomic account, where the spectrum 
shows at one end a lexical fixity but at another end a syntactic one?  The 
answer is clear.  In the example just given, where an entirely new word 
was used (whether inherited or created will not be discussed here) in order 
to replace another word in the same inflected expression (e.g., a‡hw for 
ga˝hw in the segment inflected into the genitive singular), we find 
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incontrovertible evidence of both syntactic and verse-architectural 
pressures causing morphological change and even lexical substitution, 
according to a number of interactive parameters and influences.   
To apply the method adopted in the second chapter, we would say 
regarding the segments under consideration that they have the same 
metrical size (adonic), occasionally a different metrical shape (patr‹w 
êroura has three, rather than two, syllables in its verse-final word), 
functionally identical lexical content, but different syntax.  However, the 
overarching syntactic story is one not of difference but of relation, since 
the inflectability of the segment, fitted out as it is with different words in 
order to make possible the inflected segment, has arisen first and foremost 
in order to satisfy different narrative needs, in strict observation of verse-
architectural constraints.  While this is important evidence for our own 
account of modularity, it needs also to be pointed out that earlier 
researchers also signaled their awareness of inflectability within a 
formulaic context.  Parry, for one, referred to the category of the “formula 
system” in order to cover phenomena such as the examples just given, 
while Hainsworth referred to similar behavior as formulaic flexibility.  
What is important for our account, however, is that we have identified 
here further evidence of formulaic behavior that has moved from the 
strictly literal phrase-formula with phonologically useful bi-forms to a 
new level by which segments show variation not merely in order to fit 
properly behind the vowel quantity preceding it in the immediately 
adjacent segment but for additional reasons and pressures as well.  This 
latter variation accommodates (like the Greek language itself), in fact, the 
narrative exigencies of the composer’s linguistic needs: if the segment 
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needs to make a genitive, as it does in this example, an entirely different 
word (a‡hw) is substituted in order to account for differing requirements 
of syntax, as accorded by the meaning of the line.   
 The next example of formulaic inflection involves yet another form 
of linguistic abstraction: the creation of aberrant morphology, in this 
instance the application of a nonstandard case ending, in order to make 
possible the creation of a new segment.  This now-famous example was 
already noticed by Witte long ago in his pathbreaking studies.  What we 
have here, in essence, is the creation of a rather bizarre accusative singular 
under the influence of the metrical size, shape, and syntax internal to the 
verse-final segment: the creation of eÈr°a, in the line-final adonic 
collocation: ≠ eÈr°a pÒnton #.  The word is no mere local ‘mistake,’ 
since it occurs three times in the corpus, and since it furthermore makes 
possible yet another collocation in the same position: ≠ eÈr°a kÒlpon #.  
First, both examples of the line-final adonic:  
 
                                                                           ≠ ≥ ≤≤      ≥ x  #  
           ≥gage Sidon˝hyen §pipl∆w  ≠  eÈr°a pÒnton,   Il. 6.291 
mhn‹ d' §n oÎlƒ pãnta perÆsamen ≠  eÈr°a pÒnton,  Od. 24.118 
 
The mutation of a perfectly good, and historically old, u-stem adjective 
into an innovative accusative singular ending in -°a is surprising, to say 
the least.  But it is not a hapax, and it ought not be considered merely an 
error, since it too is well embedded in the poems.   
 First of all, the expected form, eÈrÁn, is very well attested in the 
corpus, both embedded in formulae and also in the line-final adonic 
position.  Consider these verses: 
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∑ polÁ l≈ÛÒn §sti ™ katå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n  Il 1.229 
ka‹ tÒt' ¶peit' énãgonto ™ metå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n:Il. 1.478 
aÈtår §pe˝ =' ·konto ™ katå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n, Il. 1.484 
≤me›w d' éyrÒoi œde ™ katå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n Il. 2.439 
bån d' fi°nai kay' ˜milon ™ énå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n. Il. 4.209 
TalyÊbiow d° moi Œka ™ katå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n Il. 19.196 
ke›s' fi°nai §p‹ n∞aw ™ ¶sv stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n.  Il. 24.199 
 
And the same segment, shifted leftward after verse-final insertion of a 
verb: 
 
Õw Tr≈vn élalhtÚw ™ énå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn Ùr≈rei:  Il. 4.436 
 
Yet another example in which the entire segment énå stratÚn eÈrÁn 
™ÉAxai«n: has shifted leftward, without altering its structure, in order to 
accommodate, apparently, a new phrase appearing in verse-final position: 
 
pãnt˙ énå stratÚn eÈrÁn ™ÉAxai«n: ≠ êmmi d¢ mãntiw Il. 1.384 
 
compared to: 
 
bån d' fi°nai kay' ˜milon ™ énå stratÚn ≠ eÈrÁn ÉAxai«n. Il. 4.209 
 
The word eÈrÁn is also firmly embedded in the following segment (note 
the modular substutions available between the trochaic caesura and 
bucolic diaeresis): 
 
   ÉAtre˝dhw d' ’mvjen ™ fid∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn:  Il. 3.364 
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  fa˝ney' ımoË nef°essin ™ fi∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn  Il. 5.867 
      œde d° tiw e‡pesken ™ fid∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn:  Il. 7.178 
      œde d° tiw e‡pesken ™ fid∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn:  Il. 7.201 
eÈjãmenow d' êra e‰pen ™ fid∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn:  Il. 19.257 
    Phle˝dhw d' ’mvjen ™ fid∆n efiw ≠ oÈranÚn eÈrÊn:  Il. 21.272 
 
Here again, in this list of corresponding verse segments, we find evidence 
for the possibility of shifting line segments by the means of re-positioning 
a verb, and even an adverb, into the adonic-shaped segment in verse-final 
position, thus seamlessly (in this case, certainly not in all cases) shifting 
the well embedded piece of diction leftward: 
 
 …w d' ˜te kapnÚw fi∆n ´ efiw oÈranÚn ≠ eÈrÁn  ·khtai  Il. 21.522 
•z°syhn, Tr≈vn d¢ ™ prÚw oÈranÚn ≠ eÈrÁn êeryen  Il. 8.74 
 
For the sake of completeness, we must mention that there is also the 
example of eÈrÁn attested in the following segment, which is extremely 
common in the poems: 
 
           éyanãtoisin ¶dvke, ™ to‹ oÈranÚn (≠) eÈrÁn ¶xousin;  Od. 1.67 
 
Given the frequency of the occurrence of eÈrÁn in the poems, it is 
surprising to find an utterly novel form of this accusative singular 
(eÈr°a), which has no reality in the Greek language outside of the 
Homeric poems (or in the pre-history of Greek, for that matter), deployed 
here on more than one occasion, and in more than one position.  First, the 
two instances in the verse-final adonic: 
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             ≥gage Sidon˝hyen §pipl∆w ≠  eÈr°a pÒnton,  Il. 6.291 
mhn‹ d' §n oÎlƒ pãnta perÆsamen  ≠  eÈr°a pÒnton,  Od. 24.118 
 
Though a linguistic innovation internal to the Homeric poems—and 
indeed, internal to this segment—the model for this mutation of a u-stem 
adjective, as Witte himself already pointed out, is well known.  It was the 
dative singular, eÈr°Û, which was a genuine form in both Homeric 
language and Greek generally, with a perfect match in Sanskrit.  More 
importantly—and here is the essential point for our investigation—the 
dative singular eÈr°Û occurs in exactly the same verse position, with 
exactly the same metrical shape and size, as the innovative form eÈr°a.  
And so we are methodologically justified in concluding that this new 
accusative singular was built from the dative singular in order to be placed 
in an accusative phrase and in order to avoid a spondaic line, which the 
presence of eÈrÁn would have caused.  First the evidence for the dative 
singular: 
 
éll' ¶ti pou zvÚw katerÊketai  ≠ eÈr°Û pÒntƒ,  Od. 1.197 
Œka d' §fopl˝ssantew §nÆsomen ≠ eÈr°Û pÒntƒ.   Od. 2.295 
eÂw d' ¶ti pou zvÚw katerÊketai  ≠ eÈr°Û pÒntƒ.  Od. 4.498 
      ˜w tiw ¶ti  zvÚw katerÊketai  ≠ eÈr°Û pÒntƒ  Od. 4.552 
   ±«yen d' énabãntew §nÆsomen  ≠ eÈr°Û pÒntƒ’  Od. 12.293 
         ≤me›w d' a‰c' énabãntew §nÆkamen  ≠ eÈr°Û pÒntƒ  Od. 12.401 
 
seems to have provided the model for the creation of: 
 
        ≥gage Sidon˝hyen §pipl∆w ≠ eÈr°a pÒnton   Il. 6.291 
       mhn‹ d' §n oÎlƒ pãnta perÆsamen ≠ eÈr°a pÒnton  Od. 24.118 
 
With this example we arrive at another fairly reliable conclusion about the 
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way in which Homeric diction functions in order to create new forms.  
The creation of eÈr°a in the phrase eÈr°a ponton was made on the 
basis of a local model–in fact, segmentally local model—in which a 
binding structure joining adjective and noun had remained intact even as 
the segment was inflected, first into the dative case, and next into an 
accusative singular case.  In the accusative singular inflection, the 
requirement to inflect the entire segment was potent enough to create an 
entirely new adjectival inflection for an otherwise perfectly well 
functioning u-stem with tens upon tens of examples already attested in the 
poems.  How successful was that innovation?  Successful enough to allow 
for it to be used in another collocation: 
 
     Íme›w m¢n nËn dËte yalãsshw≠ eÈr°a kÒlpon     Il. 18.140 
    o‡sei dinÆeiw e‡sv èlÚw ≠ eÈr°a kÒlpon     Il. 21.125 
tÒfra d' êr' ¥ g' ÍpodËsa yalãsshw≠ eÈr°a kÒlpon         Il. 4.435 
 
Apparently the explanation for not using the well attested eÈrÁn in the 
fifth foot here is the avoidance of a spondaic line.  If so, this is yet another 
example in which metrical shape has imposed itself in the behavior and 
creation of new diction—if the explanation is correct, then metrical shape 
here in the fifth foot, in this instance anyway, ranks higher as a preference 
than morphological fidelity to the already existing forms available in the 
Greek language, though it was helped, of course, by the syntactic 
pressures provided by the inflection of the segment as a single piece of 
diction.   
Yet another example, which appears initially to be a case of a 
verse-final verb displacing the phrase eÈr°a pÒnton leftward, is:   
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±mãtiai Yrπkhyen §p' eÈr°a ≠ pÒnton êgousi:   Il. 9.72 
 
Whether or not this leftward shifting is really the explanation is in fact 
more complicated, since there is a well attested, and grammatically 
regular, occurrence of eÈr°a in the same position, in what looks to be a 
well embedded segment: 
 
  ÉArge›oi feÊjontai  §p' eÈr°a ≠ n«ta yalãsshw,  Il. 2.159 
feÊgein ırmÆsvntai §p' eÈr°a ≠ n«ta yalãsshw.  Il. 8.511 
 
If we were to attempt to decide the question of whether or not the phrase 
§p' eÈr°a ≠ pontoon êgousi # was the result of a leftward shift of ≠ 
eÈr°a ponton # , or was based in part on the already existing segment 
§p' eÈr°a ≠ n«ta yalãsshw, we would need to widen our investigation 
to include other phenomena and many more verses.  We will leave the 
task aside for now.   
 
Noun-Epithet Formulae and Modular Diction 
Let us now circle back to the most influential articulation of 
formulaic analysis, Milman Parry’s analysis of noun-epithet formulae.  In 
order to see what our method yields when applied to the same segments 
by which he made his initial breakthrough—the same correspondence 
sets, let us say—we will start with a simple example: the segment that 
occurs in the verse-final position from bucolic diaeresis to line-end in 
which noun-epithet collocations occur for heroes and gods.  By 
considering the variety of segmental shapes, sizes, meanings, and 
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syntactic arrangements that exist for this particular segment, we will again 
see how our method allows for a more precise characterization of the 
segment’s multiformity, behavior in the poetry, and, ultimately, 
modularity.  First, let us begin with the examples given in Parry’s classic 
list concerning the noun-epithet formulae for heroes and gods in the first 
dissertation (Parry, 1972:39), which comprises the following 
correspondence set for heroes and gods: 
 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 60x 
≠ §sylÚw ÉOdusseÁw # ≠ ≥ ≤   ≤ ≥ x  #          3x 
   
≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 33x 
≠ [Ùbrimopãtrh]  #              ≠ ≥ ≤ ≤ ≥ x  #   3x (in  
gen 3x) 
 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw.   #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 34x 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw: #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 5x 
 
≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  11x 
 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  29x 
≠ ˆbrimow ÜEktvr #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  4x 
 
≠ flppÒta N°stvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  1x 
 
≠ xãlkeow ÖArhw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  5x 
≠ ˆbrimow ÖArhw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  5x 
 
≠ mht˝eta ZeÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥    x  #  18x 
≠ eÈrÊopa ZeÁw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥    x  #  14x 
 
When we compare the segments in this way, we are able to differentiate 
among our methodology’s key features: size, shape, position, lexical 
content, and syntax.  Doing so, furthermore, allows us to see how the 
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phraseology intersects and interacts with the same and adjacent segments.  
First, each of the segments has the same dictional size (e.g., bucolic 
diaeresis to verse-end) and the same verse position (located behind the 
bucolic diaeresis and reaching to verse-end).  However, the segments do 
vary among themselves according to segment-internal shape:  
 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 60x  
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  29x 
≠ mht€eta ZeÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥    x  #  18x 
 
They also vary according to lexical content, of course.  The same three 
segments again, now from the the lexical perspective: 
 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤          ≤ ≥ x # Nom. Sg. 60x 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  Nom. Sg. 29x 
≠ mht˝eta ZeÊw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥     x  #  Nom. Sg. 18x 
 
While variation in shape is often less consequential than variation 
in lexicon, shape does in some instances (especially in the final syllable of 
the segment before the bucolic diaeresis, and in the fifth foot, as we just 
saw) have some effect on diction and therefore on our dictional analysis.  
As for the criterion of lexical content and how we are to characterize it in 
for the examples just given, obviously there are divergences: certain 
adjectives are shared while others are substituted.  For example, many 
proper names (in this list) maintain the same verse position and internal 
syntax throughout, even when adnominal adjectives are substituted in 
place of each other.  That is to say, certain proper nouns (e.g., ÉOdusseÊw 
and ÉAxilleÊw) share the same epithets, e.g., d›ow (an example of Parry’s 
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generalizing epithet), while other proper nouns occur with what Parry 
called “distinctive” epithets (i.e., epithets reserved for individual heroes).  
Lastly, for the examples given above in Parry’s list, regarding syntax, we 
find something quite common in Homeric poetry: a line-final subject 
preceded by an adnominal adjective, both of which are in the nominative 
case in all examples.  To connect this with the variation in segmental 
shape mentioned above, we can now see that the syntactic pattern 
‘epithet+noun’ is distributed across different segmental shapes—which is 
notable, since it shows that the syntactic and grammatical identity of the 
segment remains intact even when different shapes within the segment are 
present; and it is distributed across different lexical outputs, also.   
To summarize, we can say that each segment in the above 
correspondence set agrees in segmental size, position, and syntax, shows 
minor variation in segment-internal shape, yet diverges widely at the level 
of lexical content (the latter of which is precisely the feature whose 
presence is necessary in order to qualify as formulaic on most views).  
The theoretical point is to see that we have evidence here for an abstract 
syntactic template, whose syntactic description would be: adnominal 
adjectival epithet + proper noun governing the behavior of noun-epithet 
formations, localized in the line-final segment.  Whether or not that 
template has actual, demonstrable productive force from the dictional 
point of view, or is merely a correspondence at the descriptive level of 
analysis, is a question that will require further evidence to answer. 
But before moving on to answer the question as to syntax’s possible 
productive force, let us pause for a moment to consider the implications of 
Parry’s arrangement of epithet-noun collocations for our method of 
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analysis.  It can now be seen that Parry’s method already contained, in 
kernel form, the basic points of our modular account.  And since he began 
with noun-epithet formulae, we will too, both to connect our analysis back 
to his but also to shed reciprocal light on his and our own method.  The 
first question that we would like to answer is whether from the purely 
descriptive point of view two segments with identical proper nouns but 
divergent epithets are to be adjudged related or not—and by ‘related,’ we 
mean dictionally, linguistically, and syntactically related, not merely 
accidentally related: 
 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw  #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 5x 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw.   #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 34x 
 
The answer is that indeed the two segments are related, since the two 
provide phonological options for joining the line-final subject “X-adj + 
Achilles” to the preceding segment, depending on whether that preceding 
segment’s word-final phonology necessitated a vowel-initial or 
consonant-initial word following it.  Such an option is essential to the 
very possibility of Homeric diction, as has long been recognized.  But 
given the ubiquity of such pairs, what is the analyst to say then about 
examples where the differences derive not from optional epithets but from 
two different proper names with the same epithet?  For example: 
 
 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw    #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 34x 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw   #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 60x   
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Here we have an example of what Parry called the “generalizing” epithet: 
d›ow was available for use with a large number of proper names in order 
to fill out the verse—this too allowed for the possibility of a flexible 
diction.  Again, we see a kind of syntactic unity governing the segment, 
namely, the application of a general epithet to a proper name.  The point is 
made clearer by the following list, where we begin to see not only its 
‘generalizing’ flexibility, but the ability to inflect in feminine singular and 
masculine plural: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤     ≤ ≥ x  #   
 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw. #  
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÁw # 
≠ d›ow ÉOr°sthw # 
≠ d›ow ÍforbÒw, # / d›on ÍforbÒn: #   
≠ d›ow ÉAlãstvr # 
  ≠ d›ow ÉAgÆnvr # 
≠ d›ow ÉEx°frvn. # 
≠ d›ow ÉEpeiÒw # 
≠ d›ow ÉEpeigeÊw, # 
≠ d›a Kaluc≈, # 
≠ d›oi ÉAxaio‹ # 
≠ d›a gunaik«n # 
≠ d›a yeãvn # 
 
≠ ≥      ≤≤≥ x  # 
≠ d›' ÉAfrod˝th # 
≠ d›' ÖAnteia #  
 
The evidence from the list reveals the degree to which the verse-final 
segment made use of a form of the adjective d›ow/ d›oi/d›a/d›'[a] in 
producing line-final subjects.  But what are we to do about instances 
where neither the epithet nor the proper noun is shared?  Are we not 
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obliged to conclude that this pair must also be considered related, or 
subject to an overarching formal unity which one might describe as a 
syntactic one defined as “epithet+noun”?  Compare, for example: 
 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw  #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 5x 
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw   #  ≠ ≥ ≤  ≤ ≥ x  # 60x   
 
Does the fact that the name ‘Odysseus’ occurs with d›ow here instead of 
the name ÉAxilleÊw entail that the two segments are no longer related?  
No, far from it.  What matters for us is the fact that the only difference, 
from the point of view of the method outlined above, occurs at the level of 
lexicon.30 Otherwise the two segments agree in segmental size, shape, 
metrical position, and syntax.  But they share not a word in common at 
the level of lexical output.  Of course, the phrase “share not a word in 
common” is somewhat imprecise, since the words do share a number of 
grammatical features: both segments have an adjective and a proper noun 
in the nominative case, both are in the singular, and so on; and the fact of 
this grammatical similarity is precisely the point.  From the perspective of 
method, then—which must remain unconcerned with formula definitions, 
a point we have made repeatedly—we can say that we have here incipient 
evidence for the claim that the line-final segment itself allows for the 
substitution of both epithets and heroes’ names, a substitutability that 
would only be possible were there a kind of supervening grammatical or 
syntactical unity to bind them in their local metrical environment.   This is 
a theoretical point to be made once again regarding the descriptive state of 
                                                
30 (»kÁw ÉAxilleÊw without pÒdaw only occurs six times in the Homeric corpus, viz. 
Il. 19.295, 21.211, 22.188, 22.229, 23.218, 24.621.) 
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affairs: the presence of an abstract internal syntax governs the segment’s 
distribution of epithets and nouns.   
 Let us look now at more examples of epithet+noun combinations 
occuring in the same verse position.  We would like to pose the question 
of dictional relation yet again.  In order to take further examples of the 
same phenomenon, let us ask if we are to believe that the segments: 
 
≠ ˆbrimow ÜEktvr #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤            ≥ x  # 
 
and: 
 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤        ≥ x  # 
 
have nothing in common with: 
 
≠ ˆbrimow ÖArhw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  # 
≠ xãlkeow ÖArhw #  ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  # 
 
apart from the fact that the pairs have identical size, position, and syntax 
segment-internally?   Are we really to think, looking back over these four 
examples, that they do not belong to a larger, more encompassing, 
syntactic pattern localized in line-final position?  We would also want to 
compare: 
≠ flppÒta N°stvr # ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  # 
                        ≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh #    ≠ ≥ ≤≤  ≥ x  #  
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The question is well worth asking, since according to traditional formulaic 
conceptions, the four pairs of segments would certainly not be considered 
formulaic.   To these examples we can now add segments that agree in 
metrical position and syntax, but that diverge slightly in terms of metrical 
shape.  Compare the shape:  
 
≠ ≥ ≤     ≤ ≥ x  #:  
≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh # 
 
to the segments already mentioned: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤     ≥ x  # 
 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr #   
≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh: #    
 
and now add further examples with identical shape, such as: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤     ≥ x  # 
 
≠ nÆdumow Ïpnow, #          Il. 2.2, 10.91, 14.242,  
354, 4.793, 12.311,  
12.366,  
 
with yet another shape with identical syntax and position is well attested 
in Homer: 
 
 
≠ ≥ ≤        ≤ ≥ x  # 
  
≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh #    
≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn # 
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≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw. # 
≠ ye›ow ˆneirow:  #    Il. 2.22 
 
Obeying the same syntax and in the same segmental position, there are 
other shapes: 
 
 ≠ ≥ ≤≤ ≥        x  # 
 
≠ mht˝eta ZeÊw #  34x 
  ≠ eÈrÊopa ZeÁw #  5x 
 
It is possible to reverse the word order, but to keep the same line position, 
shape, and syntax as segments mentioned above:  
 
≠ ≥ ≤≤    ≥ x  # 
 
≠ ÖArtemiw ègnØ # 
≠ ÖAsiow ¥rvw #  (1x)  
 
Still more variation in terms of shape: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤       ≤ ≥ x  # 
 
≠ GlaËkow émÊmvn # 
≠ MoËsa l˝geia. # (1x in Odyssey, elsewhere in Hymns, mobilely) 
≠ Mo›ra krataiÆ. #  (several times in Homer, also in Hesiod) 
≠ âIrow élÆthw: #  (1x) 
 
Or, if one prefers, the segment may be characterized by the application of 
the same epithet to heroes who have names with identical metrical size, 
shape, and placement: 
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  ≠ ≥ ≤≤    ≥ x  # 
 
≠ flppÒta TudeÊw: # 
≠ flppÒta OfineÁw # 
≠ flppÒta PhleÊw, # 
≠ flppÒta FuleÊw, # 
≠ flppÒta N°stvr: # 
 
There are further examples where the epithets themselves may be 
inflected according to gender and number, a situation which once again 
suggests an internal syntax constitutive of the segment: 
 
  ≠ ≥ ≤     ≤ ≥ x  #   
 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw. #  
≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÁw # 
≠ d›ow ÉOr°sthw # 
≠ d›ow ÍforbÒw, # / d›on ÍforbÒn: #  (mobile also) 
≠ d›a Kaluc≈, # 
≠ d›oi ÉAxaio‹ # 
 
And with elision before a following vowel-initial name, the same general 
epithet appears in its monosyllabic form: 
 
≠ ≥      ≤≤≥ x  # 
 
≠ d›' ÉAfrod˝th # 
≠ d›' ÖAnteia # (hapax Iliad 6.160) 
 
And still more examples, some of which begin to show inflection in the 
dative and accusative cases: 
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≠ ≥ ≤≤    ≥ x  #  
   
≠ pÒtnia K˝rkh. # 
≠ pÒtnia nÊmfh # 
≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh, # 
≠ pÒtnia mÆthr  # 
≠ pÒtni' ÉEnu≈  #   
   
  ≠ ≥ ≤≤    ≥ x  # 
≠ fa˝dimow A‡aw # 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr: # 
 
≠ ≥ ≤ ≤       ≥ x  # 
≠ fa˝dimow uflÒw / ≠ fa€dimon uflÒn. # 
≠ Fa˝dimow ¥rvw # 
≠ fa˝dima gu›a # 
≠ faid˝mƒ  mƒ, # 
≠ fa˝dima t°kna, # (Hesiod) 
≠ fa˝dimow ÖAtlaw # (Hesiod frag) 
 
≠ ≥ ≤           ≤ ≥ x  # 
≠ fa˝dim' ÉAxilleË # 
≠ fa˝dim' ÉOdusseË: # 
   
  ≠ ≥ ≤           ≤ ≥ x  # 
  ≠ GlaËkow émÊmvn # 
≠ TeËkrow émÊmvn; # 
 
Examples with inflection of various kinds: 
 
≠ ≥ ≤ ≤       ≥ x  # 
≠ ÜEktora d›on # 
≠ N°stora d›on # 
≠ M°ntora d›on # 
≠ M°mnona d›on. # 
≠ ko˝rane la«n # 
≠ poim°na la«n # / poim°ni la«n, # 
≠ ˆrxamow éndr«n, # 
≠ afiy°ri na˝vn # 
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≠ ≥ ≤         ≤ ≥ x  # 
≠ fËla gunaik«n. # / ≠ fËla Gigãntvn. # 
≠ f°rtat' ÉAxai«n # 
≠ ßrkow ÉAxai«n: # (also mobile in one instance) 
≠ d›a yeãvn # 
≠ d«tor •ãvn # 
≠ kÊdeÛ ga˝vn # 
≠ pÒtnia yhr«n # (hapax) 
 
For the purposes of methodological completeness, we would like also to 
point out that the segment reaching from the hepthemimeral caesura to 
line-end also shows comparable phenomena for nominative, and inflected, 
epithet+noun segments: 
 
¨ ≥ ≥      ≤ ≤ ≥ x  # 
¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn # 
¨ kre˝vn ÉElefÆnvr # 
¨ kre˝vn ÉEtevneÊw, # 
¨ kre˝vn EÎmhlow: # 
¨ kre˝vn ÑElikãvn # 
¨ kre˝vn ÉAgapÆnvr # 
¨ kre˝vn §nos˝xyvn: # 
  ¨ krei«n §rat˝zvn #  
 
  ¨ ≤ ≤ ≥ ≤ ≤ ≥ x  # 
¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw # 
¨ kraterÚw LukomÆdhw, # 
¨ kraterÚw LukÒorgow # 
¨ kraterÚw Megap°nyhw # 
¨ kraterÚw Polupo˝thw # 
¨ kraterÒw t' ÉEfiãlthw # 
¨ kraterÚw Di≈rhw # 
 
¨ ≤ ≤ ≥ ≤   ≤ ≥ x  # 
¨ Men°laow émÊmvn, # 
¨ KlutÒnhow émÊmvn: # 
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The existence of correspondence sets such as these does not yet in itself 
prove the reality of analogical, or syntactically productive influence.  For 
that kind of proof, we rely upon the kind of evidence we observed when 
we saw an entirely new adjectival inflection, ≠ eÈr°a ponton #, created 
in order to inflect a particular Homeric segment.  And so let us also recall 
the example of the prepositional phrase. The prepositional phrase is, in a 
way, already a syntactic template embedded in spoken language—once it 
appears in Homeric diction, it behaves in the same way: the preposition 
requires that an object occur in a particular grammatical case and in a 
particular position in the line appropriate to it.  After all, substitution of 
the prepositional object according to the syntactic schema is what defines 
the phrase as a prepositional phrase in the first place.  What the example 
of ≠ e·neka + noun in the gen. # showed, then, was the reality of a 
grammatical or syntactic template, already embedded in the language 
itself, now localized at a particular point in the verse.  This is yet one 
more piece of evidence to suggest that the template defined as  “ ≠ 
adnominal epithet + noun # ” is a piece of dictional morphology equally 
as idiomatic and equally well embedded in the hexametrically constrained 
poetic language as the prepositional phrase is in the spoken language.  If 
prepositional phrases work in this way, then is it not thinkable that other 
caesura-bound segments might too?  To return to noun-epithet formulae in 
verse-final position, consider these examples: 
 
 t∞w gene∞w ¶klecen ™ ênaj éndr«n ÉAgx˝shw    Il. 5.268 
 ka˝ nÊ ken ¶ny' épÒloito ™ ênaj éndr«n Afine˝aw,   Il. 5.311 
 yeÊsesyai: toÁw d' aÔyi ™ ênaj éndr«n AÈge˝aw   Il. 11.701 
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 je›now gãr ofl ¶dvken ™ ênaj éndr«n EèfÆthw   Il. 15. 532 
 Œrto polÁ pr«tow m¢n ™ ênaj éndr«n Eîmhlow   Il. 23.288 
 
These examples suggest that the hemistich ‘ ™ ênaj éndr«n + proper 
name in the genitive case’ functions not entirely differently than the 
prepositional phrase.  In addition to well attested segments for Diomedes 
and Menelaos, futher substitution can occur with proper names and even 
verbs: 
 
Ùc¢ d¢ dØ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 9.696 
tÚn prÒterow pros°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il. 10.36 
ka‹ tÒt' êr' A‡aw e‰pe ™ boØn égayÚn Men°laon:   Il. 17.23 
 
Thus far, these examples show only inflection of a hemistich.  Not only is 
the subject of the hemistich able to be replaced by other proper names (a 
completely normal occurrence), but it is possible even to substitute a noun 
and then inflect it as well: 
 
ÜEktora d¢ frãssanto ™ boØn égayÚn ka‹ •ta˝rouw,   Il. 15.671 
 
and: 
 
Pãmmonã t' ÉAnt˝fonÒn te ™ boØn égayÒn te Pol˝thn  Il. 24.250 
 
What is more, as we have seen, it was also possible to substitute a 
segment-final verb, or to insert a verb inside the segment, or to add a verb 
and inflect still another term inside the segment.  All three of which 
happen here, in respective order: 
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ÜEktvr dØ parå nhus‹ ™ boØn égayÚw polem˝zei   Il. 13.123 
oÓw •tãrouw Ùl°konta ™ boØn égayÚw bãlen A‡aw   Il. 15.249 
efi d° pou A‡antÒw ge ™ boØn égayo›o puyo˝mhn,   Il. 17.102 
 
When looking at this correspondence set in particular, it becomes clear as 
to why it is preferable in specific instances to speak of modules and not 
templates: while the boundaries of the segment are absolutely fixed and 
the lexical content of the segment more or less stable, there is far too 
much variety here in the substiution of words and phrases to allow the 
analyst to be comfortable with a reduction of the heterogeneity down to 
merely one or two, or even three, grammatical schemata or templates. 
 In this last set of examples, then, we have moved beyond the mere 
substitution of one proper name in connection with a generalizing epithet.  
We have witnessed instead far more variety, and undeniable evidence for 
binding structures as well as syntactically productive schemata.  All of the 
segments begin at the trochaic caesura, of course, because they have each 
been built by substituting a word or phrase within, and according to, the  
“boØn égayÚw X (nom or gen)” template.  The final slot may be filled 
by DiomÆdhw or Men°laow, or as in the latter example, the entire 
segment can be inflected in the accusative: boØn égayÚn Men°laon.  
Once that inflection has occurred, it takes only one further substitution to 
inflect the line in the accusative with two direct objects: ™ boØn égayÚn 
ka‹ •ta˝rouw.  Further substitutions become possible, including the 
insertion of the verbs polem˝zei (Il. 13.123), bãlen (Il. 15.249), and 
puyo˝mhn (Il. 17.102).  The latter example even saw an inflection of the 
adjective égayÚw into the genitive case.  Lest there be any doubt as to 
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just how well attested this hemistich is throughout the corpus, compare all 
occurences: 
 
t«n aÔy' ≤gemÒneue ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw    Il. 2.563 
sumpãntvn d' ≤ge›to ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 2.567 
 
aÈtÒmatow d° ofl ∑lye ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il. 2.408 
t«n ofl édelfeÚw ∑rxe ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow   Il. 2.586 
to›si d¢ ka‹ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il. 3.96 
ÖOfra to‹ émfep°nonto ™ boØn égayÚn Men°laon,  Il. 4.220 
ÖAdrhston d' êr' ¶peita ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow   Il. 6.37 
tÚn prÒterow pros°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il. 10.36 
TÚn d' ±me˝bet' ¶peita ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il. 10.60 
ÉAtre˝dhn d' êxow eÂle ™ boØn égayÚn Men°laon:   Il. 13.58 
ÉAtre˝dhw d' êra xe›ra ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow   Il. 13.59 
ÉAnt€loxon d' ˆtrune ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il. 15.568 
ka‹ tÒt' êr' A‡aw e‰pe ™ boØn égayÚn Men°laon:   Il. 17.23 
àVw ¶fat', oÈd' ép˝yhse ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,   Il. 17.246 
TØn d' aÔte pros°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Il.17.560 
ka‹ tÒt' êr' A‡aw e‰pe ™ boØn égayÚn Men°laon:   Il. 17.65 
àVw ¶fat', oÈd' ép˝yhse ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,   Il.17.656 
Õw épÚ PatrÒkloio ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow   Il. 17.665 
aÈt∞mar d° ofl ∑lye ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,    Od. 3.31 
 rnut' êr' §j eÈn∞fi ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow    Od. 4.307 
 Õw fãto, me˝dhsen d¢ ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,   Od. 4.60 
 éll' ˆtrune tãxista ™ boØn égayÚn Men°laon   Od. 15.14 
 égx˝molon d° sf' ∑lye ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,   Od. 15.57 
 tÚn d' ±me˝bet' ¶peita ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow:   Od. 15.67 
 aÈtår §pe‹ tÒ g' êkouse ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,   Od. 15.92 
 tÚn pËr k∞ai ênvge ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow   Od. 15. 97  
 e‡reto d' aÈt˝k' ¶peita ™ boØn égayÚw Men°laow,         Od. 17.120 
dØ tÒt' ¶peit' ±rçto ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 5.114 
tãvn ìw §p°telle ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw,    Il. 5.320 
tª d' §p‹ makrÚn ê#se ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 5.347 
Afine˝& d' §pÒrouse ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw,    Il. 5.432 
TÚn d¢ fid∆n =˝ghse ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 5.596 
deÊterow aÔy' …rmçto ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw   Il. 5.855 
ÖAjulon d' êr' ¶pefne ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw   Il. 6.12 
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tÚn prÒterow pros°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 6.122 
 àVw fãto, gÆyhsen d¢ ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 6.212 
Ùc¢ d¢ dØ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 7.399 
efi mØ êr' ÙjÁ nÒhse ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 8.91 
TÚn d' ±me˝bet' ¶peita ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 8.145 
Ùc¢ d¢ dØ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 9.31 
Ùc¢ d¢ dØ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 9.696 
to›si d¢ ka‹ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:    Il. 10.219 
to›w d' aÔtiw met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 10.241 
  DeÊterow aÔt' ±rçto ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 10.283 
tÚn d¢ fid∆n =˝ghse ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw,    Il. 11.345 
ÜEktvr dØ parå nhus‹ ™ boØn égayÚw polem˝zei   Il. 13.123 
 To›si d¢ ka‹ met°eipe ™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw:   Il. 14.109 
oÓw •tãrouw Ùl°konta ™ boØn égayÚw bãlen A‡aw   Il. 15.249 
ÜEktora d¢ frãssanto ™ boØn égayÚn ka‹ •ta˝rouw,   Il. 15.671 
efi d° pou A‡antÒw ge ™ boØn égayo›o puyo˝mhn,   Il. 17.102 
Pãmmonã t' ÉAnt˝fonÒn te ™ boØn égayÒn te Pol˝thn  Il. 24.250 
 
The same phenomenon is well attested at the hepthemimeral caesura as 
well.  There are countless examples with Agamemnon.  One of the least 
complex would be: 
 
to›sin d' eÈxÒmenow met°fh ¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn:  Il.2.411 
 
But of course there are further substitutions that occur with regularity: 
 
tÚn d¢ pesÒnta pod«n ¶labe ¨ kre˝vn ÉElefÆnvr   Il. 4.463 
TØn d¢ m°g' ÙxyÆsaw pros°fh ¨ kre˝vn §nos˝xyvn:   Il. 8.208 
efi mÆ sfve patØr eÈrÁ ¨ kre˝vn §nos˝xyvn    Il. 11.751 
OÈd' élaoskopiØn e‰xe ¨ kre˝vn §nos˝xyvn:     Il. 13.10 
tØn ÉAnthnor˝dhw e‰xe ¨ kre˝vn Ñelikãvn     Il. 3.123 
st∞san: ı d¢ promol∆n ‡deto ¨ kre˝vn ÉEtevneÊw,   Od. 4.22 
ÉAntilÒxou: metå tÚn d' ¶laxe ¨ kre˝vn EÎmhlow:    Il. 23.354 
t«n ∑rx' ÉAgka˝oio pãÛw ¨ kre˝vn ÉAgapÆnvr   Il. 2.609 
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These are easily enough understood against the background of this: 
 
¥rvw ÉAtre˝dhw eÈrÁ ¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn    Il. 1.102 
TÚn d' épameibÒmenow pros°fh ¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn    Il. 1.130 
∑ gãr m' ÉAtre˝dhw eÈrÁ ¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn    Il. 1.355 
  
The hepthemimeral caesura shows other examples: 
 
ín d' êra Tude˝dhw Œrto, ¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw  Il. 23.812 
oÈd¢ går oÈd¢ DrÊantow uflÚw ¨ kraterÚw LukÒorgow   Il. 6.130 
A‰an sf«Û m¢n aÔyi, sÁ ka‹ ¨ kraterÚw LukomÆdhw   Il. 12.366 
˜w ofl thlÊgetow g°neto ¨ kraterÚw Megap°nyhw   Od. 4.11 
y∞k' aÈtoË propãroiye f°rvn ¨ kraterÚw Megap°nyhw, Od. 15.122 
ÖEny' aÔ PeiriyÒou uflÚw ¨ kraterÚw Polupo˝thw   Il. 12.182 
toÁw d' aÔt' §j êntrou pros°fh ¨ kraterÚw PolÊfhmow: Od. 9.407 
tÚn d' §pimassãmenow pros°fh ¨ kraterÚw PolÊfhmow  Od. 9.446 
ka‹ t€ni s' §japãthse dÒlƒ ¨ krater[Úw Polud]°gmvn  Dem. 404 
x≈rhsen, tª d' ¶kyor' ênaj ¨ kraterÚw Polud°gmvn  Dem. 430 
 
These are easily enough understood as syntactic substitutions based on: 
 
àVw fãto, tÚn d' oÎ ti pros°fh ¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw   Il. 4.401 
TÚn d' êr' ÍpÒdra fid∆n ´ pros°fh ¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw: Il. 4.411 
Õw mema∆w Tr≈essi m˝gh ¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw.   Il. 5.143 
 
Segmental Expansion, Horizontal Inflection, and Modular Diction in 
Noun-Epithet Formulae  
Let us look now at Parry’s same list of “noun-epithet formulae of 
gods and heroes in the nominative case, principal types” in order to see a 
different phenomenon: segmental expansion.  As we will see, what we are 
calling segmental ‘expansion’ will turn out to be, in essence, a 
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subcategory of segmental inflection, in the sense analyzed above: just as 
the segment can inflect in a vertical manner internal to the segment, in 
Homeric poetry the segment can also inflect (i.e., expand) horizontally to 
accommodate other segmental lengths needed for making differently sized 
pieces of diction (especially in the nominative case).  When we look at all 
of the instances from Parry’s list, for example, it turns out that the longer 
segments are built directly from the shorter segments—or the reverse, the 
shorter segments are built from reduction of the longer segments 
(whichever may be the case, and it is probably impossible to know).  First 
the segments from bucolic diaresis and hepthemimeral caesura to line-
end: 
 ≠  d›ow ÉOdusseÊw      #  60 x  
 ≠  §sylÚw ÉOdusseÁw #  331x 
       ¨ polÊmhtiw ÉOdusseÊw #  81x 
  ¨ ptol˝poryow ÉOdusseÁw #  4x 
 
And now the segment from trochaic caesura to line-end, which looks to be 
an expansion of the segment ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw # by one word, 
polÊtlaw: 
 
™ polÊtlaw (≠) d›ow ÉOdusseÊw #  38x 
 
The segment between trochaic caesura and line-end contains the already 
well-attested bucolic segment ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw # inside of it.  This 
                                                
31 N.B.: §sylÚw ÉOdusseÁw is not a context-free occurrence.  It only occurs three 
times in the Odyssey, clustered within the Telemachia, all in the same speech whereby 
Telemachus asks someone if they have seen §sylÚw ÉOdusseÁw. 
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phenomenon turns out to be regular for well-attested noun-epithet 
formulae.  Consider the next god on Parry’s table, ÉAyÆnh, where a 
segment at the trochaic caesura contains the hepthemimerally localized 
segment within itself.  Parry’s examples: 
 
≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh #   33x 
≠ [Ùbrimopãtrh]  # 3x (but inflected in gen, also 3x = 
review segments) 
¨  glauk«piw ÉAyÆnh #  26x 
 
™ yeå glauk«piw ÉAyÆnh #     (51x) (built by adding yeå to hepth.) 
™ ÉAlalkomenh˛w ÉAyÆnh #            (2x)  
# Pallåw ÉAyhna˝h ´  (8x) 
 
The segment ™ yeå glauk«piw ÉAyÆnh #, which occurs 51 times in the 
corpus, contains the well-attested segment reaching from hepthemimeral 
caesura to line-end, ¨ glauk«piw ÉAyÆnh #, within it.  This is another 
example of segmental inflection, in that it allows the nominative case of 
the subject to take on still further metrical sizes, in order to allow further 
flexibility in forming subjects within the matrix of the diction.  Seeing this 
also provides an insight into the way that this diction works on a 
syntactic, and ultimately modular, basis (we say ‘modular’ because the 
well-established line-final segments localized between the hepthemimeral 
caesura and bucolic diaeresis are expanded into the longer, hemistich-
length segments).  The findings for ApÒllvn, which has only one 
adonic segment, are as follows:32 
                                                
32  Though Parry does not mention it, the following segment is also attested in the 
Homeric Hymns and in Hesiod: # [Fo›bow ékersekÒmhw] ´    
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≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn #   (33x) 
¨ DiÚw uflÚw ÉApÒllvn #  (2x) 
¨ •kãergow ÉApÒllvn #  (6x) 
¨ klutÒtojow ÉApÒllvn.” # (1x) 
™ ênaj DiÚw uflÚw ÉApÒllvn # (5x) 
™ ênaj •kãergow ÉApÒllvn # (3x) 
 
 In this case we see that both segments localized after the trochaic caesura 
contain segments attested from the hephthemimeral caesura to line-end.  
For ÉAxilleÊw we have the following system: 
 
≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw    #   (34x) 
≠ »kÁw ÉAxilleÊw: #   (5x) 
¨ pÒdaw »kÁw ÉAxilleÊ # (31x) (built from the preceding ex.) 
¨ megãyumow ÉAxilleÁw #  (1x) 
™ podãrkhw d›ow ÉAxilleÊw:  #   (many x) (built from ≠ dios Achill.) 
 
The segment localized behind the trochaic caesura contains the segment ≠ 
d›ow ÉAxilleÊw#,  localized after the bucolic diaeresis.   
As for ZeÊw, we have the following segments: 
 
≠ mht˝eta ZeÊw #   34x 
≠ eÈrÊopa ZeÁw #   5x 
¨ nefelhger°ta ZeÊw #  30x 
¨ ZeÁw terpik°raunow #  4x 
¨ sterophger°ta ZeÊw #  1x 
™ ÉOlÊmpiow eÈrÊopa ZeÁw  # 1x (also in Hesiod) 
™ barÊktupow eÈrÊopa ZeÁw # 1x (not mentioned in Parry) 
™ patØr éndr«n te ye«n te # 
 # ZeÁw Ícibrem°thw ´  5x (in Hymns and Hesiod as well) 
 
As for ÜHrh, the adonic segment occurs 11 times: 
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≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh #    11x (cf pÒtnia mÆthr) 
¨ leuk≈lenow ÜHrh  #      3x 
™ bo«piw pÒtnia ÜHrh #     11x 
™ yeå leuk≈lenow ÜHrh #   19x 
 
As for ÜEktvr, we have 
 
≠ ˆbrimow ÜEktvr #    29x 
≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr #   4x 
¨ koruya˝olow ÜEktvr #   25x 
™ m°gaw koruya˝olow ÜEktvr #  12x 
# ÜEktvr Priam˝dhw  ´     6x 
 
There are only two segments for N°stvr, though the longer segment 
seems to have been built from the adonic-shaped one: 
 
≠ flppÒta N°stvr #   1x 
 
and built from it: 
 
¨ GerÆniow flppÒta N°stvr #  1x 
 
The next god, ÖArhw, has a slightly more developed system.  Here it is:  
 
≠ xãlkeow ÖArhw #    5x 
≠ ˆbrimow ÖArhw #    5x 
¨ xrusÆniow ÖArhw #   1x 
™ briÆpuow ˆbrimow ÖArhw #  1x 
™ ÖArhw îtow pol°moio #   3x 
™ m°now ˆbrimow ÖArhw #   (not mentioned by Parry) 
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The system for DiomÆdhw: 
 
[ ≠ Tud°ow uflÚw # ]             8x  (inflected in the acc. sg. too) 
¨ kraterÚw DiomÆdhw #   12x 
¨ égayÚw DiomÆdhw #   1x 
™ boØn égayÚw DiomÆdhw #    21x 
 
The last hero on Parry’s chart is ÉAgam°mnvn.   
 
¨ kre˝vn ÉAgam°mnvn #   26x 
™ ênaj éndr«n ÉAgam°mnvn #   37x  
# ¥rvw ÉAtre˝dhw ´   (Parry says 3, but there are more) 
 
In these examples of noun-epithet-based segment construction we discern 
yet another fundamental principle governing Homeric diction: the 
possibility of segmental expansion, which amounts to a kind of horizontal 
inflection, for the purpose of increasing the size of the segment.  This 
modular flexibility then allows for the efficient creation of segments that 
will fit when localized behind both the (1) hepthemimeral caesura and (2) 
bucolic diaeresis, as well as within (3) trochaic-caesura-to-line-end 
segments.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 
Review of Scholarship From the Perspective of Modular Diction 
 
 
 As we have mentioned, discussions of segmental syntax in the 
Homeric corpus will need to consider proposals made by Joseph Russo 
concerning the reality of a “structural formula” and its relation to 
composition and analysis.  In the appendix to his well known article, “The 
Structural formula in Homeric Verse,” Russo gives examples of words 
and syntagms that comprise, according to him, structural formulae.33  He 
arranges the evidence according to line segments in some instances, but 
more often according to individual words (a questionable procedure, as 
we will see).  We will begin by looking at his categories, which we have 
taken directly from the appendix to the article.  We will next test the 
validity of his claims regarding structural formularity according to the 
insights that we have secured in our own study heretofore, and we will 
then take the differences between Russo’s claims and our own as points of 
departure for describing more precisely the nature of Homeric verse, both 
its analysis and composition.  The latter we do in an effort to bring a 
number of concluding thoughts to this study, and the study to a sensible 
ending point.   
 We begin with Russo’s first instance of a structural formula.  His 
first example, taken from his sizeable appendix of structural formulae at 
the end of the article, is as follows: 
 
                                                
33 Russo 1966. 
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“A. Single long words used before the A or B caesura 
1. ≥ µ  ≥    (participle) 
 
oÈlom°nhn 
xvom°nƒ 
•stãmenai 
teirom°nouw 
spe˝santew 
§sbãntew  
efisorÒvn  
kagxalÒvn” 
 
The first question conerns Russo’s definition.  From the point of view that 
we established above, whereby five parameters need to be considered 
when evaluating the formulaic behavior of any lexical item, “Single long 
words before the A or B caesura” does not provide the analytic specificity 
that we need for an analysis of line segments possessing internal syntax.  
Russo has essentially identified metrical position, and two possibilities for 
metrical size (before the A or B caesura), as the parameters for his 
evidence.  To denote the metrical position as a localization before the A or 
B caesura is, indeed a starting point for a definition, though an incomplete 
one, since segments behave differently when reaching to the 
penthemimeral and trochaic caesura.  What is more, if we were to grant 
that “single words” can be filed under the category of a structural formula, 
then we would need to know more about that single word’s behavior in 
relation to adjacent words, and probably need a further theory of 
formularity in addition.  
 The first word in Russo’s list is a familiar one, oÈlom°nhn.  If we 
consider all occurrences of the participle, both in the inflected form given 
by Russo in his appendix, but also in its other inflections, we find fifteen 
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examples from the two poems and Hymns.  Although the arrangement of 
the evidence will vary depending on one’s interpretive priorities, when we 
begin with the inflected word in verse-initial position, we find four 
examples in a segment from verse-opening to the trochaic caesura: 
 
oÈlom°nhn, ∂ mur˝' ™ ÉAxaio›w êlge' ¶yhke,   Il. 1.2 
oÈlom°nhn, √ t' afi¢n ™ éÆsula ¶rga m°mhlen.   Il. 5.876 
oÈlom°nhn, ∂ pollå ™ kãk' ényr≈poisi d˝dvsi:  Od. 17.287 
oÈlom°nhw, ∂ pollå ™ kãk' ényr≈poisi d˝dvsin.  Od. 17.474 
 
In each case the word is enjambed and followed directly by a relative 
pronoun.  The word oÈlom°nhn can also be inflected into other cases, as 
it is in the fourth example above, oÈlom°nhw.  When we compare the two 
verses side by side, we find what looks to be an inflected verse segment, 
and we note that the two verses appear in the same book of the Odyssey 
(less than two hundred lines apart, incidentally): 
 
oÈlom°nhn, ∂ pollå ™ kãk' ényr≈poisi d˝dvsi:  Od. 17.287 
oÈlom°nhw, ∂ pollå ™ kãk' ényr≈poisi d˝dvsin.  Od. 17.474 
 
The question for us, however, is whether we can extract something 
approximating a “structural formula” from the attested evidence of this 
word oÈlom°nhn.  From what we have seen above, it looks as if the 
enjambed participle, when followed by a relative clause and with the verb 
occurring in the second hemistich in line-final position, may indeed have 
constituted a vague sort of prosodic syntactic structure available to the 
poet—to buttress this claim, we observe that in the four examples we have 
a direct object and an indirect object in the second hemistich as well.  
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Perhaps, then, we are dealing with a whole-line segment?  There is one 
major obstactle, however.  The syntactic patternings in all instances are by 
no means identical, as the four examples show.  Still more problematic is 
the fact that other examples complicate the picture.  Consider these 
verses: 
 
oÈlÒmen' a‡y'  fellew ™ éeikel˝ou stratoË êllou  Il. 14.84 
oÈlom°nvn; tå d¢ p∞ma ™ yeo‹ y°san ÉArge˝oisi:  Od. 11.555 
oÈlÒmen', efi dÆ poÊ tiw ™ §pourãniow yeÒw §sti:   Od. 17.484 
oÈlom°nhw §m°yen, t∞w ™ te ZeÁw ˆlbon éphÊra.  Od. 18.273 
oÈlÒmenon kamathrÒn, ™ ˜ te stug°ousi yeo˝ per.          Aphr. 246 
 
In these examples, if we look only at the segment reaching to the trochaic 
caesura, we do indeed find that each segment is the same size.  And so we 
do have a potential correspondence set.  Complicating the picture 
significantly, however, is the occurrence of the participle at the masculine 
caesura ( = ´ ) in the following manner: 
 
fãrmakon oÈlÒmenon, ´ tÒ sfin pÒre pÒtnia K˝rkh: Od. 10.394 
¶kta sÁn oÈlom°n˙ ´ élÒxƒ o‰kÒnde kal°ssaw,  Od. 11.410 
éll' ßnek' oÈlom°nhw ´ gastrÚw kakå kÆde' ¶xousin  Od. 15.344 
      
Again, since in these three examples the participle occurs in the same 
metrical position (before the penthemimeral caesura), and since the three 
segments are the same size, we have here at least a candidate for a 
structural formula.  However, the syntax of each of the three examples is 
different; and more importantly, to set up a syntactic template for this 
segment would require conceptualizing the segment as a segment 
reaching from verse-opening to the penthemimeral caesura, and not the 
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trochaic caesura, as we saw above, which would mean that we are looking 
at two different segments and two different template candidates (at the 
very least), not one ‘structural formula.’   
 When the internal syntax of the segments diverges so significantly, 
how can we justify explaining the participle’s usage as the result of a 
single structural formula?  We cannot.  There is quite clearly no single 
syntactic schema that undergirds the participle’s appearance in the verse-
initial hemistich, or even in the verse’s opening position.  The presence of 
a mere participle in the same position in only three lines of the entire 
corpus can hardly merit classification as a structural formula, at least 
without further criteria or constraints, since doing so would amount to 
granting formulaic status to single words, and single words very weakly 
attested to begin with.  Furthermore, how would one begin to separate the 
occurrence here from the prosodological fact that participles with that 
particular shape will tend to occur there by the nature of the structure of 
the hexameter, given O’Neill’s findings and the word-type metrical 
localizations that can be predicted from them? 
 Regarding the possibility of segmental correspondence at the 
grammatical level in the three verses, the closest we come is the partial 
agreement in Od. 11.410 and Od. 15.344, where in both instances a verse-
opening word is followed by a prepositional phrase and an inflected form 
of oÈlom°n—.  Still, if we were to call this agreement anything at all, we 
would have to characterize the segmental correspondence as one in which 
an opening word, a prepositional phrase, and an inflected form of 
oÈlom°n- occur together.  This would be a kind of sub-subset of any 
structural formula spanning the corpus for all occurrences of oÈlom°n- 
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participles, to say nothing of the larger question of the abstract syntactic 
patterns governing participles position as a whole occurring in that 
metrical —which is where the real proof for something definitively 
structural would be seen.  The following examples constitute all 
remaining participles made from this verb in the corpus.  Note that though 
the two examples occur separated by twenty books, and are in fact the 
same hemistich segment in line-final position34: 
 
lãyr˙, énvÛst˝, dÒlƒ ™ oÈlom°nhw élÒxoio.    Od. 4.92 
Afig˝syou ÍpÚ xers‹ ka‹™ oÈlom°nhw élÒxoio.”   Od. 24.97 
 
When we take all of these instances together as a correspondence set, 
there is no question but that the segmental behavior of 
oÈlom°nhn/oÈlom°nhw/etc in the Homeric corpus points to a number of 
interesting phenomena.  However, the presence of the word itself in the 
opening hemistich is nowhere close to being sufficient for warranting a 
classification of the word, or the segments in which it occurs, as a single 
structural formula.  
As for the next item in Russo’s list, xvom°nƒ, we will pass over it 
for the time being, for the simple reason that to study the occurrence of 
medio-passive participles located at the trochaic caesura would require the 
investigation of lists of hundreds upon hundreds of examples from the 
Homeric corpus.  To consult such lists would yield diminishing returns 
for the purpose of putting Russo’s method to the test.   
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 The next word in Russo’s list, then, is •stãmenai. Does this word 
point to a structural formula?  Here is the evidence for segments built 
from verse-opening to the penthemimeral caesura:  
 
•stãmenai krater«w, ´ ≥ t' ¶blht' ≠ ≥ t' ¶bal' êllon. Il. 11.410 
•stãmenai krater«w, ´ mØ d¢ trvpçsye fÒbon d°.  Il. 15.666 
aÈt≈ y' •stãmenai ´ krater«w ka‹ énvg°men êllouw: Il. 13.56 
•stãmenai m°leon ´ sÁn teÊxesin, ≠ éllå lÊ' ·ppouw: Il. 10.480 
 
and reaching to the trochaic caesura: 
 
•stãmenai per‹ to›xon ™ §#stay°ow megãroio,   Il. 18.374 
 
Given the paucity, and heterogeneity, of the evidence for this particular 
structural formula candidate, the suggestion that this word might attain the 
threshold of such a denomination remains mysterious.  It clearly is not a 
formula at all, much less a structural one.  In four of five examples it does 
occur in verse-initial position, but one is of a different length (reaching to 
the trochaic caesura).  Furthermore, there is no consideration taken, or 
analysis made, or discursive explanation given, as to what the other words 
surrounding out supposedly structural formula are doing.  The example 
and its analysis look to be incomplete. 
Russo’s next candidate for a structural formula is the word 
teirom°nouw.  This, too, is an odd suggestion for a structural formula, 
since it occurs no more than three times in the corpus: 
 
teirom°nouw §rÊesyai ™ ÍpÚ Tr≈vn ÙrumagdoË.   Il. 9.248 
teirom°nouw §l°aire ™ katå stratÒn, o· se yeÚn Õw   Il. 9.302 
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teirom°nouw d' §p‹ nhus‹n ™ fid∆n §l°hsen ÉAxaioÊw.  Il. 15.44 
 
While the three occurrences do show the same verse position, namely 
verse-initially, and while all three examples are at least in a segment with 
the same metrical size and shape, there is no consideration given to the 
syntax of the three.  This absence is fatal for the claim that we have here a 
structural formula, since the third example seems to be unrelated to the 
first two, while the first two seem to be related to each other only 
distantly. 
The next word in Russo’s appendix is spe˝santew.  It is in cases 
such as these that our methodological insistence on the categories of size, 
shape, position, syntax, and lexicon bears fruit, since the word can be 
prima facie shown not to be a structural formula at all, on account of its 
distribution across too wide a range of metrical positions and sizes: 
 
spe˝santew parå n∞aw ™ ‡san pãlin: ≠ ∑rxe d' ÉOdusseÊw.  Il. 9.657 
spe˝santew ko˝toio ™ med≈meya: ≠ to›o går Àrh.   Od. 3.334 
ka‹ tÒte dØ spe˝santew ™ ¶ban klis˝hn d¢ ßkastow,   Il. 9.712 
 p°mpet° me spe˝santew ™ épÆmona, ≠ xa˝rete d' aÈto˝  Od. 13.39 
 
And to the penthemimeral caesura: 
 
ˆfra spe˝santew ´ katake˝omen ≠ o‡kad' fiÒntew:   Od. 18.419 
ˆfra spe˝santew ´ kataye˝omen ≠ égkÊla tÒja:    Od. 21.264 
 
The first four examples show segments ending at the trochaic caesura, two 
of which are verse-initial, two of which are segment-final.  The next two 
examples are in fact the same segment, and built only to extend to the 
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masculine caesura, with similarly shaped verbs following in the identical 
position, i.e., located before the bucolic diaeresis.  Again, we see evidence 
of interesting segmental behavior, and we have a glimpse at how Homeric 
diction actually functioned, but find nothing justifying the claim that 
spe˝santew itself constitutes a structural formula: there is too much 
variety in its metrical position, and too much variation in the segment-
internal words that surround it.  The segments would be better analyzed 
by the modular methods advocated in our opening chapters. 
Somewhat surprisingly, Russo also lists the word §sbãntew as a 
structural formula.  We say ‘surprisingly,’ because the word is attested 
only once in the Homeric corpus, in the following passage: 
 
 aÈto‹ d' fldr« pollÚn épen˝zonto yalãss˙ 
 §sbãntew knÆmaw te ™ fid¢ lÒfon émf˝ te mhroÊw.  Il. 10.573 
        aÈtår §pe˝ sfin kËma yalãsshw fldr« pollÚn 
 
While we do not deny that a surface output of only one occurrence may 
still in some cases merit classification, under certain conditions, as 
formular—given the right specifications and methodology—this example 
surely proves nothing.   
The last word on Russo’s opening list is kagxalÒvn.  It occurs 
only twice in the poems of Homer: 
 
teÊxesi pamfa˝nvn Àw t' ±l°ktvr §bebÆkei 
kagxalÒvn, tax°ew ´ d¢ pÒdew f°ron: ≠ a‰ca d' ¶peita  Il. 6.514 
 
and: 
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  àVw efip∆n tãfroio diÆlase m≈nuxaw ·ppouw 
   kagxalÒvn: ëma d' êlloi ™ ‡san xa˝rontew ÉAxaio   Il. 10.565 
 
Though both examples have the same metrical position, and both are 
enjambed, what explanation would one need to adopt in order to claim 
that these two instances constitute a formula?  A formula compared to 
what?  In view of what criteria?  On what basis?  Again, the claim turns 
out to be incomplete, at best.  Both occurrences are in segments of 
different length, neither show a binding syntax, and neither seem to have 
related material in adjacent segments.  This seems then not to be a 
structural formula. 
 Russo’s next category of candidates for structural formulae is the 
“adverb” in the first hemistich.  Here is his list (the second in the 
appendix), which he provides at the conclusion of his article: 
 
2. ≥ µ ≥    (adverb)  
karpal˝mvw (also in Hesiod and the Hymns) 
éspas˝vw (also in Hesiod) 
=hÛd˝vw 
nvlem°vw (in Tyrtaeus, in same position) 
smerdal°on (in Hymns and Hesiod) 
ént˝bion (éntib˝hn) 
k.t.l. 
 
At first glance, the suggestion that a single word, in this case an adverb, 
may count as a formula, would indeed be controversial, and in need of a 
supplementary argument.  The complete evidence for his first word, 
karpal˝mvw, is the following.  First we give the segments built to 
extend to the penthemimeral caesura, next we give them for the trochaic 
caesura: 
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   karpal˝mvw d' én°du ´ poli∞w èlÚw ±@t' Ùm˝xlh,  Il. 1.359  
 karpal˝mvw, tØn d' efiw ´ ˜rmon pro°ressan §retmo›w.  Il. 1.435, Od.15.497 
 karpal˝mvw prÚ ne«n ´ §x°men laÒn te ka‹ ·ppouw  Il. 9.708 
 karpal˝mvw d' ·ppvn ´ §pebÆseto: kÒce d' ÉOdusseÁw Il. 10.513 
 karpal˝mvw, §pe‹ oÈx ´ flerÆÛon oÈd¢ boe˝hn   Il. 22.159 
 karpal˝mvw, épÚ d¢ ´ xla›nan bãle foinikÒessan,  Od. 14.500 
 karpal˝mvw d' énÒrous' ´ ÍpÚ xãrmatow: aÈtår ˜ g' aÈtÚw Dem. 371 
 
Now, in a different metrical position: 
 
 xa˝rvn karpal˝mvw, ´ efi ka‹ mãla thlÒyen §ss˝.  Od. 6.312, 7.194 
 tÒfra d¢ karpal˝mvw ´ §j˝keto nhËw §#ergØw   Od. 12.166 
 ¶nyen karpal˝mvw ´pros°bhw prÚw deirãda yÊvn,   Hy. Apollo 281 
 Õw êra karpal˝mvw ´ fiÆsato yoËron ÖArha.   Il. 5.904 
  
Now in a segment reaching to the trochaic caesura: 
 
 karpal˝mvw êrnãw te ™ f°rein Pr˝amÒn te kal°ssai: Il. 3.117 
 karpal˝mvw d' ·kane ™ yoåw §p‹ n∞aw ÉAxai«n,  Il. 2.17, 2.168 
 karpal˝mvw d' ·kane ™ye«n ßdow afipÁn ÖOlumpon,  Il. 5.868 
 karpal˝mvw, o‰non d¢ ™ mel˝frona ofin˝zesye   Il. 8.506 
 karpal˝mvw, o‰non d¢ ™ mel˝frona ofin˝zonto,   Il. 8.546 
 karpal˝mvw: efi d' êmme ™parafya˝hsi pÒdessin,  Il. 10.346 
 karpal˝mvw d' ≥Ûje ™diå drumå puknå ka‹ Ïlhn  Il. 11.118 
 karpal˝mvw klis˝hyen ™éne˝leto xãlkeon ¶gxow,  Il. 13.296 
 karpal˝mvw d' épiÒntow ™ékÒntise dour‹ faein“.  Il. 14.461 
 karpal˝mvw mãstiga ™ka‹ ≤n˝a lãzeto xers˝n, Il. 17.482, 24.441 
 karpal˝mvw d' ·ket' ÖArgow ™ÉAxaiikÒn, ¶ny' êra ædh Il. 19.115 
 karpal˝mvw; tÒte d' oÎ ti ™metatropal˝zeo feÊgvn. Il. 20.190 
 karpal˝mvw, mØ sf«Ûn ™ §legxe˝hn kataxeÊ˙   Il. 23.408 
 karpal˝mvw: ı d' ¶peita ™met' ‡xnia ba›ne yeo›o.  Od. 2.406, 3.30, 
5.193, 7.38                       
 karpal˝mvw moi, t°kna ™f˝la, krhÆnat' §°ldvr,  Od.  3.418 
 karpal˝mvw d' ¶zeujan ™Íf' ërmasin »k°aw ·ppouw. Od.  3.478 
 karpal˝mvw ¶rxesyai: ™§g∆ d' ıdÚn ≤gemoneÊsv.   Od. 6.261 
 karpal˝mvw d' ¶mplhnto ™brot«n égora˝te ka‹ ßdrai Od. 8.16 
 karpal˝mvw §p°tonto ™kon˝ontew ped˝oio.   Od. 8.122 
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 karpal˝mvw katå êstu: ™f˝loi d' ëma pãntew ßponto Il. 24.327 
 karpal˝mvw Íp¢r oÈdÚn ™§bÆseto d≈matow e‡sv.  Od. 7.135 
 karpal˝mvw d' efiw êntron ™éfikÒmey', oÈd° min ¶ndon Od. 9.216 
 karpal˝mvw §p‹ n∞a ™yoØn §r˝fouw te ka‹ êrnaw  Od. 9.226 
 karpal˝mvw parå nhÚw ™énÆÛon §w perivpÆn,  Od. 10.146 
 karpal˝mvw d¢ tå m∞la ™tanaÊpoda, p˝ona dhm“, Od. 9.464 
 karpal˝mvw xa˝ronta ™f˝lvw xa˝rontew ¶pempon  Od. 19.461 
  
The diversity of examples here shows that there is no single structural 
formula associated with this particular adverb.  It does of course tend to 
follow certain verse positions, but this is much more the result of metrical 
word-type localization, rather than the result of a structural, or syntactic-
structural, force.  And so now for Russo’s next example, éspas˝vw: 
 
fhm˝ min éspas˝vw ´ gÒnu kãmcein, a‡ ke fÊg˙si  Il. 7.118 
gn≈setai: éspas˝vw ´går éf˝jetai ÖIlion flrØn  Il. 18.270 
ke˝mhn éspas˝vw, ´ fãe d¢ xrusÒyronow ÉH≈w.   Od. 14.502 
d°jant' éspas˝vw, ´ per‹ d' êmbrota e·mata ßssan,  Aphr. 6 
 
These four examples at least show the word appearing in segments of the 
same size (verse-opening to penthemimeral caesura).  But there is no 
syntactic pattern organizing them, and one would be hard pressed to 
extract an actual structural formula regulating the output of the segment.  
Furthermore, the word appears in another series of examples, with a 
different metrical position, in the first hemistich: 
 
éspas˝vw feÊgontew ™ én°pneon ÜEktora d›on.  Il. 11.327 
éspas˝vw Pãtroklon ™Íp' §k bel°vn §rÊsantew  Il. 18.232 
éspas˝vw d' §w pÒnton ™§phref°aw fÊge p°traw  Od. 10.131 
éspas˝vw aÈt«n ´gÒnu kãmcein, ˜w ke fÊg˙si  Il. 19.72 
éspas˝vw d' êra t“ ´ kat°du fãow ±el˝oio   Od. 13.33 
éspas˝vw gãr k' êllow ™énØr élalÆmenow §ly∆n  Od. 13.333 
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And so again, the example of a single adverb, éspas˝vw, does not look 
like a particularly propitious candidate for attribution to the category of 
structural formula.   
 Unfortunately, after a certain amount of inspection, it becomes 
clear that Russo’s one word adverbs do not, under rigorous consideration, 
turn out to be very convincing examples of structural formulae.  For the 
purpose of comprehensiveness, however, let us look at the remaining 
examples in his list.  Again, we find diversity for the adverb nvlem°vw: 
 
 nvlem°vw pÒlemon d°: ™ k°leue d¢ oÂsin ßkastow  Il. 4.428 
 nvlem°vw, aÈtÚw d¢ ™ pãlin tr°pen ˆsse faein∆  Il. 13.3 
 nvlem°vw: ßtaroi d¢ ™ kat°ktayen oÓw sÁ metallòw. Il. 13.780 
 nvlem°vw kraterªsi, ™sãvse d¢ pãntaw ÉAxaioÊw:   Il. 4.288 
 nvlem°vw kte˝nonto ™sÊew Õw érgiÒdontew,   Il. 11.413 
 nvlem°vw: étår aÈtÚw ™ •l˝sseto ¶nya ka‹ ¶nya.  Il. 20.24 
 nvlem°vw §x°men, ´ kraterØn d' époy°syai §nipÆn.  Il. 5.492 
 nvlem°vw strefye‹w ´ §xÒmhn tetlhÒti yum“.   Il. 9.435 
 nvlem°vw d' §xÒmhn, ´ ˆfr' §jem°seien Ùp˝ssv   Il. 12.437  
 
It occurs only in verse-initial position, yes, but can it be said to constitute 
a structural formula?  Not according to the parameters that we have 
adopted, since, as we can see, there is extraordinary syntactic diversity 
associated with this adverb in this segment.   
The next example is smerdal°ow.  Notice that it too is inflected in 
a number of instances: 
 
 smerdal°ow, tÒn =' aÈtÚw ™ÉOlÊmpiow ∏ke fÒvw d°,  Il. 2.309 
 smerdal°on konãbhsan ™é#sãntvn Íp' ÉAxai«n,  Il. 2.334 
 smerdal°on konãbize ™pod«n aÈt«n te ka‹ ·ppvn. Il. 2.466 
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smerdal°on d' §bÒhsen ™§potrÊnvn ÉOdus∞a:   Il. 8.92 
 smerdal°ƒ, tÚn ßesto ™per‹ xro˝, doiå d¢ xers‹  Il. 12.464 
smerdal°on konãbize ™tituskom°nvn kay' ˜milon  Il. 13.498 
smerdal°on krotãfoisi ™tinãsseto marnam°noio  Il. 15.609 
smerdal°on konãbhse ™per‹ krotãfoisi pesÒntow.  Il. 15.648 
smerdal°on konãbhsan ™é#sãntvn Íp' ÉAxai«n.  Il. 16.277 
smerdal°on d' ’mvjen: ™êkouse d¢ pÒtnia mÆthr  Il. 18.35 
smerdal°v d¢ l°onte ™dÊ' §n pr≈t˙si bÒessi   Il. 18.579 
smerdal°on d' ·ppoisin ™§k°kleto patrÚw •o›o:  Il. 19.399 
smerdal°' eÈr≈enta, ™ tã te stug°ousi yeo˝ per:  Il. 20.65 
smerdal°ƒ: m°ga d' émf‹ ™ sãkow mÊke dourÚw ékvkª. Il. 20.260 
smerdal°on konãbizen: ™Ïpaiya d¢ to›o liasye‹w  Il. 21.255 
smerdal°hn, ∂n oÈd¢ ™DiÚw dãmnhsi keraunÒw:   Il. 21.401 
smerdal°on konãbhse: ™pãlin d' épÚ xalkÚw ˆrouse Il. 21.593 
smerdal°on d¢ d°dorken ™•lissÒmenow per‹ xeiª:  Il. 22.95 
smerdal°ow d' aÈtªsi ™fãnh kekakvm°now ëlm˙,      Od. 6.137 
smerdal°on d' §bÒhse ™g°gvn° te pçsi yeo›si:   Od. 8.305 
smerdal°on d¢ m°g' ’mvjen, per‹ d' ‡axe p°trh,  Od. 9.395 
smerdal°on konãbize: ™ yeå d' §l°aire ka‹ aÈtÆ.  Od. 10.399 
smerdal°ow d° ofl émf‹ ™per‹ stÆyessin éortØr  Od. 11.609 
 
 smerdal°on konãbhse: ™g°lasse d¢ PhnelÒpeia,  Od. 17.542 
smerdal°on konãbhse, ™ g°lasse d¢ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn  Hermes 420 
smerdal°on konãbhse: ™yeÚw d' ÍpÚ kalÚn êeiden   Hermes 54 
smerdal°on konãbhse, ™ yeÚw d' ÍpÚ kalÚn êeisen.   Hermes 502 
 smerdal°on d' §bÒhse  ™polÊtlaw d›ow ÉOdusseÊw,  Od. 24.537 
 
 smerdal°a fiãxvn: ´˘ d¢ xermãdion lãbe xeir‹  Il. 5.302, 8.321, 20.285 
smerdal°a fiãxvn: ´ı d' èmartØ d›ow ÉOdusseÁw  Od 22.81 
smerdal°a fiãxvn, ´tr‹w d' §nn°a f«taw ¶pefnen.  Il. 16.785 
smerdal°a fiãxvn, ´Œrsen d' ¥rvaw ÉAxaioÊw.   Il. 19.41 
 smerdal°a fiãxvn, ´pr«ton d' ßlen ÉIfit˝vna   Il. 20.382 
smerdal°a fiãxvn: ´tÚn d' §jÆrpajen ÉApÒllvn  Il. 20.443 
 
smerdal°on fiãxhsen, ™§kinÆyh d' êra pÒntow       Aphr. 11 
 
smerdal°a ktup°vn: ´toÁw d¢ xlvrÚn d°ow ørei:  Il. 7.479  
smerdal°ƒ kekãlufy': ´˘ d' êr' ésp˝dow ÙmfalÚn oÔta, Il. 13.192 
smerdal°h kefalÆ, ´ §n d¢ tr˝stoixoi ÙdÒntew,   Od. 12.91 
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When we look at the list, examples do emerge for segments with syntactic 
and lexical formularity.  The first would be:    
  
 smerdal°on konãbhsan ™é#sãntvn Íp' ÉAxai«n,  Il. 2.334 
 smerdal°on konãbize ™pod«n aÈt«n te ka‹ ·ppvn. Il. 2.466 
smerdal°on konãbize ™tituskom°nvn kay' ˜milon  Il. 13.498 
smerdal°on konãbhse ™per‹ krotãfoisi pesÒntow.  Il. 15.648 
smerdal°on konãbhsan ™é#sãntvn Íp' ÉAxai«n.  Il. 16.277 
        smerdal°on konãbizen:™Ïpaiya d¢ to›o liasye‹w     Il. 21.255 
smerdal°on konãbhse: ™pãlin d' épÚ xalkÚw ˆrouse Il. 21.593 
smerdal°on konãbize:   ™ yeå d' §l°aire ka‹ aÈtÆ.  Od. 10.399 
 smerdal°on konãbhse: ™g°lasse d¢ PhnelÒpeia,  Od. 17.542 
smerdal°on konãbhse, ™ g°lasse d¢ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn  Herm. 420 
smerdal°on konãbhse: ™yeÚw d' ÍpÚ kalÚn êeiden   Hermes 54 
smerdal°on konãbhse, ™ yeÚw d' ÍpÚ kalÚn êeisen.   Hermes 502 
 
To which we would add the following, given the match in syntax, metrical 
position, metrical shape, and metrical size: 
 
smerdal°on d' §bÒhsen™§potrÊnvn ÉOdus∞a:   Il. 8.92 
smerdal°on d' §bÒhse  ™g°gvn° te pçsi yeo›si:  Od. 8.305 
 smerdal°on d' §bÒhse  ™polÊtlaw d›ow ÉOdusseÊw,  Od. 24.537 
 
A second correspondence set that emerges from the list is the following, a 
segment that reaches to the penthemimeral caesura: 
 
 smerdal°a fiãxvn: ´ ˘ d¢ xermãdion lãbe xeir‹  Il. 5.302, 8.321, 20.285 
smerdal°a fiãxvn: ´ ı d' èmartØ d›ow ÉOdusseÁw  Od 22.81 
smerdal°a fiãxvn, ´ tr‹w d' §nn°a f«taw ¶pefnen.  Il. 16.785 
smerdal°a fiãxvn, ´ Œrsen d' ¥rvaw ÉAxaioÊw.  Il. 19.41 
 smerdal°a fiãxvn, ´ pr«ton d' ßlen ÉIfit˝vna   Il. 20.382 
smerdal°a fiãxvn: ´ tÚn d' §jÆrpajen ÉApÒllvn  Il. 20.443 
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with which this line belongs: 
 
smerdal°a ktup°vn: ´toÁw d¢ xlvrÚn d°ow ørei:  Il. 7.479  
 
Both of the previous correspondence sets, in some fashion, point towards 
this line from the Hymns: 
 
smerdal°on fiãxhsen, ™§kinÆyh d' êra pÒntow       Minerva 11 
 
While these correspondences are interesting and no doubt merit further 
study, we can eliminate the possibility that the word itself comprises a 
single structural formula.  Again, there is too much diversity.  And it 
looks as if there are a number of modules, manifest on the surface as 
phrase-formulae, present here, to say nothing of grammatical relatives or 
connections to more abstract templates.  The next step in the analysis of 
these lines would be to undertake a full modular investigation, in order to 
see how many different kinds of schemata occupy this segment size, 
shape, and position, and then to see how they interact with the verses 
before and after them, especially in light of the typically enjambed 
metrical position. 
 The last example from Russo’s list, ént˝bion, occurs only three 
times in the Homeric corpus, and is clearly not a structural formula: 
 
ént˝bion max°sasyai ™ §n afinª dhÛot∞ti.    Il. 3.20, 7.40, 7.51 
ént˝bion pÒlemon ´ polem˝zein ±d¢ mãxesyai   Il. 3.435 
efi m¢n dØ ént˝bion ™ sÁn teÊxesi peirhye˝hw,    Il. 11.386 
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We see here diversity, and no evidence of a structural syntactic pattern. 
 Russo’s next list in the appendix provides one word adjectives.  
Given what we have just seen, we might expect one-word examples of 
adjectives not to comprise examples of structural formulae.  Our 
suspicions are confirmed.  In some instances, words from the list occur 
only one or two times in the entire corpus.  First, the list: 
 
3. ≥ µ ≥    (adjective) 
 
ént˝yeow (only one out of a handful of Iliad examples is line initial) 
»mofãgoi (5x in Homer, only once line-initial, one ex. in the Hymns) 
émfot°rv (erratic, metrical-positionally speaking, in Homer) 
§nnÊxioi (only one occurrence in Homer) 
pannÊxioi (extremely diverse in terms of metrical position) 
≤duepØw (once in the Iliad, once in the Hymns) 
»kÊpodew (extremely diverse in terms of metrical position) 
kÆdisto˝ (once in the Iliad, once in the Odyssey) 
¶xyistow (only 4x in all of Homer, at various metrical positions) 
 
Now, let us consider them individually.  The first example is quite far 
from a structural formula, as all of its attested appearances show: 
 
ént˝yeow Telamvniãdhw metå mËyon ¶eipe:   Il. 9.623  
 
and: 
 
 ståw prÒsyen n°kuow: toË d' ént˝yeow YrasumÆdhw  Il. 16.321 
âIlÒw t' ÉAssãrakÒw te ka‹ ént˝yeow GanumÆdhw,  Il. 20.232 
PerseÊw t' ÖArhtÒw te ka‹ ént˝yeow YrasumÆdhw.  Od. 3.414 
Laodãmaw y' ÜAliÒw te ka‹ ént˝yeow KlutÒnhow.  Od. 8.119 
N°stvr d' ént˝yeow ka‹ §g∆ nikãskomen o‡v.      Od. 11.512 
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Regarding the next item in the list, we discover a similar story.  There are 
only three examples in the Homeric corpus, and they clearly show that no 
structural formula is in evidence for the segment: 
 
»mofãgoi min y«ew ™ §n oÎresi dardãptousin   Il. 11.479 
»mofãgoi, to›s˝n te ™ per‹ fres‹n êspetow élkÆ,  Il. 16.157 
»mofãgoi foit«si ™ katå skiÒentaw §naÊlouw,  H. Aphr. 124 
 
His fourth item in the list occurs only once in Homer: 
 
§nnÊxioi prot‹ êstu: ™ gegÆyei d¢ fr°na NhleÊw,    Il. 11.683 
 
His fifth item on the list, pannÊxioi, appears in a wide ranger of metrical 
posititions: 
 
 e˝don pannÊxioi, D˝a d' oÈk ¶xe nÆdumow Ïpnow,  Il. 2.2 
pannÊxioi m¢n ¶peita kãrh komÒvntew ÉAxaio‹  Il. 7.476 
Àw ken pannÊxioi m°sf' ±oËw ±rigene˝hw    Il. 8.508 
e‡ato pannÊxioi, purå d° sfisi ka˝eto pollã.   Il. 8.554 
e˝don pannÊxioi malak“ dedmhm°noi Ïpnƒ:   Il. 10.2 
pannÊxioi Pãtroklon énestenãxonto go«ntew.  Il. 18.315 
pannÊxioi m¢n ¶peita pÒdaw taxÁn émf' ÉAxil∞a  Il. 18.354 
pannÊxioi d' êra to˝ ge pur∞w êmudiw flÒg' ¶ballon Il. 23.217 
e˝don pannÊxioi malak“ dedmhm°noi Ïpnƒ:      Il. 24.678 
 
Still another example from his list appears only once in the Iliad, and once 
in the Hymns.  How could this possibly be a structural formula? 
 
≤duepØw énÒrouse ligÁw Pul˝vn égorhtÆw,   Il. 1.248 
≤duepØw pr«tÒn te ka‹ Ïstaton afi¢n ée˝dei                     H. to Ap. 4 
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For the remaining adjectives in his list, we find a similar story: 
 
»kÊpodew: toË d' aÔyi lÊyh cuxÆ te m°now te.   Il. 5.296 
»kÊpodew: toË d' aÔyi lÊyh cuxÆ te m°now te.   Il. 8.123 
»kÊpodew: toË d' aÔyi lÊyh cuxÆ te m°now te.   Il. 8.315 
ßstasan »kÊpodew melihd°a purÚn ¶dontew:   Il. 10.569 
tÒlmvn »kÊpodew, mãla d¢ xrem°tizon §p' êkrƒ  Il. 12.51 
¶kferon »kÊpodew sÁn teÊxesi, le›pe d¢ laÚn   Il. 16.368 
»kÊpodew f°ron ërma: patØr d° ofl êgxi paraståw     Il. 23.304 
 
And only two occurrences: 
 
 kÆdisto˝ t' ¶menai ka‹ f˝ltatoi ˜ssoi ÉAxaio˝   Il. 9.642 
        kÆdistoi tel°yousi mey' aÂmã te ka‹ g°now aÈt«n.        Il. 8.583 
 
Last of all: 
 
¶xyistow d° mo˝ §ssi diotref°vn basilÆvn:   Il. 1.176 
¶xyistow d' ÉAxil∞Û mãlist' ∑n ±d' ÉOdus∞Û:    Il. 2.220 
¶xyistow d° mo˝ §ssi ye«n o„ ÖOlumpon ¶xousin:  Il. 5.890 
toÎneka ka˝ te broto›si ye«n ¶xyistow èpãntvn:     Il. 9.159 
 
At this point, Russo’s evidence appears to look a collection of adjectives 
that tend to appear in the same slot in accordance with metrical word-type 
localization, rather than the effects of underlying generative and 
regulative syntactic schmata or true structural formularity.    
Russo’s next list concerns the verb.  Here is his list of verbs that 
putatively comprise structural formulae, complete with my comments on 
their frequency, which I’ve added in parentheses: 
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4. ≥ µ ≥    (verb) 
 
doÊphsen (22 occurrences, all in line-initial position, still too diverse) 
b°blhtai (only 5x this form in Homer, all in line-initial position) 
beblÆkei (12x this form in Homer, all line-initial) 
p°ptantai (only 1x in Homer, line initial) 
§kfer°men (only 1x in Homer, line-initial) 
 
As further evidence, he provides only: 
 
B.  Verb forms used before the B caesura 
 
1. ≤ ≥ ≤ V 5 1/2 (12) 
 
nÒhse 
no∞sai  
¶terpen  (Note: there is only one occurrence of this verb in this position) 
¶xeske (2x in this pos, 2x line-final) 
¶ruto 
ˆfellen (2x in Homer total – one here, one line-final)  
k.t.l. 
 
Likewise, Russo specifies verbs with the following shape.  Whether he 
intends the totality of them to comprise a structural formula, or each of 
them individually, is not entirely clear.  But if the former were the case, 
then one would want to address the question of different tenses, and if the 
second were the case, then there is simply too much diversity to merit an 
account based on one, single structural formula: 
 
2. ≤ ≥ V 5 1/2 (1 1/2) 
 
§st‹ 
∑rxe 
Œse 
Âze 
Âken 
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da›en 
b∞san 
ba›non 
 
 
The same can be said for these remaining verb lists: 
 
 
3.  µ ≥ ≤  V 5 1/2 
Àrmaine 
·konto 
§p°oike 
kal°ousi 
d≈sousi 
§y°l˙si 
 
 
And: 
 
 
4. µ ≥  V 5 
pr∞sen 
stÆsant' 
¶balon 
§y°lv (-ei) 
ég°men 
krat°ein 
pro˝ei 
k.t.l. 
 
When we come to the list of what he calls “noun-combinations,” we find a 
number of suggestive correspondences, but no account of how they 
belong together or according to what criteria; and no account of syntax is 
given at all.  One must conclude, then, that no matter the amount of 
interest legitimately piqued by the list of “noun-combinations,” the 
evidence nevertheless proves nothing, at least not in the form in which it 
was presented: 
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C.  Noun-combinations lasting to the B caesura 
 
1. ≥ ≤ | ≤ ≥ 
éndr‹ f˝lƒ 
patr‹ f˝lƒ 
mhtr‹ f˝l˙ 
mht°r' §mÆn 
patr˝d' §mØn 
¶gxow §mÚn 
t°knon §mÒn, 
xe›ra •Øn 
xe›raw §mãw, 
k.t.l. 
 
2. 
ÉIl˝ou afipein∞w: 
p°trai t' ±l˝batoi 
±xª yespes˝˙ 
n∞aw §#ss°lmouw 
én°re kudal˝mv 
fiÚw xalkobarÆw, 
Trƒa‹ §#plÒkamoi 
¶gxeÛ xalke˝ƒ 
k.t.l. 
 
3. 
nhus‹n ¶pi glafurªsin 
n∞aw ¶pi glafuråw / n∞aw énå glafurãw, (3x) 
 mƒ ¶ni stibar“ 
xeirÚw êpo stibar∞w  
eÈnª ¶ni malakª: 
poss‹ d' ÍpÚ liparo›si 
d≈rƒ ¶pi megãlƒ; 
skÆptrou Ïpo xrus°ou 
k.t.l. 
 
4. 
p°tr˙ Ïpo glafurª (only one occurrence in Homer) 
x≈rƒ §n ofiopÒlƒ, 
fãtn˙ §f' flppe˝˙ 
x«ron én' ÍlÆenta 
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nÊkta di' émbros˝hn /nÊkta di' Ùrfna˝hn, xers‹n Íf' ≤met°r˙sin 
k.t.l. 
 
One could make a similar critique of all of Russo’s evidence, both that 
which we have listed here, and that which continues in the appendix to his 
article.  Russo does, however, go on to consider something called “phrase-
patterns,” though he does so without providing a definition.  The 
difference in scope, rigor, and definition between his approach and the 
one advocated by our methodology ought to be apparent by this point.  
And so let us turn to a related, and similarly influential, analysis in the 
history of Homeric formula studies. 
Michael Nagler, in his 1967 article “Towards a Generative View of 
the Oral Formula,” but also in his book Spontaneity and Tradition (1974), 
argued that there is a phonic level (related to deep structural patterns and 
units) that affects formulaic relations internal to Homeric versification.  
The influence of the book remains significant to this day, or is at least 
cited frequently enough—as we saw above, Matthew Clark devoted one 
of his four ‘concepts’ of oral formulaic composition exclusively to 
Nagler’s views.  Interesting for our study is the fact that Nagler begins his 
discussion with a critique of Russo: 
 
If one goes as far as Russo, for example, in saying that metrical-
grammatical patterns such as  verb inØ ∞ ± (12) ≠ or noun at ≤≥ (7) 
for single words are “in themselves formulaic” (p.240) irrespective of 
their dictional content, the suggestion is likely to be considered 
hopelessly broad; what, exactly, is the relationship of this 
“formulaicness” to the word-for-word inevitability of the noun-
epithet combination or the imposing rigidity and thrift of the 
schematized “formula systems” which we, somewhat unfairly, 
consider the salient features of Parry’s work?  And similar problems 
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arise with the question of diction: for example with Ruijgh’s 
contention that the occurrence of a lexical item su as nu is formulaic 
in certain metrical positions, as well as other criteria. 35  
 
Nagler’s questions are similar to the ones that we posed in relation to our 
five parameters of formular analysis.  The claim that Russo’s notion of the 
structural formula was “hopelessly broad” repeats what was said of Parry 
by Hainsworth and Hoekstra.  Hoekstra, in his 1965 book on 
modifications of formulaic prototypes, wrote, in reference to Parry, that 
general verse patterns showing only syntactic features in common “are 
much too vague . . . They can be shown to exist even in the Hymns of 
Callimachus and they are apparently inherent in the hexameter itself, 
whether formulaic or non-formulaic, whether oral or writtten.”36  We too 
have argued the concept of “verse patterns,” without further 
characterization, is too broad to be analytically useful.  When 
recharacterized according to the five parameters proposed by our method, 
these verse patterns can, however, be studied in precise ways.  
       The history of formulaic studies has been kind to Nagler’s work.  His 
examples, however, seem not to have been subjected to extensive 
scrutiny.  In order to do this, and to see how his claims connect with the 
analysis of modularity, I have begun by reproducing Nagler’s well known 
list of the correspondences that supposedly show evidence for an “an 
open-ended family” of formulae based upon purely sonic—and only 
partially lexical, in some cases not at all—resemblances.  The 
fundamental point to grasp when comparing items in the list, we would 
                                                
35 Nagler 1967: 271. 
36 Hoekstra 1965: 12. 
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suggest, is the fact that Nagler selected these word groups occurring at 
verse-end in order to show that they were related by means of the 
phonological resemblance of verse-final words alone, even when the 
words had nothing in common.  He does this, it is important to note, 
without considering the behavior of the rest of the segment.  
Nagler concluded on the basis of this list that similarities such as the 
ones seen at verse-end are to be explained by the deep structure of 
formulaic “allomorphs,” that is to say, of preverbal gestalts, which live 
inside the singers, performers, poets, audience members, or whoever it 
was that produced the poems.  To start with, here is Nagler’s list:37  
 
 1.     p˝oni dÆmƒ    (9 times) 
 2.    t˝eto dÆmƒ     (6 times) 
 3.    ·keto d∞mon,             (Od. 15.238) 
 4.    pant˝ te dÆmƒ,         (twice, cf. Od. 8.157)  
 5.    t“d' §n‹ dÆmƒ.      (Od. 2.317) 
 6.    fa›n' §n‹ dÆmƒ:       (Il. 18.295) 
 7.    Tr≈vn §n‹ dÆmƒ,      (Od. 1.237) 
 8.    éllodap“ §n‹ dÆmƒ     (Il. 19.324) 
 9.   éllogn≈tƒ §n‹ dÆmƒ.     (Od. 2.366) 
 10.    êllvn §j˝keto d∞mon      (Il. 24.481) 
 
According to Nagler, we have in these ten examples a correspondence set 
                                                
37 Nagler writes, “With the conceptual framework in question, a group such as 
the pioni demoi phrases would be considered not a closed “system” but an open-
ended “family,” and each phrase in the group would be considered an allomorph, 
not of any other existing phrase, but of some central Gestalt—for want of a 
better term—which is the real mental template underlying the production of all 
such phrases.  The Gestalt itself, in our case, would seem to exist on a preverbal 
level of the poet’s mind, since we have found it impossible to define other than 
as a comprehensive list of all the allomorphas which happen to exist in an 
extended corpus.”  (Nagler 1967: 267; 1974: 7) 
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whose relatedness, and possible formularity, must be explained.  In other 
words, there is a relation governing all of the examples: the unifying 
feature is the verse-final occurrence of some sort of inflected form of 
dÆmƒ, etc.  That the relation between the ten segments, Nagler 
furthermore argues, cannot be described as formulaic, according to 
Parryan parameters, is his next point.  Why, he asks?  Because there is no 
binding ‘essential idea,’ and no binding anything-else for that matter, 
except for phonic or audible similarities.  His conclusion is that there 
must be some sort of deep structural ur-form or ‘pre-verbal template’ that 
allows for each of these forms to be generated for all of the surface-level 
variety that we see in the ten examples. 
 That would indeed be very instructive, if his examples were in fact 
representative of actual dictional units.  But they are not. When we 
consider the entire verse of each example, a different picture emerges.  
Let us turn now to each of the examples, in order to see how the verse-end 
similarities are artifacts of longer, more sizeable, half-line long segmental 
behavior. 
 Beginning with the first example from the list, when we look at the 
corpus, we notice that p˝oni dÆmƒ belongs to a wider segmental system.  
First, we will separate his examples according to their position in the 
corpus.  The first two examples, taken from Book 16 of the Iliad, belong 
not to a line-end noun-epithet situation, but to a larger segment reaching 
from the trochaic caesura to verse-end, identical in both occurrences, but 
with different initial segments from verse-initial to trochaic caesura. 
 
 1.1.  ye˝v énarpãjaw    ´  Luk˝hw §n p˝oni dÆmƒ,  Il. 16.437 
 1.2.  klËyi ênaj ˜w pou  ´  Luk˝hw §n p˝oni dÆmƒ  Il. 16.514 
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According to our methodology, this segment can be classified without 
controversy as a phrase-formula from the penthemimeral caesura to line-
end.  Were we to investigate the line to see if it contained smaller 
segments and constituted an active dictional module, we would no doubt 
need to expand our analysis to include other verses possibly related.  The 
first point to make is that when Nagler says in the above list that his 
example of p˝oni dÆmƒ occurs ‘nine times’ (see #1 on Nagler’s list 
above), he already misrepresents the situation, since our first instance of 
p˝oni dÆmƒ is not an independent example of a formula but in fact a 
segment embedded in a half-line piece of dictation already with its own 
identity and behavior, i.e., a half-line segment that can combine and re-
combine with entirely different half-lines, as it has done in the two 
examples given above. 
 The next two examples from Nagler’s list of the same two-word unit 
p˝oni dÆmƒ occurring in verse-final position, also from the same book, 
belong to still longer segments, both of which are identical and also 
contain Luk˝hw, though now with the adjective eÈre˝hw added, and the 
preposition, §n, moved to a new metrical position:  
 
 1.3.  yÆsous' §n Luk˝hw    ´  eÈre˝hw p˝oni dÆmƒ,    Il. 16.673 
 1.4.  kãtyesan §n Luk˝hw ´  eÈre˝hw p˝oni dÆmƒ.  Il. 16.683 
 
It now begins to look as if these four examples comprise their own 
segmental grouping, since there seems to be expansion by means of 
inserting ´ eÈre˝hw into the following segments: 
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 1.1.  ye˝v énarpãjaw    ´  Luk˝hw §n p˝oni dÆmƒ,  Il. 16.437 
 1.2.  klËyi ênaj ˜w pou  ´  Luk˝hw §n p˝oni dÆmƒ  Il. 16.514 
 
In any case, they are not four equally independent examples of p˝oni 
dÆmƒ, and they do not require an allomorphic mechanism to generate 
them—they belong to longer metrical segments whose syntactic 
description is something else entirely.  In other words, to repeat, the four 
examples cited here belong to their own dictional microsystem, which is 
longer in dictional length than what Nagler gives as the example.  One 
might even ask if Nagler’s citation of p˝oni dÆmƒ constitutes any kind of 
independent dictional, or formulaic, unit at all, and on what basis. 
 Now, when we consider the next two examples of p˝oni dÆmƒ 
extant in the corpus (remembering that we are still investigating only the 
first entry in Nagler’s list), we find that the adjective-noun unit is shared 
by yet another formula: 
 
 1.5.    pr˝n g' ˜te FaiÆkvn  ´  éndr«n §n p˝oni dÆmƒ    Od. 13.322 
 1.6-7.  égxoË, Yesprvt«n ´  éndr«n §n p˝oni dÆmƒ,   Od. 17.526, 19.271 
 
Please note that, though we have only underlined the final four words of 
the formula, a genitive plural proper noun also belongs with the genitive 
plural éndr«n.  In other words, this is a formular line-segment that 
belongs together, not further independent examples of unrelated sonic 
resemblances.  In fact, the last two examples belong to a more 
complicated network of diction.  Compare: 
 
 proprokulindÒmenow: steËtai d' ÉOdus∞ow  ékoËsai   
 égxoË, Yesprvt«n éndr«n §n p˝oni dÆmƒ,     Od. 17.526 
   zvoË: pollå d' êgei keimÆlia ˜nde dÒmonde. 
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And: 
 
 …w ≥dh ÉOdus∞ow §g∆ per‹ nÒstou êkousa   
 égxoË, Yesprvt«n éndr«n §n p˝oni dÆmƒ,    Od. 19.271 
   zvoË: aÈtår êgei keimÆlia pollå ka‹ §sylã, 
 
As we can see from these two examples, both of which have verses with 
p˝oni dÆmƒ in verse-final position, the correspondences between the two 
passages seem to belong to a larger modular framework—larger than the 
mere sonic resemblance of the line final p˝oni dÆmƒ, that is.  The next 
example is as follows: 
 
 1.8.    Tm≈lƒ Ïpo nifÒenti ÜUdhw  §n p˝oni dÆmƒ:    Il. 20.385 
 
The ninth example, as was mentioned above, does not constitute an 
example that we would weight equally, since it is a different word (“fat”), 
and, as would be expected, has a different syntax than the previous 
examples: 
 
 1.9. Îmm' §p‹ mhr˝' ¶khe, kalÊcaw p˝oni dhm“,   Od. 17.241 
 
Finally, not mentioned by Nagler, there is a further example similar to his 
examples 1.1, 1.2, and 1.8, in Hesiod’s Theogony: 
 
 1.10.  nei“ ¶ni tripÒlƒ, KrÆthw §n p˝oni dÆmƒ,         Theog.  971 
 
So much for the example comprising entry #1 on his list.  We have now 
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shown that p˝oni dÆmƒ in line-final position belongs to other repeated 
segments and is not itself a freely occurring two-word dictional unit that 
belongs to one of ten different listed examples whose similarity can only 
be explained by pre-verbal gestalts—p˝oni dÆmƒ in line-final position 
actually participates, and is embedded, in a number of repeated line 
segments throughout the early epic corpus.  
 Now, for Nagler’s t˝eto dÆmƒ, which is example #2 in his list 
given above.  He writes that:  
 
t˝eto certainly sounds enough like p˝oni for the resemblance to be 
called formulaic on subjective grounds, but the former is a different 
part of speech and stands again in a different syntactic relationship 
to the final word of the verse from the adjective, epithet or not.  
p˝oni dÆmƒ and t˝eto dÆmƒ therefore confront one with a strong 
resemblance not accounted for by even the broad (or ‘soft-Parryan’) 
concept of the structural formula.  Only the most fundamental 
criterion for formulaic resemblance remains common to all the 
present examples—that of the metrical pattern itself; that is, the 
repeated metrical unit (colon?) in the same position and with the 
same internal distribution of word end.38  
 
But this is problematic, on almost every point.  First of all, the line-final 
segment t˝eto dÆmƒ does not freely occur, but instead belongs to a line 
segment stretching from trochaic caesura to verse-end:  
 
 érhtØr §t°tukto, ™ yeÚw d' Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ,   Il. 5.78 
 ÉArge€vn ≥nasse, ™ yeÚw d' Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ.   Il. 10.33 
 Afine˝an y', ˘w Trvs‹ ™  yeÚw Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ,   Il. 11.58 
                                                
38 Cf. Russo 1966: 239 and Hainsworth 1968: 59 (and passim) with Nagler 
1974: 7.  
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 Afitvlo›sin ênasse, ™ yeÚw d' Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ:   Il. 13.218 
 ÉIda˝ou §t°tukto, ™ yeÚw d' Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ.        Il. 16.605 
 ˘w tÒt' §n‹ KrÆtessi ™ yeÚw Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ    Od. 14.205 
 
For this reason, Nagler’s claim that “p˝oni dÆmƒ and t˝eto dÆmƒ 
therefore confront one with a strong resemblance not accounted for by 
even the broad (or ‘soft-Parryan’) concept of the structural formula” is 
misleading, since both p˝oni dÆmƒ and t˝eto dÆmƒ belong to entirely 
different line segments and require absolutely no explanation—‘soft 
Parryan’ or other—in order to explain the fact that they have similar 
words in similar positions at the end of the line.  They bear a resemblance 
to each other, to be sure, but their resemblance is merely the surface 
effect, or artifact, that has resulted from the fact that the longer segments 
to which they belong happen to have similar words in verse-final position.   
 When we consider example #3 from Nagler’s list (·keto d∞mon 
Odyssey 15.238), we find a similar problem with the analysis.  The first 
thing to notice is that the verse is more closely related to example #10 
(êllvn §j˝keto d∞mon, Il 24.481) than Nagler admits: he lists only 
·keto d∞mon as the relevant segment for comparison, yet example #10 
shows the existence of a corresponding genitive êllvn—which we have 
in both examples, and which is dependent on d∞mon in both instances: 
 
 3.  ±gãgeto prÚw d≈may': ı d' êllvn ·keto d∞mon, Od. 15.238 
 
beside: 
 
 10.  f«ta katakte˝naw êllvn §j˝keto d∞mon    Il. 24.481  
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Though the verb in example #10 is prefixed, the two segments show 
êllvn placed just before the adonic segment ≠ ·keto d∞mon in example 
#3 and the hephthemimeral in example #10 ¨ §j˝keto d∞mon.  These are 
the only two examples of this verb followed by this object in the Homeric 
corpus, which is suggestive.  To argue that both of the examples are (1) 
separate instances that justify being taken as separate items on the list, and 
(2) in a primary formulaic relation to p˝oni dÆmƒ, rather than to each 
other, is difficult to maintain upon further scrutiny.  Compare the 
following verse-final examples of ≠ ·keto followed by a direct object:  
 
 Tude˝dhw Íp' §me›o fobeÊmenow ≠ ·keto n∞aw.    Il. 8.149 
 tãmnvn d°ndrea makrã, ëdow t° min ≠ ·keto yumÒn,   Il. 11.88 
 aÈtår §pe˝  =' ¥bhw §rikud°ow ≠ ·keto m°tron,   Il. 11.225 
 ¶nyen Ípekprofug∆n patr≈Ûon ≠ ·keto d«ma.   Il. 21.44 
 oÈd' Ùl˝gon: sÁ d¢ toËton, §pe‹ teÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma,   Od. 3.368 
 ˘w n°on ÉAlkinÒoio da˝fronow ≠ ·keto d«ma    Od. 8.13 
 éll' ∑ toi tÚn je›non, §pe‹ teÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma,    Od. 16.78 
 Thlemãxƒ mel°men: toË går f˝lon ≠ ·keto d«ma.”  Od. 18.421 
 je˝nvn thledap«n fil˝vn §mÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma,   Od. 9.351 
 efi nÒsths' ÉOduseÁw ka‹ ÍpÒtropow ≠ ·keto d«ma:   Od. 20.332 
 je˝nvn thledap«n fil˝vn §mÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma:   Od. 24.268 
 tØn d' êxow afinÒteron ka‹ kÊnteron ≠ ·keto yumÒn.    H. to Dem. 90 
 pr˝n g' ˜te dØ Keleo›o da˝fronow ≠ ·keto d«ma,   H. to Dem. 96 
 ¶plht', ¶nyen ¶peita per˝rruton ≠ ·keto KÊpron.  Theog. 193 
 
and: 
 
 OÎlumpon d¢ d˝vke, ye«n d' ¨ §j˝keto y≈kouw.   Il. 8.439 
 
and: 
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 f«ta katakte˝naw êllvn ¨ §j˝keto d∞mon    Il. 24.481 
 ga˝hw ≤met°rhw, êllvn d' ¨ éfik≈meya d∞mon.   Od. 16.382 
 
In light of these examples, it is clear that Nagler’s examples #3 (·keto 
d∞mon) and #10 (êllvn §j˝keto d∞mon) belong not only to each other 
but to a much more pervasive system where ≠ ·keto is followed by a 
direct object with the shape ∞Ø#.  This furthermore suggest the possibility 
that a template comprising a ‘verb followed by a direct object occupying 
the same position’ may also be part of the system here.   
 On the basis of what we have seen in the above examples, we can 
only conclude that Nagler’s analysis, which was influential during the 
1970s and 1980s, does not in fact show what he claims that it shows.  
Again, like Russo’s appendix, the collected materials are highly 
suggestive and often extremely interesting.  However, both require more 
precise analytical parameters, and methods, in order to discover what is 
going on from a purely diction-internal point of view, apart from 
considerations of hypothetical compositional process or oral formulaic 
poetics. Nothing in Nagler’s evidence, for example, proves that the visible 
formular resemblances here must be pushed in the direction of an “open-
ended family” or a “preverbal gestalt” that provides the only underlying 
solution.  Surprising though the investigation of his actual examples may 
be, it is useful not only for removing a minor obfuscation in the history of 
the secondary literature but for clarifying ways of proceeding with 
formular, templatic, and modular analysis in the future.  
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APPENDIX 
Modularity and the Verb 
 
 
Here we list collections of verses, according to metrical position, with 
approximate relations to the syntactic patterns that organize them.  Not all 
examples, of course, will follow the pattern exactly or precisely.  Related lines 
have been added for purposes of reference and comparison.  
 
Hepthemimeral + verb + nominative: 
 
§n kayar“, ˜yi dØ nekÊvn ¨ diefa˝neto x«row    Il. 10.199 
§n kayar“ ˜yi dØ nekÊvn ¨ diefa˝neto x«row.     Il. 8.491 
Œ p°pon ∑ m¢n so˝ ge patØr ¨ §pet°lleto PhleÁw    Il. 9.252 
∑ =ã nÊ toi megãlvn d≈rvn ¨ §pema˝eto yumÚw    Il. 10.401 
xe˝lei §festaÒtew: épÚ går ¨ deid˝sseto tãfrow    Il. 12.52 
dÆ =a tÒt' ’mvjen ka‹ Õ ¨ peplÆgeto mhr∆     Il. 12.162 
tr˝glhna morÒenta: xãriw ¨ d' épelãmpeto pollÆ.    Il. 14.183 
àVw ¶fat', aÈtår ÖArhw yaler∆ ¨ peplÆgeto mhr∆   Il. 15.113 
pollå m¢n ír mãstigi yoª ¨ §pema˝eto ye˝nvn,    Il. 17.430 
≤niÒxoio pÒyƒ: yalerØ ¨ d' §mia˝neto xa˝th     Il. 17.439 
’mvj°n t' êr' ¶peita ka‹ Õ ¨ peplÆgeto mhr∆    Il. 15.397 
ëcasyai, xlvrÒw per §≈n, ¨ diefa˝neto d' afin«w,    Od. 9.379 
o‡kad' §launom°nhn; ka‹ dØ ¨ proÈfa˝neto pçsa.”    Od. 13.169 
’mvj°n t' êr' ¶peita ka‹ Õ ¨ peplÆgeto mhr∆    Od. 13.198 
§nn°a n∞aw ste›la, yo«w ¨ d' §sage˝reto laÒw.     Od. 14.248 
tr˝glhna morÒenta, xãriw ¨ d' épelãmpeto pollÆ:    Od. 18.298 
=°jaw mhr˝' ¶kaion: ı d' oÈk  ¨ §mpãzeto flr«n,     Od. 9.553 
Õw êr' ¶fan mnhst∞rew, ı d' oÈk ¨ §mpãzeto mÊyvn.    Od. 17.488 
Õw êr' ¶fan, ÖIrƒ d¢ kak«w ¨ »r˝neto yumÒw.     Od. 18.75 
émfagapazÒmenai: toË d' oÈ ¨ meil˝sseto yumÒw:    Dem. 290 
àVw fãto lissom°nh: t∞w d' oÈk ¨ §pepe˝yeto yumÒw.    Dem. 324 
bÒtruew: émf' flstÚn d¢ m°law ¨ efll˝sseto kissÚw    Diony. 40 
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Hepthemimeral + verb + accusative: 
 
ÉArge˝ouw ka‹ n∞aw, §pe‹ DiÚw ¨ §trãpeto frÆn.    Il. 10.45 
toÁw ˜ ge sugkal°saw pukinØn ¨ értÊneto boulÆn:   Il. 10.302 
¶gxow: ˘ d¢ fres‹n √si xãrh ka‹ ¨ §°lpeto n˝khn.    Il. 13.609 
¥menon, oÈd' ¶ti ke›to, n°on ¨ d' §sage˝reto yumÒn,    Il. 15.240 
e‡ min éristeÊonta bal∆n ¨ §je˝leto yumÒn.    Il. 15.460 
˜w te ka‹ êlkimon êndra fobe› ¨ ka‹ éfe˝leto n˝khn    Il. 16.689 
˜w te ka‹ êlkimon êndra fobe› ¨ ka‹ éfe˝leto n˝khn     Il. 17.177 
Âze d' êr' §n m°ssoisi, DiÚw ¨ d' §je˝reto boulÆn:    Il. 20.15 
puknå mãla stenãxonta: mÒgiw ¨ d' §sage˝reto yumÒn.   Il. 21.417 
f«ta katakte˝naw êllvn ¨ §j˝keto d∞mon    Il. 24.481 
thkedÒni stugerª mel°vn ¨ §je˝leto yumÒn:     Od. 11.201 
flppÒyen §j°menai, j˝feow ¨ d' §pema˝eto k≈phn     Od. 11.531 
pr«ton §phpe˝lhse, DiÚw ¨ d' §je˝reto boulÆn:    Od. 13.127 
éll' épÚ ke›now ¶ruke, DiÚw ¨ d' »p˝zeto m∞nin     Od. 14.283 
k∞ruj gãr ofl ¶eipe M°dvn, ¨ ˘w §peÊyeto boulãw.   Od. 16.412, 4.677 
teirÒmenow pãntvn Ù˝vn ¨ §pema˝eto n«ta      Od. 9.441 
t«n m°n t' ±°liow fa°yvn ¨ §je˝leto yumÒn:     Od.  22.388 
dakruÒfin p˝mplanto, gÒon ¨ d' »˝eto yumÒw.     Od.  20.349 
¶sfazon, pollÚw d¢ p˝yvn ¨ ±fÊsseto o‰now:     Od. 23.305 
yum“ xvom°nhw, stere«w ¨ d' ±na˝neto mÊyouw.     Dem. 330 
émfagapazÒmenai, éx°vn ¨ d' épepaÊeto yumÒw.    Dem. 436 
aÈt“ §fezom°nh pukinåw ¨ fraz°sketo boulãw:     Apollo 436 
sÁn d' §fÒrei jÊla pollã, purÚw ¨ d' §pema˝eto t°xnhn.   Herm. 108 
Õw ¶fat' ÉAnt˝noow: ı d' êr' oÈk ¨ §mpãzeto mÊyvn.    Od. 20.275 
OÎlumpon d¢ d˝vke, ye«n ¨ d' §j˝keto y≈kouw.    Il. 8.439 
 
Hephtemimeral + verb + genitive: 
 
ÖAdrhstow d' êr' ¶peita lab∆n ¨ §l˝sseto goÊnvn:    Il. 6.45 
aÈtår ˘ tª •t°r˙ m¢n •l∆n ¨ §ll˝sseto goÊnvn,    Il. 21.71 
xruse˝hn eÎtukton, •oË ¨ d' §pebÆseto d˝frou,    Il. 8.44, 13.26 
SperxÒmenow d' ˘ geraiÚw •oË ¨ §pebÆseto d˝frou,    Il. 24.322 
§n xe˝ress' ÉOdus∞Û t˝yei, ¨ §pebÆseto d' ·ppvn:    Il. 10.529 
mht°r' §mÆn: ∂ d' afi¢n §m¢ ¨ liss°sketo goÊnvn    Il. 9.451 
Õw fãn: ı d' ÍcÒrofon yãlamon ¨ katebÆseto patrÒw,   Od. 2.337 
bãllomen: oÈd' ı g°rvn dol˝hw ¨ §pelÆyeto t°xnhw,    Od. 4.455 
EÈrÊloxow d' •tãroisi kak∞w ¨  §jÆrxeto boul∞w:    Od. 12.339 
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aÈtår ˜ g' émfot°r˙si lab∆n ¨  §ll˝sseto goÊnvn    Od. 10.264 
 
Hepthemimeral + verb + dative: 
 
ne˝aton §w kene«na ˜yi ¨ zvnnÊsketo m˝tr˙:    Il. 5.857 
ne˝kei Ùneid˝zvn, m°ga d¢ ¨ stenax˝zeto yum“:     Il. 7.95 
ÉAtre˝dhn pros°eipe ka‹ ¨ §jeree˝neto mÊyƒ:    Il. 10.81 
Afine€an y', ˘w Trvs‹ yeÚw ¨ Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ,    Il. 11.58 
àVw fãto, k≈kusen d¢ gunØ ¨ ka‹ éme˝beto mÊyƒ:    Il. 24.200 
àVw fãto, gÆyhsen d' ˘ g°rvn, ¨ ka‹ éme˝beto mÊyƒ:    Il. 24.424 
àVw ¶fat', ¶deisen d' ˘ g°rvn ¨ ka‹ §pe˝yeto mÊyƒ.    Il. 24.571 
˘w tÒt' §n‹ KrÆtessi yeÚw ¨ Õw t˝eto dÆmƒ     Od. 14.205 
tÚn d' aÔte pros°eipe gunØ ¨ ka‹ éme˝beto mÊyƒ:    Od. 15.434 
to›w d' aÔtiw met°eipe gunØ ¨ ka‹ éme˝beto mÊyƒ:    Od. 15.439 
tÚn d' aÔ diogenØw ÉOduseÁw ¨ ±me˝beto mÊyƒ:     Od. 15.485 
pãnta d' ¶san neÒdarta: dÒlon ¨ d' §pemÆdeto patr˝.   Od.  4.437 
patr‹ f˝lƒ: ı d¢ pãnta nÒei ¨ ka‹ éme˝beto mÊyƒ:    Od. 6.67 
Õw §fãmhn, ı d° m' ofim≈jaw ¨ ±me˝beto mÊyƒ:     Od. 11.59 
d°rtron ¶sv dÊnontew: ı d' oÈk ¨ épamÊneto xers˝.    Od. 11.579 
˘w ke›non telam«na •ª ¨ §gkãtyeto t°xn˙.     Od. 11.614 
aÈt˝ka d' EÈrÊloxow stuger“ ¨ m' ±me˝beto mÊyƒ:    Od. 12.278 
¥ndane khrÊkvn ka˝  sfin ¨ pareg˝neto dait˝:     Od. 17.173 
=e›a lay∆n EÎmaion, êfar ¨ d' §ree˝neto mÊyƒ:    Od.  17.305 
Õw §fãmhn, ı d° m' ofim≈jaw ¨ ±me˝beto mÊyƒ:     Od. 9.506 
 Õw fãto, Thl°maxow d¢ f˝lƒ ¨ §pepe˝yeto patr˝,    Od. 19.14 
Õw fãto, Thl°maxow d¢ f˝lƒ ¨ §pepe˝yeto patr˝,   Od.  22.108, 2.393 
tØn d' êthn oÈ prÒsyen •“ ¨ §gkãtyeto yum“     Od. 23.223 
Õw êr' ¶fh ÑEkãth: tØn d' oÈk ¨ ±me˝beto mÊyƒ    Dem. 59 
àVw fãto, tØn d' ÑUperion˝dhw ¨±me˝beto mÊyƒ:    Dem. 74 
kuãneow =adino›si yeçw ¨ §lel˝zeto poss˝n.     Dem. 183 
pa›d' énå xers‹n •loËsa •“ ¨ §gkãtyeto kÒlpƒ,    Dem. 286 
 
Bucolic Diaeresis + verb + nominative:  
 
éll' élapadnÚw ¶hn, paËrow d° ofl ≠  e·peto laÒw.    Il. 2.675 
uflÚw PeiriyÒoio tÚn éyãnatow ≠  t°keto ZeÊw:     Il. 2.741 
§w d' ˆxea flÒgea pos‹ bÆseto, ≠ lãzeto d' ¶gxow   Il. 5.745 
¶ny' aÔte GlaÊkƒ Kron˝dhw fr°naw ≠ §j°leto ZeÊw,   Il. 6.234 
¶gxow ¶x' •ndekãphxu: pãroiye d¢ ≠ lãmpeto dourÚw   Il. 6.319 
émbatÒw §sti pÒliw ka‹ §p˝dromon ≠ ¶pleto te›xow.   Il. 6.434 
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N°stvr, o˝ ka‹ prÒsyen ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulÆ:   Il. 7.325 
ÜEktorow éntikrÊ, bal°ein d° • ≠ ·eto yumÒw:     Il. 8.301, 310 
§w d' ˆxea flÒgea pos‹ bÆseto, ≠ lãzeto d' ¶gxow     Il. 8.389 
¶gxow ¶x' •ndekãphxu: pãroiye d¢ ≠ lãmpeto dourÚw    Il. 8.494 
N°stvr, o˝  ka‹ prÒsyen ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulÆ:    Il. 9.94 
∏de d° ofl katå yumÚn ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulØ      Il. 10.17 
nhus‹n ¶pi glafurªsin §laun°men: ≠ ≥xyeto går k∞r.   Il. 11.274, 400 
∏ke kakÚn Danao›si, m˝nunya d¢ ≠ xãzeto dourÒw.    Il. 11.539 
éll' ˜te dØ Pul˝vn ka‹ ÉEpei«n ≠ ¶pleto ne›kow,    Il. 11.737 
te˝xeow ¶ntosyen, m°ga d° sfisi ≠ fa˝neto ¶rgon:    Il. 12.416 
tr‹w m¢n Ùr°jat' fi≈n, tÚ d¢ t°traton ≠ ·keto t°kmvr   Il. 13.20 
lãyr˙ ÍpejanadÁw poli∞w èlÒw: ≠ ≥xyeto gãr =a    Il. 13.352 
ÉIdomeneÁw d' oÈ l∞ge m°now m°ga, ≠ ·eto d' afie‹    Il. 13.424 
émf‹ d° ofl krotãfoisi faeinØ ≠ se˝eto pÆlhj.     Il. 13.805 
∏de d° ofl katå yumÚn ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulØ      Il. 14.161 
bÆthn, ékrotãth d¢ pod«n Ïpo ≠ se˝eto Ïlh.      Il. 14.285 
˜ssh êra Tr≈vn ka‹ ÉAxai«n ≠ ¶pleto fvnØ    Il. 14.400 
Jãnyou dinÆentow, ˘n éyãnatow ≠ t°keto ZeÊw,     Il. 14.434 
xlvro‹ Ípa‹ de˝ouw pefobhm°noi: ≠ ¶greto d¢ ZeÁw    Il. 15.4 
tre›w gãr t' §k KrÒnou efim¢n édelfeo‹ ¨ oÓw ≠ t°keto ÑR°a   Il. 15.187 
pÆlhj ballom°nh kanaxØn ¶xe, ≠ bãlleto d' afie‹    Il. 16.105 
to›o m¢n AÈtom°dvn douriklutÚw ≠ eÏreto t°kmvr:    Il. 16.472 
∏ke d' §reisãmenow, oÈd¢ dØn ≠ xãzeto fvtÒw,     Il. 16.736 
doÊrat' énasxÒmenoi: mãla d° sfisin ≠ ¶lpeto yumÚw   Il. 17.234 
e·lkeon émfÒteroi: mãla d° sfisin ≠ ¶lpeto yumÚw     Il. 17.395 
≥Ûsan émfÒteroi: mãla d° sfisin ≠ ¶lpeto yumÚw    Il.17.495 
dakruÒfi pl∞syen, yalerØ d° ofl ≠ ¶sxeto fvnÆ.    Il. 17.696 
t°knon t˝ kla˝eiw; t˝ d° se fr°naw ≠ ·keto p°nyow;    Il. 18.73 
gãstrhn m¢n tr˝podow pËr êmfepe, ≠ y°rmeto d' Ïdvr:   Il. 18.348 
éll' §pe‹ éasãmhn ka˝ meu fr°naw ≠ §j°leto ZeÊw,    Il. 19.137 
xrÊseioi sÊnexon ka‹ diplÒow ≠ ≥nteto y≈rhj:     Il. 20.415 
Jãnyou dinÆentow, ˘n éyãnatow ≠ t°keto ZeÊw,     Il. 21.2 
àVw êra fvnÆsaw pãlin §trãpet': ≠ a‡deto gãr =a   Il. 21.468 
oÈd' ÉAgam°mnoni pãmpan •Ændane: ≠ boÊleto gãr =a   Od. 3.143 
aÈt“ d' oÎ pv favnet' §nant˝h: ≠a‡deto gãr =a    Od. 6.329 
prÒsye m¢n flpp∞ew, metå d¢ n°fow ≠ e·peto pez«n     Il. 23.133 
dakruÒfi pl∞syen, yalerØ d° ofl ≠ ¶sxeto fvnÆ.    Il. 23.397 
kuãneon, toË d' oÎ ti melãnteron ≠ ¶pleto ¶syow.    Il. 24.94 
Jãnyou dinÆentow, ˘n éyãnatow ≠ t°keto ZeÊw     Il. 24.693 
oÈd¢ gunÆ: pãntaw går éãsxeton ≠ ·keto p°nyow:    Il. 24.708 
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to›si d¢ Thl°maxow pepnum°now ≠ ≥rxeto mÊyvn:    Od. 1.367 
feËgon, §pe‹ g˝nvskon, ˘ dØ kakå ≠ mÆdeto da˝mvn.   Od. 3.166 
dakruÒfin pl∞syen, yalerØ d° ofl ≠ ¶sxeto fvnÆ.    Od. 4.705  
∑lyon går ka‹ ke›se, polÁw d° moi ≠ ßspeto laÒw,    Od. 6.164 
to›sin d' ÉArÆth leuk≈lenow ≠ ≥rxeto mÊyvn:     Od. 7.233 
oÈd¢ Poseidãvna g°lvw ¶xe, ≠ l˝sseto d' afie‹     Od. 8.344 
gãstrhn m¢n tr˝podow pËr êmfepe, ≠ y°rmeto d' Ïdvr:   Od. 8.437 
¥de d° moi katå yumÚn érvsth ≠  fa˝neto boulÆ:    Od. 9.318 
¥de d° moi katå yumÚn ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulÆ:    Od. 9.424 
éll' ¥mhn éllofron°vn, kakå d' ≠ ˆsseto yumÒw.    Od. 10.374 
¥de d° moi katå yumÚn ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulÆ:    Od. 11.230  
to›sin d' ÉArÆth leuk≈lenow ≠ ≥rxeto mÊyvn:     Od. 11.335 
ka‹ tÒte dØ g˝nvskon, ˘ dØ kakå ≠ mÆdeto da˝mvn,    Od. 12.295 
Ùptal°a te ka‹ »mã: bo«n d' Õw ≠ g˝neto fvnÆ.    Od. 12.396 
to›si d¢ Nestor˝dhw Peis˝stratow ≠ ≥rxeto mÊyvn:    Od. 15.166 
dakruÒfin pl∞syen, yalerØ d° ofl ≠ ¶sxeto fvnÆ.    Od. 19.472 
to›si d¢ Thl°maxow pepnum°now ≠ ≥rxeto mÊyvn:    Od. 15.502 
∑ oÈk o‰sy' ˜te deËro patØr teÚw ≠ ·keto feÊgvn,    Od. 16.424 
Õw êr' §f≈nhsen, tª d' êpterow ≠ ¶pleto mËyow.    Od. 17.57 
Õw êr' §f≈nhsen, tª d' êpterow ≠ ¶pleto mËyow:    Od. 19.29 
t∞w d' êr' ékouoÊshw =°e dãkrua, ≠ tÆketo d¢ xr≈w.   Od. 19.04 
Õw êr' §f≈nhsen, tª d' êpterow ≠ ¶pleto mËyow,    Od.  21.386 
“∑ tiw yhhtØr ka‹ §p˝klopow ≠ ¶pleto tÒjvn:     Od.  21.397 
Õw êr' §f≈nhsen, tª d' êpterow ≠ ¶pleto mËyow,    Od.  22.398 
\lese thloË nÒston ÉAxai˝dow, ≠ \leto d' aÈtÒw.”    Od. 23.68 
lugrÆn, §j ∏w pr«ta ka‹ ≤m°aw ≠ ·keto p°nyow.    Od. 23.224 
N°stvr, o ka‹ prÒsyen ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulÆ    Od. 24.52 
aÈtÚw d¢ pr≈tista per‹ xro˛ ≠ dÊseto xalkÒn:    Od. 22.113 
makrå tinãssontaw: m°ga d' aÈt“˛ ≠  fa˝neto ¶rgon.   Od.  22.149 
tÒsson ¶p' »d˝nousa ÑekhbÒlon ≠ ·keto Lht≈,    Apollo 45 
oÔla lab∆n §p°yhken §phetanã: ≠ lãmpeto d¢ flÚj   Herm. 113 
doiåw êgxi purÒw, dÊnamiw d° ofl ≠ ¶pleto pollÆ:    Herm. 117 
ghrÊet' émbolãdhn, §ratØ d° ofl ≠ ßspeto fvnÆ,    Herm. 426 
¥de d° ofl katå yumÚn ér˝sth ≠ fa˝neto boulÆ:     Aphr. 235 
àVw efip∆n flstÒn te ka‹ flst˝on ≠ ßlketo nhÒw.     Diony. 32 
 
Bucolic Diaeresis + verb + accusative:  
 
Pergãmou §kkatid≈n, Tr≈essi d¢ ≠ boÊleto n˝khn:   Il. 7.21 
to›w ı g°rvn pãmprvtow Ífa˝nein ≠ ≥rxeto m∞tin     Il. 7.324 
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Tude˝dhw Íp' §me›o fobeÊmenow ≠ ·keto n∞aw.    Il. 8.149 
to›w ı g°rvn pãmprvtow Ífa˝nein ≠ ≥rxeto m∞tin     Il. 9.93 
e‡ato pannÊxioi, purå d° sfisi ≠ ka˝eto pollã.   Il. 8.554 
t«n tÒte: ka˝  =a ênaktow §nant˝on ≠ e·leto tÒjon    Il. 9.559 
pollåw §k kefal∞w proyelÊmnouw ≠ ßlketo xa˝taw    Il. 10.15 
a‡yvnow megãloio podhnek°w, ≠ e·leto d' ¶gxow.    Il. 10.24, 178 
tãmnvn d°ndrea makrã, ëdow t° min ≠ ·keto yumÒn,   Il. 11.88 
aÈtår §pe˝  =' ¥bhw §rikud°ow ≠ ·keto m°tron,    Il. 11.225 
ZeÁw m°n =a Tr≈essi ka‹ ÜEktori ≠ boÊleto n€khn    Il. 13.347 
îlt' §p‹ Peisãndrƒ: ˘ d' Íp' ésp˝dow ≠ e·leto kalØn   Il. 13.611 
eÂow ˘ t“ pol°mize m°nvn, ¶ti d' ≠ ¶lpeto n˝khn,     Il. 15.539 
ZeÁw Ícibrem°thw, Tr≈essi d¢ ≠ boÊleto n˝khn:    Il. 16.121 
prÒssv fl°menoi, §p‹ d' ÜEktori ≠ k°kleto yumÒw:    Il. 16.382 
§w d˝fron d' énabåw fÊgad' ¶trape, ≠ k°kleto d' êllouw   Il. 16.657 
skaiª ¶gxow ¶xvn: •t°rhfi d¢ ≠ lãzeto p°tron     Il. 16.734 
íc éponostÆsein, §pe‹ oÈd¢ tÚ ≠ ¶lpeto pãmpan    Il. 17.406 
stãske m°ga fiãxvn: Ùp˝sv d' oÈ ≠ xãzeto pãmpan.   Il. 18.160 
Pouludãmanti d' êr' oÎ tiw ˘w §sylØn ≠ frãzeto boulÆn.  Il. 18.313 
fãsganon o‰on ¶xvn, kakå d¢ fres‹ ≠ mÆdeto ¶rga,   Il. 21.19 
¶nyen Ípekprofug∆n patr≈Ûon ≠ ·keto d«ma.    Il. 21.44 
xalk“ dhÛÒvn: kakå d¢ fres‹ ≠ mÆdeto ¶rga:     Il. 23.176 
âH =a, ka‹ ÜEktora d›on éeik°a ≠ mÆdeto ¶rga.   Il. 22.395, 23.24 
yarsÊnvn ¶pesin, m°ga d' aÈt“≠ boÊleto n˝khn.    Il. 23.682 
ka‹ tÒte dØ ZeÁw lugrÚn §n‹ fres‹ ≠ mÆdeto nÒston    Od. 3.132 
o‡kade fl°menoi: ZeÁw d' oÎ pv ≠ mÆdeto nÒston,     Od. 3.160 
oÈd' Ùl˝gon: sÁ d¢ toËton, §pe‹ teÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma,    Od. 3.368 
ín d' êra Thl°maxow perikall°a ≠ bÆseto d˝fron:    Od. 3.481 
ufl°Û d¢ Spãrthyen ÉAl°ktorow ≠ ≥geto koÊrhn,    Od. 4.10 
Õw fãy', ı d¢ megãroio di°ssuto, ≠ k°kleto d' êllouw    Od. 4.37 
oÈd' ˜ g' élhy°a e‰pe, pãlin d' ˜ ge ≠ lãzeto mËyon,   Od. 13.254 
êllon §potrÊneien, §pe˝  •o ≠ kÆdeto l˝hn:     Od. 14.461 
±gãgeto prÚw d≈may': ı d' êllvn ≠ ·keto d∞mon,    Od. 15.238 
éll' ∑ toi tÚn je›non, §pe‹ teÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma,     Od. 16.78 
A‡gisyow dolÒmhtiw êgvn, ÍpÚ ≠ d' ¶sxeto misyÚn    Od. 4.525 
ka‹ tÒt' ÉOduss∞Û megalÆtori ≠ mÆdeto pompÆn:    Od. 5.233 
˘w n°on ÉAlkinÒoio da˝fronow ≠ ·keto d«ma     Od. 8.13 
ka‹ tÒte pËr én°kaie ka‹ e‡siden, ≠ e‡reto d' ¥meaw:    Od. 9.251 
¶nya m¢n oÎte bo«n oÎt' éndr«n ≠ fa˝neto ¶rga,    Od. 10.98 
∑ =a, ka‹ émf'  moisin éeik°a ≠ bãlleto pÆrhn,    Od. 17.197 
∑ =a, ka‹ émf'  moisin éeik°a ≠ bãlleto pÆrhn,    Od. 18.108 
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Thlemãxƒ mel°men: toË går f˝lon ≠ ·keto d«ma.”    Od. 18.421 
prosfu°' §j aÈt∞w, ˜y' §p‹ m°ga ≠ bãlleto k«aw.    Od. 19.8 
je˝nvn thledap«n fil˝vn §mÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma,     Od. 19.51 
likrif‹w é˝jaw, oÈd' Ùst°on ≠ ·keto fvtÒw.     Od. 19.51 
s˝tou d' oÈk°t' ¶fh peinÆmenai: ≠ e‡reto gãr min.    Od. 20.137 
efi nÒsths' ÉOduseÁw ka‹ ÍpÒtropow ≠ ·keto d«ma:     Od. 20.332 
je˝nvn thledap«n fil˝vn §mÚn ≠ ·keto d«ma:     Od. 24.26 
tØn d' êxow afinÒteron ka‹ kÊnteron ≠ ·keto yumÒn.    Dem. 90 
pr˝n g' ˜te dØ Keleo›o da˝fronow ≠ ·keto d«ma,    Dem. 96 
k˝dnato, pollå d¢ m∞la tanaÊpoda ≠ bÒsketo po€hn.   Herm. 232 
≥Ûsan: ≤ d' ırÒvsa metå fres‹ ≠ t°rpeto yumÚn    Aphr. 72 
 
Bucolic Diaeresis + verb + genitive:  
 
zvÚn ¶t' éspa˝ronta, ™ ka‹ oÎ pv ≠ lÆyeto xãrmhw,   Il. 12.203 
aÈt˝k' §pe˝  t' §nÒhsen: ˜mvw d' oÈ ≠ lÆyeto xãrmhw,   Il. 12.393 
±el˝ou Ùje›a, n°fow d' oÈ ≠ fa˝neto pãshw     Il. 17.372 
tªsi d¢ Nausikãa leuk≈lenow ≠ ≥rxeto molp∞w.     Od. 6.101 
‡xni' épostr°caw: dol˝hw d' oÈ ≠ lÆyeto t°xnhw    Herm. 76 
yãrsow §n‹ fres‹ y∞ke ka‹ §k d°ow ≠ e·leto gu˝vn.    Od. 6.140 
ˆfra moi §k kãmaton yumofyÒron ≠ e·leto gu˝vn.    Od. 10.363 
bÒmbhsan d' êra pãnta katå =Òon: ≠ ¶sxeto d' aÈtoË    Od. 12.204 
 
Bucolic Diaeresis + verb + dative:  
 
pår d° ofl âIriw ¶baine ka‹ ≤n˝a ≠ lãzeto xers˝,    Il. 5.365 
érhtØr §t°tukto, yeÚw d' Õw ≠  t˝eto dÆmƒ,    Il. 5.78 
pãllvn d' Ùj°a doËra katå stratÚn ≠ ’xeto pãnt˙  Il. 6.104 
ÉIl˝ou eÏrvsin, §pe‹ Õw f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“    Il. 7.31 
t«n d' ÜElenow Priãmoio f˝low pa›w ≠ sÊnyeto yum“    Il. 7.44 
ÉArge€vn ≥nasse, yeÚw d' Õw ≠ t˝eto dÆmƒ.     Il. 10.33 
n∞aw ¶pi glafurãw: tª går f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“.   Il. 10.531 
pãllvn d' Ùj°a doËra katå stratÚn ≠ ’xeto pãnt˙   Il. 11.212 
n∞aw ¶pi glafurãw: tª går f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“    Il. 11.520 
Afitvlo›sin ênasse, yeÚw d' Õw  ≠ t˝eto dÆmƒ:     Il. 13.218 
afi¢n ¶x' ≤n˝oxow yerãpvn: ˘ d¢ ≠ ·eto yum“     Il. 13.386 
¥menon efise›de, stugerÚw d° ofl ≠ ¶pleto yum“.     Il. 14.158 
éll' efi dÆ =' §y°leiw ka˝toi f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“,    Il. 14.337 
ÉIda˝ou §t°tukto, yeÚw d' Õw ≠ t˝eto dÆmƒ.     Il. 16.605  
éllå kat' aÈtoÁw afi¢n ˜ra ka‹ ≠ frãzeto yum“,    Il. 16.646 
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te˝xei Ïpo Tr≈vn: tÒ min oÎ pote ≠ ¶lpeto yum“    Il. 17.404 
karpal˝mvw mãstiga ka‹ ≤n˝a ≠ lãzeto xers˝n,    Il. 17.482 
tr°sse d¢ paptÆnaw, §pe‹ oÈk°ti ≠ ¶lpeto yum“     Il. 17.603 
T«n d' ëpan §plÆsyh ped˝on ka‹ ≠ lãmpeto xalk“   Il. 20.156 
âH =' ˘ g°rvn, poliåw d' êr' énå tr˝xaw ≠ ßlketo xers‹   Il. 22.77 
efi d° min ofikt˝reiw ka˝toi f˝low ≠ ¶pleto yum“     Il. 23.548 
karpal˝mvw mãstiga ka‹ ≤n˝a ≠ lãzeto xers˝n,    Il. 24.441 
paidÚw går mËyon pepnum°non ≠ ¶nyeto yum“.     Od. 1.361 
Thlemãxƒ efiku›a katå ptÒlin ≠ ’xeto pãnt˙,    Od. 2.383 
§ktel°saw m°ga ¶rgon, ˘ oÎ pote ≠ ¶lpeto yum“.    Od. 3.275 
§w d˝fron t' én°baine ka‹ ≤n˝a ≠ lãzeto xers˝,      Od. 3.483 
patrokasignÆtƒ, ˜w toi kÒton ≠ ¶nyeto yum“,    Od. 13.342 
afid°omai: per‹ gãr m' §f˝lei ka‹ ≠ kÆdeto yum“:    Od. 14.146 
≥ k' ét°lest' e‡h, Àw ofl f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“.     Od. 8.571 
lÆsein §nnos˝gaion, ˜ toi kÒton ≠ ¶nyeto yum“,    Od. 11.102 
ßrjon ˜pvw §y°leiw ka˝toi f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“.”    Od. 13.145 
Doul˝xiÒnd' fi°nai, ˜yi moi f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“:    Od. 14.397 
tØn d' aÔte pros°eipen énÆr, ˘w ≠ m˝sgeto lãyr˙:    Od. 15.430.  
˜tti mãlist' §y°leiw ka˝toi f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“,    Od. 18.113 
neustãzvn kefalª: dØ går kakÚn ≠ ˆsseto yum“.    Od. 18.154 
“KtÆsipp', ∑ mãla toi tÒde k°rdion ≠ ¶pleto yum“:    Od.  20.304 
paidÚw går mËyon pepnum°non ≠ ¶nyeto yum“.     Od.  21.355 
ˆssa d' êr' êggelow Œka katå ptÒlin ≠ ’xeto pãnt˙   Od. 24.413 
pãssat' ékhxem°nh, oÈd¢ xrÒa ≠ bãlleto loutro›w.   Dem. 50 
≥gagew: oÏtv pou t“ s“ f˝lon ≠ ¶pleto yum“:    Apollo 527  
 
Line-final segments with verb ending in -ato localized before the bucolic 
diaeresis and followed by a line-end nominative subject (mostly) of the 
verb.  First, from trochaic caesura to line-end: 
 
Yers˝thw: t“ d' Œka ™par˝stato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw,   Il. 2.244 
kuklÒs', ˘ d' §n m°ssoisi ™ par˝stato ≠ fisÒyeow f≈w,   Il. 4.212 
TeËkre p°pon dØ n«Ûn ™ ép°ktato ≠ pistÚw •ta›row    Il. 15.438 
teÊxein: ¶joxa gãr min ™ §f˝lato ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh:   Il. 5.61 
∑ mãla s' oÈ b°low »kÁ ™ damãssato ≠ pikrÚw ÙÛstÒw:  Il. 5.278 
taËt' êra ofl fron°onti ™ par˝stato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn  Il. 16.716 
 àVw êra ofl efipÒnti ™ §p°ptato ≠ dejiÚw ˆrniw     Il. 13.830 
Õw kraipn«w memau›a ™ di°ptato ≠ pÒtnia ÜHrh:    Il. 15.84 
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Õw kraipn«w memau›a ™ di°ptato ≠ »k°a âIriw,    Il. 15.173 
ka‹ tÚn m¢n metå xers‹n ™ §rÊsato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn  Il. 5.344 
àVw efip∆n o˝ paidÚw ™ Ùr°jato ≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr:   Il. 6.466 
éll' ˜te dØ basil∞a ™ kixÆsato ≠ Tud°ow uflÒw,   Il. 10.494 
∑lye kakÒn: nËn aÔt° ™ s' §rÊsato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn  Il. 11.363 
doÊphsen d¢ pes≈n: ˘ ™ d' §peÊjato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw:  Il. 11.449 
Pãtroklow d¢ yÊr˙sin ™ §f˝stato ≠ fisÒyeow f≈w.    Il. 11.644 
TeËkre p°pon dØ n«Ûn ™ ép°ktato ≠ pistÚw •ta›row    Il. 15.438 
ÉAtre˝dhw, efi mÆ ofl ™ égãssato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn,   Il. 17.72 
t“ d¢ barÁ stenãxonti ™ parvstato ≠ pÒtnia mÆthr,    Il. 18.70 
mÊrony': ∂ d' §n to›si ™ par˝stato ≠ d›a yeãvn,    Il. 19.6 
  àVw o„ m°n =' •kãterye ™ kayÆato ≠ mhtiÒvntew    Il. 20153 
∑lye kakÒn: nËn aÔt° ™ s' §rÊsato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn,     Il. 20.450 
efi mØ Tud°ow uÂÛ ™ kot°ssato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn,     Il. 23.284 
EÈrÊalow d° ofl o‰ow ™ én˝stato ≠ fisÒyeow f∆w     Il. 23.678 
…w ke˝nƒ énafandå ™ par˝stato ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh: —   Od. 3.222 
t“ d¢ Brish˛w ´ parel°jato ≠ kallipãr˙ow.     Il. 24.676 
y∞kan, §pe‹ s° ge to›on ™ §ge˝nato ≠ PhnelÒpeia.    Od. 1.224 
to›sin d' émfot°roisin ™ égãssato ≠ yumÚw égÆnvr.   Od. 4.658 
ka‹ tÒt' ¶peit' ênemow m¢n ™ §paÊsato ≠ ±d¢ galÆnh    Od. 5.391 
Õw ÉOdus∞' éspastÚn ™ §e˝sato ≠ ga›a ka‹ Ïlh,    Od. 5.398 
Âje n°vn, tª dÆ ofl ™ §e˝sato ≠ x«row êristow,     Od. 5.442 
§w potamÒn, tª dÆ moi ™ §e˝sato ≠x«row êristow,    Od. 7.281 
aÈt˝k' ¶peit' ênemow m¢n ™ §paÊsato ≠ ±d¢ galÆnh    Od. 12.169 
érgÊreon: ÑEl°nh d¢ ™ par˝stato ≠ kallipãr˙ow     Od. 15.123 
  Õw êra ofl efipÒnti ™ §p°ptato ≠ dejiÚw ˆrniw,     Od. 15.160 
Thl°maxow d' eÈn∞yen ™ én˝stato, ≠ fisÒyeow f≈w,    Od. 20.125 
oÈk ¶balew tÚn je›non: ™ éleÊato ≠ går b°low aÈtÒw   Od. 20.305 
Lei≈dhw d¢ pr«tow ™ én˝stato, ≠ÖHnopow uflÒw,    Od. 21.144 
oÈ gãr toi s° ge to›on ™ §ge˝nato ≠pÒtnia mÆthr,    Od. 21.172 
kvrÊkƒ: aÈt˝ka gãr moi™ Ù˝sato ≠ yumÚw égÆnvr     Od. 9.213 
ÉAntinÒou, tÚn pr«ton ™ §nÆrato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw:` `   Od. 24.424 
§pe‹ dØ mnhst∞raw ™ §te˝sato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw,    Od. 24.482 
§w lim°n', ≤ d' émãyoisin ™ §xrvmcato ≠ pontopÒrow nhËw         Apollo 439 
foinÚn épopne˝ous', ´ ı d' §phÊjato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn:              Apollo 362 
 
Now, from the penthemimeral caesura to line-end: 
 
y≈rhkow gÊalon: ´ diå d' ¶ptato ≠ pikrÚw ÙÛstÒw,    Il. 5.99 
y≈rhkow gÊalon, ´ épÚ d' ¶ptato ≠ pikrÚw ÙÛstÒw.    Il. 13.588 
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pollÚn époplagxye‹w ´ •kåw ¶ptato ≠ pikrÚw ÙÛstÒw.   Il. 13.593 
to›si d' ÉEreuyal˝vn ´ prÒmow ·stato ≠ fisÒyeow f∆w    Il. 7.136 
ZeÁw d¢ ye«n égorØn ´ poiÆsato ≠ terpik°raunow   Il. 8.2 
Tr≈vn aÔt' égorØn ´  poiÆsato ≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr   Il. 8.489 
p°nyeÛ d' étlÆtƒ ´  bebolÆato ≠ pãntew êristoi.   Il. 9.3 
 àVw êra fvnÆsaw ´ ≤gÆsato ≠ kuanoxa˝thw     Il. 20.144 
Laodame˝˙ m¢n ´ parel°jato ≠ mht˝eta ZeÊw,    Il. 6.198 
áAc d' §p‹ PatrÒklƒ ´ t°tato ≠ kraterØ Ísm˝nh     Il. 17.544 
∑gon: étår s¢ ZeÁw ´ §rrÊsato ≠ ka‹ yeo‹ êlloi.    Il. 20.194 
doÊphsen d¢ pes≈n, ´ ˘  d' §peÊjato ≠ d›ow ÉAxilleÊw:  Il. 20.388 
ka‹ tÚ m¢n ênta fid∆n ´ ±leÊato ≠ fa˝dimow ÜEktvr:   Il. 22.274 
lugrÒn, ˘n §k Tro˝hw ´ §pete˝lato ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh.   Od. 1.327 
ka‹ dm≈vn, oÏw moi ´ lh˝ssato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw.”     Od. 1.398 
Õw êra fvnÆsas' ´ ≤gÆsato ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh            Od.  2.405, 3.29 
Õw êra fvnÆsas' ´ ≤gÆsato ≠ Pallåw ÉAyÆnh     Od. 7.37 
Õw gãr ofl xre˝vn ´ muyÆsato ≠ Fo›bow ÉApÒllvn     Od. 8.79 
aÈtÒyen §j •dr°vn. ´ énå d' ·stato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw,         Od. 13.56 
t∞mow dØ nÆsƒ ´prosep˝lnato ≠ pontopÒrow nhËw.           Od. 13.95 
kÆdeto ofikÆvn, ´ oÓw ktÆsato ≠ d›ow ÉOdusseÊw.          Od. 14.4 
Õw efip∆n klis˝hnd' ´ ≤gÆsato ≠ d›ow ÍforbÒw,                  Od. 14.48 
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